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Abstract
The experiments presented in this work are aimed at gaining a greater understanding of the 
semantic impairment in semantic dementia (SD) in terms of modality-specificity and 
category-specificity, and to consider the implications for the organisation of the semantic 
system. To this end, the semantic abilities of a group of twelve SD patients with varying 
impairment severity were examined using a variety of methods - tests from a traditional 
semantic battery and novel tests, which examined the verbal and nonverbal knowledge of 
concepts and the semantic attributes of those concepts. The methods of assessment were 
directly contrasted and relationships between them explored. Throughout this work, 
comparisons with normal performance were drawn using data collected from age-matched 
healthy subjects. Longitudinal analyses of the performance of a subset of the patients were 
also presented to investigate any decline in patient performance over time. The findings 
suggest a remarkable degree of consistency in semantic performance in the patient group, 
regardless of stimulus modality or feature type, with few exceptions. However, this 
consistency was not reflected in the influence of semantic domain. Some patients showed 
category-specificity while others did not. These differences could not be explained by 
reference to psycholinguistic variables or evolutionarily determined categories. Differential 
processing of feature types was more satisfactory as an explanation but required the 
implication of more fine-grained distinctions than the binary sensory/functional knowledge 
classification. Recent models of which consider multiple principles of organisation within 
the semantic system are more likely to be able to account for all the data showing both 
consistency and inconsistency within the present cohort of SD patients, and the myriad 
findings in the semantic memory literature.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
1. The semantic memory problem
Tulving (1972) has perhaps provided the most overarching definition of semantic memory 
as a mental thesaurus, the organised knowledge a person possesses about words and their 
meaning, and relations among them. Writing nearly a century earlier, William James 
(1890) described semantic memories as very complex representations including the fact to 
be recalled plus its associates, which demand a vastly more intricate brain-process than that 
on which a simple sensorial image depends. Since James, a wealth of research has 
focussed on the structure of semantic memory and its representations. This complex issue 
has been addressed at many levels from the anatomical through functional to the 
computational. Important questions in semantic memory research concern what constitutes 
a concept, how aspects of a concept relate to one another, and how individual concepts 
relate to one another to form the semantic memory system (or systems). A further concern 
is how this system is instantiated in the brain, and whether anatomical factors determine the 
structure of the system via learning mechanisms, or it is the statistical properties of the 
concepts themselves which constrain the organisation.
2. Methodology used in semantic memory research
The nature and organisation of semantic memory has been investigated using a variety of 
different methodologies. Cognitive psychological and particularly neuropsychological
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methods have an established history, whereas recently developed methods such as 
neuroimaging and computational modeling have only been applied to the issue in the last 
two decades.
2.1 Cognitive Psychology
Several methodological paradigms have been used to investigate the content and structure 
of semantic memory from a cognitive psychology perspective, and all are concerned with 
exploring the semantic relatedness among concepts. One such method is the sentence 
verification task (Collins & Quillian, 1969). Simple sentences about concepts are presented 
to participants for decisions about their validity (e.g. “A robin is a bird”). Reaction times to 
these sentences are then used to compare the proximity of concepts in a semantic network, 
or the degree of feature overlap, or the typicality of a concept (Ripps et a l , 1973; Rosch, 
1973). A further methodology that is used is semantic priming, which is based on the 
assumption that the activation of a concept causes the activation of other concepts that are 
related to it. Primes and targets are manipulated to investigate the effects of context on 
semantic processing. The stimuli used in these experiments range from single words to 
complex sentence comprehension (Neely, 1991).
Feature norming studies have also been conducted, which ask healthy subjects to generate
attributes of concepts in response to their names (Devlin et a l , 1998; Garrard et al., 2001a;
McCrae et a l, 1997; McCrae & Cree, 2002; Cree & McCrae, 2003; Vinson & Vigliocco,
2002). While these definitions are not regarded as a literal record of semantic
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representations, they are considered as a window to semantic representations because those 
representations are being used by the speakers when generating the features (McCrae et al., 
1997; Rosch & Mervis, 1975). Using the definitions generated, analyses of conceptual 
structure can be conducted according to many variables, as well as comparisons of the 
distribution of these variables across semantic categories and broader domains.
These methods have informed several theories of semantic organisation. Collins & 
Quillian (1972) developed a model concerning the structure of semantic memory and the 
process of retrieving information from that structure. They viewed the entries in semantic 
memory as nodes in a network comprising interrelated concepts. The major process they 
argued to be involved in retrieving knowledge from the semantic network was spreading 
activation. The activation of one concept node in the system spreads to all other concepts 
to which it is linked, that is, semantically related to. An important structural aspect of the 
network is that it is hierarchical, although a strict hierarchy was abandoned by Collins and 
Loftus (1975). This network model has formed the basis of much subsequent cognitive 
research in semantic memory, and theories concerning its organisation (reviewed in section 
4 below).
2.2 Neuropsychology
Neurology in the late nineteenth century attempted to localise higher cortical functions in
the brain. Pick (1892) drew attention to the association between progressive aphasia and
temporal lobe atrophy. Wernicke (1900, reproduced in Eggert, 1977) sketched out a theory
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of semantic memory based on his study of the neuroanatomy and disorders of language. He 
argued that semantic knowledge arises from the interactions among modality-specific 
perceptual representations of objects and the words we use to describe them. This 
framework allowed him to predict the occurrence of generalised semantic disorders arising 
from damage to the hypothesised areas thought to mediate interactions between sensory 
zones.
With the rise of neuropsychology as a discipline in the latter half of the twentieth century, 
the behaviour of patients with neurological damage was described extensively in terms of 
their cognition. In a seminal report, Warrington (1975) described three cases of progressive 
deterioration of semantic memory. Despite largely preserved cognitive and language 
functions outside the realm of semantic knowledge, the patients performed poorly on tests 
of picture naming and definition, word-to-picture matching, and property verification. In 
contrast to tests that required basic level classification, the patients were able to process the 
superordinate label for many of the items. Warrington argued in favour of the hierarchical 
categorization model of semantic memory proposed by Collins & Quillian (1969) but 
provided evidence to constrain it concerning the direction of processing through the 
hierarchy. Furthermore, the differential degree to which each patient performed with 
words compared to pictures led to the argument that their may be separate semantic systems 
accessed by word and pictures. It became evident that the behaviour of neuropsychological 
patients could inform cognitive theory in addition to localizing function.
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A great deal of work with patient populations who show semantic impairment has now 
been reported. Semantic impairments have been found to result from focal brain injury. 
The most common aetiology is herpes simplex viral encephalitis (HSVE: Warrington & 
Shallice, 1984), but other focal aetiologies include cerebro-vascular accident (Caramazza & 
Shelton, 1998), and traumatic brain injury (Rosazza et al., 2003). Much work has been 
with neurodegenerative conditions such as dementia of the Alzheimer’s type (DAT: 
Cherktow & Bub, 1990; Hodges, Salmon & Butters, 1992), primary progressive aphasia 
(PPA: Mesulam, 1982) and semantic dementia (Snowden et al., 1989; Hodges et a l, 1992). 
A challenge for the field is to be able to make predictions about semantic processing based 
on patients with lesions that often do not respect functional boundaries. Patients with 
HSVE often have extensive damage to the medial as well as inferolateral temporal lobe and 
therefore show episodic memory problems and visuospatial deficits in addition to semantic 
impairment. Similar issues surround work with DAT patients. Semantic dementia (SD) is 
a progressive neurodegenerative condition which is relatively isolated functionally. SD 
patients have problems on semantic tasks such as naming and single-word comprehension 
but are relatively proficient on language and other cognitive tasks that do not rely on the 
semantic system until late into the disease (Hodges et al., 1992). These factors make SD 
highly suitable for neuropsychological investigations of semantic memory.
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2.3 Neuroimaging
The advent of neuroimaging techniques has allowed the investigation of the brain in vivo. 
Structural imaging has enabled accurate localisation of lesions in patients. It therefore can 
assist in the clinical classification of patients and localising cognitive functions when 
combined with neuropsychological findings. Until recently, such data could only be 
collected at autopsy by which time patients with progressive disorders may have 
generalised cognitive deficits. Functional imaging has allowed the investigation of the 
areas of the brain involved in carrying out cognitive functions while they are being 
performed.
2.3.1 Structural imaging
Prior to the advent of imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), lesion localisation involved making assumptions based on motor 
symptoms following injury or disease. The development of imaging techniques with high 
spatial resolution has allowed the anatomy of the brain to be explored in individual patients 
and comparisons to be made with others. These lesion overlap studies have found many 
sites in the temporal lobes to be important for semantic processing (Damasio et a l 2004; 
Gainotti, 2000).
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Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a method that allows the automatic (nonoperator 
dependent) quantification of brain lesions in patients as shown on MRI, and correlations 
between anatomical and functional variables. Gomo-Tempini et a l (2004) compared the 
lesion profiles of patients with SD to those with nonfluent progressive aphasia (NFPA) and 
logopenic progressive aphasia (LPA). The latter two conditions affect the more syntactic 
and phonological aspects of speech rather than semantic processing. By performing lesion 
overlap studies using VBM, the authors found distinct anatomical profiles in the three 
groups and found that the cognitive profile specific of SD patients was associated with 
anterior temporal lobe damage.
Mummery et al (2000) conducted a VBM analysis of six patients with SD. This 
methodology allowed changes in grey matter density to be identified on a voxel-by-voxel 
basis, showing circumscribed lesions most prominent in the left temporal pole. 
Furthermore, the extent of atrophy in this area correlated significantly with the degree of 
semantic impairment in the patients, suggesting this area to be critically involved in 
semantic processing. There were also suggestions from the study that bilateral anterior 
temporal lobe atrophy is necessary to produce substantial semantic impairment.
2.3.2 Functional imaging in healthy participants
With the advent of functional imaging methods, the activity of regions of the brain can be
observed while participants perform semantic tasks. This methodology has been used with
healthy participants and patient populations. In healthy subjects, tasks which tap
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conceptual knowledge activate a large, common neural network (mostly in the left 
hemisphere) that extends from the inferior and middle temporal gyri and the anterior 
temporal pole to the inferior frontal cortex (Devlin et a l, 2002a; Kellenbach et a l, 2001; 
Vandenberghe et a l, 1996). While the inferior frontal gyrus is likely to be performing 
operations to aid selection among competing responses, and therefore not specific to 
semantic processing (Price et a l, 1999; Thomspson-Schill, 2003), the anterior temporal 
lobe has been assumed by many authors to be specific to the semantic system and involved 
in integrating the features represented throughout the cortex (Damasio et a l, 1996; Devlin 
et a l, 2002b; Martin & Chao, 2001).
A great deal of imaging work in healthy participants has concentrated on specific aspects of 
semantic knowledge, that is, areas of cortex that are specifically involved in some types of 
conceptual knowledge but not others. The findings from this work suggest that the 
semantic system may be organised by semantic attribute type (Damasio et a l, 1996) which 
leads to semantic category differences (Martin & Chao, 2001). This evidence has therefore 
contributed to the debate concerning the organisational principles of semantic memory and 
is discussed in greater depth in section 3 below.
2.3.3 Functional imaging in patients
Functional imaging methods have also been applied to patient performance. Mummery et 
al (1999) compared the brain regions active in patients and healthy controls subjects when
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they performed the same semantic decision task. The patients activated some areas 
consistently with the control subjects, including some regions of significant atrophy. 
However, one area that the patients failed to activate similarly to controls was the posterior 
inferotemporal gyrus (BA 37/19), although VBM analysis showed no atrophy in this area. 
The authors concluded that disrupted temporal lobe connections did not allow this area to 
be activated during semantic tasks, although it was structurally intact. This finding 
highlights that an area that appears structurally intact may be functionally disconnected, 
and so a patients’ deficits may be greater than that implied on structural scan alone.
2.4 Computational modelling
Computational models of cognitive systems have recently been developed which appeal
due to their ability to provide an explicit architecture which is highly specified and can
therefore test predictions of theories of cognition that have developed using other methods.
The architecture of computational models include groups of units, patterns of connectivity
between theses units, unit parameters and learning rules. An influential early connectionist
network was developed by Farah & McClelland (1991) to model the dissociation shown in
HSVE patients between their knowledge of living and nonliving concepts. The authors
demonstrated that category-specificity could emerge following damage to a system that was
organised according to sensory-functional knowledge type, rather than category per se.
They asked healthy participants to underline the sensory and functional attributes from
dictionary definitions and found that living things had a seven times more sensory than
functional attributes, whereas these relative proportions were more equal for nonliving
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concepts. When these weightings were included in the representations of concepts in the 
connectionist network, damage to sensory units caused deficits for living things whereas 
damage to functional knowledge caused greater impairment for nonliving things.
Since this work, several computationally based theories of semantic organisation have 
emerged, which have become increasingly complex and incorporate more of the 
organizational principles that have been found to be important in semantic memory. Such 
models have demonstrated that a single phenomenon such as a double-dissociation between 
two abilities in a single neuropsychological patient can result from several possible 
underlying architectures (Devlin et al., 1998; Rogers et al., 2004a; Tyler et al., 2000; 
Vigliocco et al., 2004). These models will be discussed in greater depth in section 4 below.
3. The organisation of semantic memory
The methods described above have all contributed to the understanding of the 
organisational principles of the semantic system. While some theories of the semantic 
system assume a homogenous store with no specific organisation, others assume that the 
structure of the brain and/or the properties of concepts themselves have resulted in a 
structured semantic system. The major principles that have been explored are modality of 
input stimuli; semantic category; and feature type.
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3.1 Modality of input
The neuropsychological literature contains demonstrations of differential performance on 
semantic tasks depending on whether the stimuli used are pictures or words (Bozeat et al., 
2000; McCarthy & Warrington, 1988). Such findings have led to the suggestion that there 
are separate semantic systems for the visual and verbal modalities that can be damaged 
independently (Shallice, 1988). However, this account cannot explain why item 
consistency is demonstrated across modalities in many patients with semantic impairments, 
although they may show differential levels of performance between modalities (Bozeat et 
al., 2000; Chertkow, Bub & Caplan, 1992; Hodges et al., 1996; Lambon Ralph, Graham & 
Patterson, 1999; Bozeat et al., 2003). Furthermore, evidence has also emerged from the 
functional imaging literature to suggest that a common network of areas is activated when 
healthy participants perform semantic tasks using words or pictures, which extended from 
the left superior occipital gyrus through the middle and inferior temporal cortex to the 
inferior frontal gyrus (Vandenberghe et al., 1996). The issue of stimulus modality and 
relevant data are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.
3.2 Category
A further principle of the semantic system that has been extensively investigated is 
semantic category. Although categorisation has been explored in much developmental 
psychology work (Mandler, 1992) and cognitive psychology models (Collins & Quillian,
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1969), neuropsychological demonstrations of dissociations between different semantic 
categories have renewed interest as to how category may be represented in the brain. 
Following the demonstration of a number of regularities across patients in terms of the 
concepts that tend to be impaired or spared together, it has become necessary for theories 
concerned with the organization of semantic memory to be constrained by evidence from 
patients with these types of impairment.
3.2.1 Category-specific semantic deficits
The seminal report by Warrington and Shallice (1984) raised a great deal of interest in the 
possibility that patients with semantic deficits could show a selective deficit for a particular 
semantic category or domain. The authors described four patients with semantic 
impairments due to HSVE, which were evident on a range of tests. Importantly, the 
patients showed a differential impairment in their knowledge of items from the semantic 
domains comprising living and nonliving concepts. There was a striking difference in their 
ability to name living and nonliving concepts, with the former at floor and the latter near 
ceiling in one patient (JBR) and very high in the other (SBY).
This phenomenon came to be known as category-specificity, the ability to demonstrate
knowledge of one semantic category but the inability to demonstrate knowledge of another.
The commonest manifestation of “category-specific deficits” remains that involving poor
performance with biological kinds (such as animals, fruit and vegetables) but significantly
better performance with nonliving categories (such as tools and vehicles). To date, there
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are more than 100 cases of this type of category-specificity reported in the literature 
(Caramazza & Shelton, 1998), and 25 cases of the opposite pattern have now been reported 
(Martin & Caramazza, 2003). Similar dissociations have been documented between other 
domains such as objects and actions, and abstract and concrete words (Breedin, Saffran & 
Coslett, 1994a; Manning & Warrington, 1996; McCarthy & Warrington, 1985; Warrington, 
1975). Selective deficits have also been observed in the domains of faces and maps 
(McNeil and Warrington, 1993; Whiteley & Warrington, 1997). These category-specific 
deficits may occur at visual (Damasio, 1990) and lexical (Hart & Gordon, 1992) in addition 
to semantic levels of processing.
Since reports seemed to show that category-specific impairments tended to affect living 
concepts most commonly, researchers began to investigate whether the very existence of 
these impairments could be explained by poorly matched stimulus materials which did not 
take account of potentially confounding variables. Research with healthy participants has 
demonstrated that living and nonliving concepts differ along several dimensions such as 
familiarity, frequency, and visual complexity (Funnell & De Momay Davies, 1996; 
Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980). It is possible therefore, that rather than living and 
nonliving items differing conceptually, living things are merely more difficult to retrieve 
from a damaged system due to these psycholinguistic variables. However, many cases of 
category-specificity have been shown to withstand the controlling of these variables (Farah 
et a l , 1996; Forde et a l , 1997; Funnell & De Momay Davies, 1996; Lambon Ralph et a l , 
2003; Sartori et a l , 1993), and cases of deficits for nonliving concepts have been reported
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(Cappa et a l , 1998a; Hillis & Caramazza, 1991; Laiacona & Capitani, 2001; Sacchett & 
Humphreys, 1992; Warrington & McCarthy, 1983; 1987; 1994). Nevertheless, such factors 
must be considered when designing experiments and analyzing data from patients and 
imaging studies of healthy participants.
3.2.2 Neural correlates of category-specificity
Following robust demonstrations of category-specificity, a logical avenue for research was 
to find the neuroanatomical correlates of such behaviour. Gainotti (2000) compared the 
lesions of a large number of patients and found a consistent relationship between site of 
lesion and the semantic category impaired. When patients showed selective problems with 
living things, the lesions involved bilateral (but asymmetric, usually larger on the left) 
anterior, mesial and inferior parts of the temporal lobes including the temporal pole, 
hippocampus and parahippocampul gyri and the inferior temporal lobe. This area is part of 
the ventral stream of extrastriate visual processing which plays a critical role in processing 
and storing high-level visual knowledge for object recognition (Goodale, Milner, Jakobson 
& Carey, 1991; Mishkin & Ungerleider, 1982). In contrast, patients with a category- 
specific impairment for nonliving things had unilateral lesions particularly involving the 
frontoparietal areas of the dominant hemisphere. This is part of the dorsal stream of visual 
processing, involved in spatial and action functions (Goodale et a l, 1991).
Many functional imaging studies have attempted to assess whether various brain regions
are differentially active for concepts from different domains in healthy participants.
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Results have not been entirely consistent across studies, probably because each study uses 
different tasks, different stimuli, and different experimental designs. It has also been 
suggested that the inconsistency may be due to a number of factors concerning data 
analysis: failure to correct for multiple comparisons; different significance thresholds; and 
failure to control psycholinguistic variables whose effects have been shown so clearly in 
the neuropsychological literature (Price & Friston, 2002). As the field has developed, these 
factors are considered more often, and consequently some consensus is emerging.
The most consistent finding is that tools activate the left posterior middle temporal cortex, 
for pictures and words regardless of the type of task (Cappa et al., 1998b; Damasio et a l , 
1996; Martin et al., 1996; Mummery et al., 1998; Perani et al., 1999). There is no 
consensus concerning the processing of living things, across stimuli and tasks. Activation 
has been reported in areas ranging from occipito-temporal cortex, anterior temporal cortex, 
multiple regions in these areas, or no activation specific to living things at all (Cappa et al., 
1998b; Chao, Haxby & Martin, 1999; Damasio et a l, 1996; Martin et al., 1996; Moore & 
Price, 1999; Mummery et al., 1996; Perani et al., 1995; 1999). These studies suggest that 
semantic category may not be an organising principle of the semantic system but may 
emerge from the activity of a network of areas coding other aspects of a concept. 
Investigation of feature types has proven particularly pertinent in this regard.
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3.3 Feature Type
Many theorists regard semantic features as the building blocks of conceptual knowledge 
(Allport, 1985; Shallice, 1988). This assertion is based on the notion that one’s knowledge 
of a concept, such as an object, includes information about its visual appearance (visual 
knowledge such as form and colour), the sounds it makes (e.g. a cat purrs and a telephone 
rings), and what the object does (i.e. its function). Furthermore, there is a great deal of 
evidence that the distinction between different feature types leads to the emergence of the 
apparent categorical structure in conceptual knowledge.
3.3.1 The importance of feature type in concept definitions
Several feature-norming studies for concepts have been conducted using healthy 
participants. Two relatively large scale studies, including over 400 concepts, were 
conducted by Cree & McCrae (2003) and Vinson et a l (2003). The concept definitions 
generated by the participants were analysed for the type of features included, such as visual 
(e.g. colour, form), nonvisual perceptual (e.g. sound, smell), functional, motoric and 
encyclopaedic features. The authors of the studies found that by using feature type alone, 
at least three semantic domains could be differentiated: animals, fruits and vegetables, and 
nonliving categories. Animals were primarily differentiated on the basis of their visual 
features such as shape and motion (they engage in self-initiated actions). Nonliving things 
were defined by their function and motor features. Fruits and vegetables were 
differentiated on the basis of their nonvisual perceptual features in the Vinson et al (2003)
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study, but also due to their reliance on colour and function in the Cree & McCrae (2003) 
study. These studies show that semantic categories may emerge from knowledge of feature 
types, and that feature type is an important part of conceptual knowledge.
3.3.2 Dissociation of feature types in patients
3.3.2.1 Sensory vs. functional knowledge
Warrington and Shallice (1984) conducted intensive testing with one of their patients (JBR) 
from the series and showed that patterns of relative preservation and impairment did not 
always fractionate along the living/nonliving categorical divide. Following the initial 
demonstration of a deficit for living concepts compared to nonliving ones, JBR was given a 
larger set of words from over twenty categories, which he was asked to define. The results 
were surprising because in addition to showing impairment on living items, JBR was 
impaired at defining some nonliving categories such as cloth, precious stones and musical 
instruments. In addition, he was good at identifying body parts, arguably a member of the 
“living” domain.
Rather than supposing damage to a semantic system organised by category, the 
sensory/functional theory (SFT) proposed that most living things and some nonliving 
concepts rely heavily on sensory knowledge for their representation. A deficit for sensory 
knowledge would lead to impaired performance with living things and some nonliving 
things that are distinguished in terms of their sensory attributes. The authors argue that to
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distinguish between a strawberry and a raspberry depends critically on fine differences in 
colour, shape, size and texture; whereas the sensory characteristics of a set of artefacts can 
vary considerably yet they can share similar functions (e.g. ajar, a jug and a vase all hold 
particular types of objects). In contrast, they hypothesised that most nonliving things are 
likely to be distinguished on the basis of knowledge of their function. This distinction 
would explain why the patients with impairments for living concepts tended to show spared 
knowledge of body parts, clearly (at least parts of) living things but with definite functions. 
A deficit for functional knowledge would lead to a selective deficit for most nonliving 
things.
Following this paper, many reports emerged of patients who showed dissociations between 
sensory and functional knowledge of concepts. Initially, this seemed to be related to the 
presence of category-specific deficits (Basso, Capitani, & Laiacona, 1988; Farah, 
Hammond, Metha, & Ratcliff, 1989; Gainotti & Silveri, 1996; Sartori & Job, 1988; Silveri 
& Gainotti, 1988). Later work, however, has demonstrated that there is no necessary 
association between deficits for feature type and category (Lambon Ralph et al., 1998a; 
Samson, Pillon & De Wilde, 1998).
3.3,2.2 Finer dissociations in feature knowledge
Further work has demonstrated that finer dissociations can be observed other than the
binary sensory/functional distinction. Patients have been reported with deficits for some
visual features but not others (Coltheart et al., 1998; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Luzzatti &
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Davidoff, 1994; Miceli et a l , 2001; Turnbull & Laws, 2000). Dissociations have also been 
reported between features that would usually come under the term “functional”, such as 
between functional and manipulation knowledge (Buxbaum et al., 1997; 2000; Magnie et 
a l, 1999; Singular/., 1991).
Although selective deficits for feature types may be observed, there is also a great deal of 
evidence that many features of a concept can be damaged together, without all the areas 
reported to represent modality being damaged together (Bozeat et a l, 2000). This suggests 
that while feature type may be an important organizational principle of the semantic 
system, a supramodal component of semantic memory may necessarily exist.
3.3.3 Processing of feature types throughout the cortex
Many neuroimaging studies have focused on determining in what areas of cortex these 
different semantic features may be represented. Using PET and more recently fMRI, 
several studies have contrasted the processing of different semantic features of objects. 
Different areas of cortex have been found to respond to colour vs. action words (Martin et 
a l, 1995; Wiggs, Weisberg & Martin, 1999), colour judgements vs. location judgements 
(Mummery et a l, 1998), size vs. colour vs. sound (Kellenbach et a l, 2001), and functional 
knowledge vs. manipulation knowledge (Boronat et a l, 2005). In some cases the areas 
activated have been adjacent to the areas responsible for perceptual processing of that 
particular feature of an object (Chao & Martin, 1999; Martin et a l, 1995). These points
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regarding feature type from cognitive, neuropsychological and imaging perspectives are 
developed further in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.4 Feature properties
In addition to the type of feature that is represented, models of semantic organisation also 
take account of a number of properties of features that determine conceptual structure.
One of the key relations between semantic properties is correlation, the degree to which 
features occur together in concepts, an idea that has support from norming studies (Garrard 
et a l, 2001a; McRae et a l , 1997). In a distributed connectionist system, correlated 
properties support each other with mutual activation. A focus for several models is the 
degree of correlation between perceptual and functional attributes (Caramazza et a l , 1990; 
Tyler et a l , 2000) while for others, the important variable is the degree of correlation 
within perceptual and/or functional features (Devlin et a l , 1998; McRae et a l , 1997). 
Feature distinctiveness concerns the degree to which particular features within a concept 
are shared by other members of the semantic category or domain, and has been found to 
differentiate living and nonliving concepts (Garrard et a l , 2001a; McCrae et a l , 1997; Cree 
& McCrae, 2003). Concepts which share many features will be represented closely in 
semantic space, apart from concepts which do not share features. Feature distinctiveness is, 
therefore, a measure of concept similarity. The performance of patients with semantic 
impairment has been shown to be affected by the distinctiveness of a concept, among other 
variables (Rogers et a l, 2004a).
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4. The representation of semantic knowledge
Following evidence that conceptual knowledge may be organised according to certain 
principles, models have been proposed which specify the cognitive structure of the 
semantic system. These accounts range from unitary perspectives to modality-specific 
theories of semantic organisation, and employ various aspects of conceptual structure to a 
different degree.
4.1 Unitary correlational accounts
Proponents of a unitary view argue for a single, amodal semantic store in which structure 
emerges from the distribution of features across categories. Connectionist models have 
provided valuable ways of specifying in explicit terms the internal structure of concepts 
(Allport, 1985). In this framework, the semantic system is a single, highly distributed 
network, in which all concepts are represented as patterns of activation over many nodes 
corresponding to semantic properties or features. Each concept therefore has a specific 
structure, which is determined by the set of features that it activates and the relation among 
those features. These models enable the exploration of the effects of representational 
structure on the behaviour of neural systems under damage, and predict that severity of 
brain damage is a major determinant of category-specificity.
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The Organised Unitary Content Hypothesis (OUCH: Caramazza et a l, 1990) does not view 
separate stores for perceptual and functional knowledge, but argues that all types of 
knowledge are stored in a single semantic system. The model takes account of the degree 
of feature intercorrelations within concepts, and evidence that members of a category share 
many features in common. The bundles of intercorrelated properties are differentially 
distributed in categories of living and nonliving things, and so semantic space is not 
homogenous but “lumpy” -  some regions are densely packed and others are sparsely 
occupied. The denser regions represent concept domains characterised by highly correlated 
properties, and these are most likely to correspond to living concepts. Focal damage can 
therefore lead to a category-specific deficit if it affects a region of semantic space where 
such similar concepts are stored. This leads to the prediction that semantic categories with 
highly correlated properties are more likely to be damaged as a category, and this is in line 
with the demonstration that deficits for living concepts are by far the most common. While 
OUCH can account for almost any pattern of category-specific deficit found, this is by 
virtue of its being underspecified in terms of conceptual structure and semantic 
organization (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998).
Since the OUCH model, other accounts have emerged which consider correlation to be an 
important factor in determining conceptual structure, but also include other factors.
The Conceptual Structure Account (CSA: Tyler et a l, 2000) stresses the importance of 
differential form-function correlations in the representation of living and nonliving things. 
A contrasting model was proposed by Devlin et al (1998) and considers three differences
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in the representational structure of the living and nonliving domains: living concepts have a 
higher ratio of sensory to functional features than nonliving concepts; living things have a 
higher proportion of correlated feature pairs than nonliving things; and in addition, living 
concepts are more likely to share features with one another whereas artefacts are more 
likely to be composed of idiosyncratic features. The model differs from the CSA on the 
first two dimensions, and this has implications for the prediction of the model when 
damaged. These theories, their predictions for patient performance and data relevant to 
them are discussed in Chapter 3.
4.2 Modality-specific and unitary accounts
Following in the findings in the literature reviewed above which suggest that the semantic 
system may be organised by feature type (modality), several recent “hybrid” models have 
been developed which specify both modality-specific and unitary components in the 
semantic system. The Featural and Unitary Semantic Space model is one such account 
(FUSS: Vigliocco et al., 2004). It has been implemented in a connectionist model to 
account for semantic data from patients and healthy subjects. The FUSS account views the 
semantic system as organised at two levels: conceptual feature space organised by feature 
type, and therefore modality-specific; and the lexico-semantic space which binds the 
features represented in conceptual feature space and is organised according to feature 
properties such as shared and correlated features. This latter level is the interface between 
conceptual knowledge and other linguistic information such as syntax and phonology, and
modeled using self-organising maps (Vigliocco et al., 2004).
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Another “hybrid” account that has sought to posit two levels of organization in the semantic 
system has been proposed by Rogers et al (2004a), based on work with semantic dementia 
patients and implemented in a connectionist model. The model works on the assumption 
that semantic knowledge emerges from the interactive activation of modality-specific 
perceptual representations of objects and statements about objects. The resulting semantic 
representations do not themselves retrieve and store attributes, facts and propositions. They 
allow such information to be produced as overt responses in particular task contexts by 
virtue of their weights. The actual content of semantic memory is represented in the same 
regions of cortex that directly encode modality-specific regularities in the environment 
during perception and action. Domain-general learning mechanisms operate to allow the 
semantic system, when presented with information about an object in a perceptual 
modality, to make correct inferences about the objects unspecified attributes. The system 
therefore acquires abstract representations whose similarity relations are not tied to any 
individual modality, but capture the deep structure across modalities.
These models are able to explain much of the data reviewed above, particularly because 
they can account for evidence that has traditionally been explained either using an account 
based on feature type or feature property -  they incorporate both types of principle. They 
view the content of semantic memory as stored in modality-specific regions that follow the 
sensorimotor organization of the brain and can therefore accommodate findings that 
domains may differ in their representation with regards to fine-grained feature types (form,
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colour, sound, motion, etc.) demonstrated in feature-norming studies (Cree & McCrae, 
2003; Vinson & Vigliocco, 2002). Furthermore, these more fully specified models can also 
accommodate representational differences at a higher level, in terms of shared and 
distinctive features combined with either regularity (Rogers et al., 2004a) or correlation 
(Vigliocco et a l , 2004). Future behavioural work with patients and healthy subjects 
behaviourally in concert with imaging techniques will help to flesh out these models and 
help to elucidate which of the many implicated factors are important.
5. Plan of this work
The experiments presented throughout this work were designed to investigate the semantic
impairments of a group of patients with SD, with particular reference to patterns of
modality-specificity and category-specificity. Performance is probed at both the concept
and feature level in order to gain insights into which type of approach may be more helpful
in understanding the semantic impairment. The neuropsychological characteristics of the
cohort and their overall semantic impairment, including category-specific trends in
performance are described in Chapter 2. Both traditional and novel concepts are used in
this endeavour. Longitudinal analyses of three of these patients are presented in Chapter 3,
to assess whether predictions of models of semantic performance in a deteriorating
semantic system are upheld. To investigate the fruitfulness of a more fine-grained feature-
type analysis, a new test is administered to healthy control subjects in Chapter 4. In
Chapter 5, the new test is administered to the entire patient group cross-sectionally and to a
subset longitudinally. The findings are summarized in the final chapter along with a
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discussion of the implications for our understanding of modality- and category-specificity 
in semantic dementia, and the organization of semantic memory in general (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2: Semantic dementia and category-specificity: cross- 
sectional analyses
1. Introduction
In this chapter, the clinical, cognitive and pathological characteristics of a cohort of 
semantic dementia (SD) patients are described and discussed, followed by data regarding 
their semantic performance using a conventional semantic battery and some novel stimulus 
items. Their performance is analysed in terms of psycholinguistic factors, semantic 
category, and stimulus modality.
1.1 Characteristics of SD
1.1.1 Clinical classification
Pick (1892) described a case of progressive aphasia associated with left temporal atrophy
with a two year history of behavioural and later linguistic deterioration. This led to the
investigation of the cellular characteristics and possible causes of dementing disorders in
the early part of the following century (Neumann, 1949). In the modem era, interest in
progressive disorders in language was stirred by the publication of six cases who showed
gradual decline in language abilities without generalized dementia (Mesulam, 1982). These
patients showed profound anomia but preserved comprehension, accompanied by atrophy
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of the left perisylvian region. Following this report, many more cases of progressive 
aphasia appeared in the literature (Mesulam, 2001) but it became clear that there was a 
great deal of variability in the syndrome concerning the degree to which the disease 
affected the different aspects of language. Two major types of have been delineated with 
contrasting quality of spontaneous speech fluency (Mesulam and Weintraub, 1992) that is 
reflected in differences in the underlying atrophy (Tyrrell, Warrington, Frackowiak & 
Rossor, 1990). Patients with the nonfluent pattern were found to have deficits in the 
phonological and syntactic aspects of language. Fluent patients showed a loss of 
knowledge of word meaning. Of the latter type of patients, some were also shown to have 
progressive loss of object knowledge, leading to the conclusion that these patients were 
suffering from progressive deterioration of their conceptual knowledge and therefore the 
condition would most appropriately be termed “semantic dementia” (Snowden, Goulding & 
Neary, 1989).
Semantic dementia (SD), progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA) and frontotemporal 
dementia (FTD) are now considered, according to most commentators, variants of 
frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) following Neary et al. (2000). SD is associated 
with greater atrophy of the temporal compared to the frontal lobes (Mummery et al., 2000), 
PNFA with greater atrophy in the frontal opercular and insular (Nestor et al., 2003). In the 
frontal variant (FTD), the pattern of atrophy is reversed from that of SD (Williams, Nestor 
& Hodges, 2005), with personality and behavioural changes the dominant symptoms. An 
alternative classification has been proposed by Mesulam (2001), who proposes that the
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syndrome of SD may be more heterogeneous, representing in some cases a verbal 
comprehension deficit combined with a degree of visual agnosia, and in others a form of 
progressive degeneration in neural systems governing language output associated with a 
fluent clinical phenotype. Although this claim has proved difficult to refute on empirical 
ground, evidence contrary to this view will be presented in this and following chapters.
1.1.2 Cognitive Profile 
L 1.2,1 Impairedfunctions
Warrington (1975) and Schwartz, Marin and Saffian (1979) were two of the first papers to 
report the neuropsychological profile of patients who showed the selective breakdown of 
semantic memory that has come to be known as semantic dementia (SD). These patients 
showed progressive difficulty in their ability to name and comprehend both visual and 
verbal stimuli. At the same time, they demonstrated relatively preserved phonology, 
syntax, perceptual and visuospatial skills, and day to day memory.
Following the labeling of the condition “semantic dementia” by Snowden et al (1989) 
formal diagnostic criteria were detailed in Hodges et al (1992) in which SD was argued to 
be a clinically recognizable syndrome, from which five cases were reported. The most 
early and striking neuropsychological feature is a severe loss of vocabulary, both 
expressive and receptive, affecting particularly nouns. Anomia is present from a very early 
stage in the disease. While patients continue to be fluent until very late in the disease,
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spontaneous speech becomes more devoid of content words which are often replaced by 
circumlocutions or substituted for more high frequency generic terms such as “thing” or 
“item” (Hodges, Garrard & Patterson, 1998). Hodges et al (1992) found that verbal 
fluency is also reduced. They performed much better with letter fluency, than category 
fluency. This is a reversal of the normal pattern of performance on this task. This reversal 
has been demonstrated in further SD cases (Hodges & Patterson, 1996) and DAT (Salmon 
et a l , 1999). While the deficit affects all semantic knowledge, there is a degree of structure 
in the deterioration of the representations. The patient’s responses on individual test items 
do not suggest that the conceptual representations are either present or absent, but rather 
show greater or lesser degrees of partial degradation (Warrington, 1975; Hodges et al., 
1995). As had been noted by Warrington (1975), Hodges et a l (1992; 1995) found that 
superordinate knowledge tended to be spared while lower order knowledge breaks down. 
Patients also tended to produce the name of a within-category prototypical exemplar, such 
as “dog” for any medium sized four legged animal.
In an assessment of reading, SD patients demonstrate surface dyslexia, a reading 
impairment affecting words with an irregular spelling-to-sound correspondence. The 
patients make regularization errors to these words. Exception words, especially those of 
lower frequency, are difficult for patients and became increasingly so with disease 
progression (Hodges et a l , 1992; Graham et al., 2000). Surface dysgraphia is also seen in 
SD, where spelling difficulties mirror those observed in reading (Hodges et a l , 1995; 1996; 
Snowden et a l , 1989).
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1.1.2.2 Preserved abilities
Hodges et a l (1992) were able to highlight the isolated nature of the semantic impairment 
in SD by demonstrating the sparing of other areas of language and cognition. Syntax and 
phonology were preserved as evidenced by fluent and grammatically correct spontaneous 
speech, accurate repetition of single words and sentences, and sentence-to-picture 
matching. Focusing on other areas of cognition, Hodges et al. found that the SD patients 
performed well on the arithmetic, digit span and block design subtests of the WAIS. 
Personal autobiographical and practical day-to-day memory was preserved, particularly in 
the early stages of the disorder. This was evidenced by the patients’ accounts of past 
family events, and recall details from their personal autobiography. Two of the patients 
were examined formally using the Autobiographical Interview (Kopelman et al., 1989) and 
showed adequate performance. Consequently, the patients seemed well oriented in time 
and space.
The recall of nonverbal material in SD is found to be largely preserved (Hodges et al.,
1995; Lambon Ralph et al., 2003; Schwartz et al., 1979). Hodges et a l, (1992) showed
that performance on the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure was within normal limits. Two of
four patients did show impairment of the standard Recognition Memory Test for Faces
(Warrington, 1984). Visual and spatial skills were preserved, even in the severe cases as
evidenced by performance when copying the Rey figure, the Block Design subtest of the
WAIS and normal performance on the Raven’s coloured matrices. This is a consistent
finding in SD (Robinson & Cipolotti, 2001; Snowden et al., 1989). Since the demand on
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semantic processing is slight, SD patients usually score above the cut-off for dementia on 
the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE: Folstein, Robins & Helzer, 1983) in the early 
stages, before comprehension skills are too compromised.
1.1.3 Behavioural profile
Behavioural changes also occur in SD. The condition usually leads to a severe global 
dementia, but before this, several ritualistic behaviour patterns seem to emerge. Symptoms 
of Kluver-Bucy syndrome, a condition induced in monkeys following surgical ablation of 
the temporal lobes (Bucy & Kluver, 1955; Kluver & Bucy, 1939), have been reported in 
patients with SD (Hodges et al., 1992; Thompson, Patterson & Hodges, 2003). In case 
reports of 5 patients with Picks disease who had come to autopsy, Cummings and Duchen 
(1981) noted that all showed a change of affect characterised by apathy, irritability or 
depression. They all showed marked oral tendencies such as a fixation with food 
characterised by the development of a “sweet tooth” and overeating leading to weight gain. 
An obsession with time has been reported in many cases (Cummings & Duchen, 1981; 
Hodges et al., 1992).
1.1.4 Neuroanatomy
Hodges et al (1992) found pathology in one or both temporal lobes, particularly the polar 
and inferolateral areas. Other studies have confirmed the bilateral atrophy to the anterior 
temporal lobes in SD (Chan et al., 2001; Galton et al., 2001; Gomo-Tempini et al., 2004).
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The majority of cases show predominantly left sided atrophy and some cases have been 
reported with atrophy confined to the left side (Garrard & Hodges, 2000; Tyrell et a l ,
1990; Patterson et al., 1994). Graff-Radford et al (1990) noted that with disease 
progression, the atrophy spreads to the contralateral hemisphere. Hypoperfusion of the 
temporal lobe may be detected in functional imaging before becoming apparent in 
structural MRI (Sinnatamby et a l , 1996). Medial temporal areas are usually spared, at least 
in the early stages of the disease, although it seems that patients can vary in the amount of 
pathology shown in the hippocampus and parahippocampal areas, from severe atrophy to 
complete normality (Galton et al., 2001; Graff-Radford et a l, 1990; Mummery et a l,
1999). Atrophy in the amygdale and fusiform regions has also been reported in several 
studies (Davies et a l, 2004a; Galton et a l, 2001).
1.1.5 Neuropathology
As a clinical syndrome, SD is not necessarily associated with any particular underlying
pathology (Garrard and Hodges, 2000). In most cases, both the white and grey matter of
the temporal lobes show abnormalities and some also show additional changes in the
orbitoffontal and parietal regions (Cummings & Duchen, 1981). At the microscopic level,
all forms of FTLD are associated with non-Alzheimer pathology. Two histological patterns
are commonly described in association with SD: most commonly, nonspecific spongiotic or
gliotic degeneration; or severe neuronal loss (Hodges et a l, 1998). In a few cases, the same
changes are accompanied by the additional histological markers of Pick’s disease (Davies
et a l, 2005; Graff-Radford et a l, 1990; Kertesz et a l, 1994). The majority of cases have
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been reported with motor neuron disease inclusion dementia (Caselli et a l, 1993; Davies et 
al., 2005; Jackson & Low, 1996; Rossor et a l, 2000) though without the motor component 
associated with the disease proper, or the shortened life expectancy associated with the 
FTLD-MND subtype (Davies et a l, 2005; Hodges et a l, 2004). The reason why this MND 
disease process may affect different brain regions in individuals is unknown.
1.2 Influences on semantic performance
1.2.1 Effects of psycholinguistic variables in SD
There has been much interest in the nature of semantic impairments generally, and in SD in 
particular, and what factors influence performance on tasks probing conceptual knowledge. 
A common finding is that the ability to retrieve information about a particular concept is 
related to a number of variables, including how familiar one is with that concept, how early 
in life the concept was learned, how often one comes across the concept in text or speech, 
and when visual differentiation is required, how visually complex its perceptual 
representation (Newcombe, Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965). It follows that all these factors 
may play a part in how “robust” the concept is following damage: a concept that is very 
familiar, was learned early in life (age of acquisition: AoA), and is spoken or written about 
frequently, and is less visually complex will be easier to retrieve from a damaged semantic 
system than one that is not so salient in everyday life, etc. The particular variable which 
has the most influence on performance may often depend on the nature of the task that is 
being carried out, but all these variables are highly correlated (Lambon Ralph et al 1998b).
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Numerous studies have demonstrated the influence of manipulating these variables on 
semantic performance in impaired individuals with HSVE (Funnell & Sheridan, 1992; 
Funnell & DeMomay Davis, 1996). A typical finding is that SD patients’ performance on 
semantic tasks is strongly influenced by concept familiarity, word frequency and AoA 
(Bozeat et al, 2000; Hirsh & Funnell, 1995; Lambon Ralph et al, 1998b; 2003; Patterson & 
Hodges, 1992; Garrard et al., 2002; Graham et al., 1995; Warrington, 1975). These 
influences suggest that the impairment in SD is indeed one of central conceptual knowledge 
in addition to a verbal impairment.
1.2.2 The multimodal impairment in SD
There is a body of evidence to suggest that the semantic impairment in SD affects a range 
of input and output modalities. Lambon Ralph et al (2003) showed impairments in a group 
of six SD patients on naming, word-to-picture matching, verbal fluency and an associative 
matching task. Bozeat et a l (2000) reported that their patients showed correlations 
between performance on the picture and word versions of the Camel and Cactus task 
despite performing better in the picture condition. This illustrates that a deficit in meaning 
is exhibited by patients regardless of whether the input is a picture or a word, or whether 
the output requires a pointing response or producing a verbal label.
Such findings suggest that in SD, the impairment is consistent with damage to a unitary
semantic system which manifests as a deficit affecting all modalities of input and output.
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However, the deficits across modalities tend to be differential in degree. The poorer 
performance in the CCP condition using word stimuli compared to picture stimuli was 
interpreted by Bozeat et a l (2000) as reflecting the arbitrary mapping between the name of 
a concept and its meaning in a unitary semantic system, as compared with a more 
systematic mapping between a concepts’ form and meaning that would be activated by a 
picture of that concept. Similar ideas have been proposed in other unitary models, such as 
the OUCH model (Caramazza et a l , 1990). This unitary model contains an assumption of 
privileged access from object or picture stimuli to concept meaning, due to assumed 
privileged relationships between the structural aspects of an object (represented in a 
picture) and the semantic properties that specify function and therefore afford clues to 
meaning. Rogers et al (2004a) also argue that while a picture would activate many units 
in modality specific systems referring to the parts of an object, a concepts’ name would 
activate only one unit in the verbal modality-specific system (as the individual units which 
represent letters in a name are completely unrelated to meaning). All these theories predict 
poorer performance with words when the system is damaged.
1.2.3 Category-specificity in SD
In SD, category-specific deficits appear to be relatively rare. Lambon Ralph et al (2003) 
estimated that of the 58 SD cases seen by the Cambridge group, only one patient, KH, 
showed an advantage for nonliving things. There are, however, a number of cases that have 
been documented in the literature. Basso et al (1988) reported the case of NV. In picture
naming, NV performed better with vehicles than animals, after frequency was controlled.
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In word-to-picture matching, animals and fruits were significantly more impaired than a 
range of inanimate objects with which performance was almost perfect. More recently, 
Barbarotto et al. (1995) reported a very clear case of category-specificity in their patient 
MF. While performance on a range of semantic tasks was defective compared to control 
subjects, the deficit was significantly more severe for living categories while performance 
on nonliving categories remained normal.
It has been suggested that the rarity of category-specific patterns in SD may reflect 
premorbid individual differences in familiarity with particular categories of concepts, 
which provides an attractive finding for the rarity of the phenomenon in SD (Lambon Ralph 
et a l , 1998a). In an interesting test of this possibility, MF was examined on his knowledge 
of architectural concepts for which he should demonstrate considerable expertise as he was 
an architect for his working life. His performance was severely defective, and similarly so 
when asked about more abstract architectural knowledge. Such a finding suggests that the 
damage in SD may affect knowledge which is highly familiar to the patient.
1.2.4 Accounts of category specificity
The simplest account of category-specificity is that of Caramazza and colleagues
(Caramazza & Shelton, 1998) who argue that evolutionary pressures have led to the
existence of neuroanatomically and functionally separate systems are responsible for the
processing of different classes of stimuli. Caramazza and colleagues have suggested that a
tripartite distinction is evident in patterns of impairments such that animals, plants
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(including fruit and vegetables), and artefacts may be damaged independently. This is 
largely based on their case, EW, whose semantic impairment involves a selective 
impairment for animals relative to plants and artefacts (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998) or 
those where there appears to be a selective deficit for fruit and vegetables and not animals 
(Bunn, Tyler & Moss, 1998; Laiacona et a l , 1997). The predominance of category-specific 
deficits affecting living concepts is argued to be testament to the evolutionary significance 
of this domain. This theory provided a framework to accommodate the tripartite distinction 
that has been found in some patients (Bunn et a l , 1998; Laiacona et a l , 1997; Samson & 
Pillon, 2003; Shelton, Fouch & Caramazza, 1998). It is not without its problems, however. 
It cannot account for the association of deficits for living things and some categories of 
nonliving things such as musical instruments (Basso et a l , 1988; Sheridan & Humphreys, 
1993; Warrington & Shallice, 1984) or the graded nature of some category-specific deficits 
(Warrington & Shallice, 1984; Basso et a l , 1988) as it predicts that damage to the store for 
animals should leave the store for artefacts intact (unless anatomical proximity allows both 
systems to be damaged but more one than the other).
A contrasting account is the sensory/functional theory (SFT: Warrington & Shallice, 1984). 
According to this theory, the organising principle of the semantic system reflects the 
dominant type of information from which conceptual representations emerge. The theory 
holds that, in general, living things tend to be differentiated on the basis of their sensory 
properties while the attributes critical to distinguishing among different artefacts relate
more to use and function. The major predictions of the SFT have been upheld in a 
connectionist simulation of a semantic system in which the relevant organising principles 
were instantiated (Farah & McClelland, 1991).
The SFT has the advantage of appealing to the known organization of sensory/motor 
information processing channels in the brain (Goodale, Milner, Jakobson & Carey, 1991). 
The location of damage in SD, being in the inferolateral temporal lobe is particularly 
interesting for this theory as this is hypothesised to be the area important for high-order 
visual processing. Indeed, many SD patients show poor sensory knowledge relative to 
nonvisual semantic knowledge (Lambon Ralph et al., 1998a). The findings of studies 
specifically concerned with the status of sensory and functional knowledge about living and 
nonliving concepts have, however, been equivocal. Some authors have described patients 
with living deficits and a relatively greater deficit for sensory than functional knowledge 
about these concepts (Basso et al., 1988). Other studies have found deficits for sensory 
knowledge but no concomitant problem with living compared to nonliving concepts 
(Lambon Ralph et al., 1998a).
1.4.2 Sensory quality categories
In the light of this continuing debate, Borgo and Shallice (2001) devised a novel test battery
that included concepts for which sensory information was arguably even more critical to
identification than for “traditional” living concepts. These sensory-quality categories
(SQCs) consisted of substances, liquids and materials - items for which colour and texture
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were particularly important for identification, while shape (and hence manipulability) were 
virtually irrelevant. One of the five patients studied (MU) showed a category-specific 
impairment for living things, while the remaining four patients showed no significant 
living-nonliving differences. Critically, MU performed at an equivalent level with 
materials from the living domain and SQCs across a range of verbal and visual 
assessments. This result indicated that the effect was not mediated by an early visual 
perceptual impairment, and enabled the authors to conclude that defective performance 
with living things and SQC items arose at the semantic level - specifically, from disruption 
of sensory knowledge. In a later paper Borgo & Shallice (2003), re-examined MU’s 
knowledge of the more fine-grained attributes of items from this novel category as well as 
conventional living and nonliving items. The data suggested that while both living and 
SQC items certainly relied on sensory knowledge for their representation, the types of 
sensory knowledge were different in each case: shape information proved critical for living 
things and colour, texture, smell and taste for SQCs.
More recently, Laiacona, Capitani & Caramazza (2003) reported findings somewhat at 
variance with Borgo and Shallice’s thesis. Patient EA was tested using a similar set of 
materials and methods. Two visual-verbal tasks (confrontation naming and stimulus-to- 
name matching) together with two purely verbal tasks (a semantic questionnaire and name- 
to-definition matching) were administered using substances and items from a traditional 
semantic battery as stimuli. On the visual tasks EA’s performance resembled that of Borgo 
and Shallice’s case, while on the verbal tasks, items drawn from SQCs appeared to pattern
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with nonliving things. The authors interpreted the inconsistent performance of these two 
patients as suggesting different origins for the differential naming scores on living and SQC 
items. They argued that the difference in performance between visual and verbal tasks 
implies problems with visual processing, and that separate deficits were required to account 
for the performance of MU and EA. In support of this view, it was highlighted that both 
cases had shown problems with shape discrimination and colour naming, but contrasting 
neuroimaging appearances: while MU showed bilateral temporal damage, more extensive 
on the right, EA showed mainly left temporal lobe changes. It is possible that problems 
with high-order visual processing could cause incorrect identification of the SQCs.
In the present study we overcame this possible confound between visual processing and 
semantic knowledge by testing a group of patients with semantic dementia (SD) using 
similar sets of materials, in addition to using a traditional test of sensory and functional 
knowledge -  a naming to verbal description test of living and nonliving concepts. The 
effects of SD are similar to HSVE in that in both disorders give rise to a profound 
impairment of semantic knowledge. Critically, however, higher order visual deficits that 
are often found in HSVE (Borgo & Shallice, 2001; Laiacona et al., 2003) are not a feature 
of SD (Hodges et a l, 1992).
1.5 Data in this chapter
Initially, the neuropsychological and neuroanatomical characteristics of a cohort of SD
patients are presented. Following this, the first set of experiments are reported, where the
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SD patients were given a series of tests from a semantic battery which employs a consistent 
set of items (reported in Bozeat et al., 2000). This enabled examination of the nature of the 
semantic impairment in these patients as a group and individually. The items in the tests 
are taken from the living and nonliving domains and so allow the examination of effects of 
semantic domain and semantic category, and specifically the predictions of the domain- 
specific hypothesis. One patient was available for more extensive testing to investigate 
effects of testing modality (visual vs. verbal) on performance. In the second set of 
experiments, this issue was investigated further by probing SD patients’ knowledge of 
living, nonliving and SQCs using a combination of visual-verbal and purely verbal tests. 
The hypotheses are that the performance of such patients with these material sets would 
provide evidence relevant to two outstanding questions: first, because SD patients do not 
typically exhibit problems with visual processing it will be possible to determine whether 
or not impairment in this domain is a necessary precondition for difficulty with SQC items, 
as hypothesised by Laiacona et al (2003). Secondly, the explanatory power of the SFT as 
an account of category specificity in SD will be assessed. Predictions of the model in its 
traditional form (Warrington & Shallice, 1984) and the modified position outlined by 
Borgo and Shallice (2001) will be tested. Namely, are deficits for living things caused by 
poor sensory knowledge, and is poor performance with living items correlated with 
performance on other concepts that are defined primarily on the basis of their sensory 
attributes.
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2. Patient cohort
In this chapter, twelve patients are described who were recruited from patient cohorts in 
London and Cambridge. Patients had been enrolled into longitudinal studies, and were 
willing to participate in additional intensive testing. All cases met clinical criteria for 
primary progressive aphasia (Mesulam, 2001) and more specifically for SD (Hodges et al., 
1992), namely: i) selective impairment of semantic memory causing severe anomia, 
impaired spoken and written single-word comprehension, reduced generation of exemplars 
on category fluency tests and an impoverished fund of general knowledge; ii) relative 
sparing of other components of language output and comprehension, notably syntax and 
phonology; iii) normal perceptual skills and nonverbal problem-solving abilities; iv) 
relatively preserved autobiographical and day-to-day (episodic) memory; v) a reading 
disorder with the pattern of surface dyslexia. Evidence relevant to these aspects of 
cognition is presented in this chapter, including their neuropsychological profile and 
neuroanatomical abnormalities in addition to detailed analysis of their basic semantic 
performance. Detailed descriptions of the clinical history of each patient are presented in 
Appendix A. Their demographic characteristics are summarised in Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1: Demographic characteristics o f patient cohort
AN AT BG DW FO IB JM NG RJW TW VH WM
Age 67 69 74 63 78 58 66 64 61 57 60 57
Gender Male Male Male Male Male Male Male Male Male Male Female Female
Handedness R R R R L R R R R R R R
Years of 
education 9 19 12 11 13 12 15 10 16 12 11 16
Occupation Engineer Sociologist Businessman Manager
Bank
Manager Stockbroker Actuary Electrician Journalist Businessman Accounts Biochemist
Lesion
Laterality L>R L>R L>R L=R L>R L>R L>R L>R L>R L>R L>R L>R
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2.1 Background Neuropsychology
The performance of each patient on background neuropsychological tests is shown in Table
2.2, presented in order of increasing severity as indexed by the MMSE (where possible).
All but three patients performed below the cut-off for dementia with an MMSE score of 26 
or below, demonstrating a range of severity on this measure.
2.1.1 Preserved skills
Those who were given the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale continued to score in the 
average range. All patients tested show preserved visuospatial skills on subtests of the 
Visual Object and Space Perception battery (Warrington & James, 1991) and/or the copy of 
the Rey-Osterrieth Figure (Osterrieth, 1944). When given a test of colour naming and 
matching (De Vrees et al., 1994), these skills were shown to be largely preserved. 
Performance on tests of executive performance in the few patients who completed them 
were performed adequately except for two of the patients.
2.1.2 Impaired performance
The patients were all severely anomic as shown by performance at floor on the Graded
Naming Test (McKenna & Warrington, 1983) and/or poor performance on the Oldfield
Picture naming test (Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965) which employs higher familiarity items.
Further evidence of the anomia in each patient is presented in the following chapter.
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Table 2. 2: Performance on background neuropsychological tests
Test Norms VH JM AN BG DW RJW IB TW WM AT FO** NG
MMSE >26 30 28 27 27 24 24* 23 23 21 15 nt nt
Verbal IQ 100+-25 108 nt nt 94 99 76* nt nt nt nt 97 nt
Performance IQ 100+-25 130 nt nt 90 105 98* nt nt nt nt 92 nt
NART errors 18 23 39 10 24 nt 36 41 nt nt nt nt
RMT Words (/50) 43 41 nt 14/25 22 20* nt nt nt nt 17/25 24
RMT Faces (/50) 33 40 nt 24/25 32 25* nt nt nt nt nt 31
RMT Topographical (/30) 21 28 nt nt 23 19* nt nt nt nt 15 29
Graded Naming Test (/,30) 1 3 1 6 0 12* 0 0 nt 0 0 nt
Oldfield Naming Test 14 nt nt nt 13 nt nt nt nt nt 0 nt
Letter Fluency 12 15 12 14 6 nt 7 6 nt 0 nt nt
Category Fluency 14 10 12 10 10 nt 3 3 nt 0 nt nt
PPT >48 nt 49 48 nt nt nt 33 30 38 24 nt 52
TROG 80 80 80 nt 78 nt 73 79 57 64 nt NT
VOSP:
Screening test >15 20 20 20 20 nt 18 nt nt 20 19 nt 19
Incomplete letters >16 20 20 20 16 19 NT nt nt 18 18 12 20
Object decision >14 17 14 nt 19 nt 17 nt nt nt nt nt 19
Dot counting >8 10 10 10 8 nt 9 10 10 10 10 nt 10
Position discrimination >18 20 20 20 19 nt 20 nt nt 20 nt nt 10
Number location >7 10 10 10 6 nt 6 10 nt 10 nt nt 10
Cube analysis >6 10 10 10 9 10 0 9 10 10 10 10 9
Rey-Osterrich Figure Copy nt 36 36 nt nt nt 36 31 34 36 nt nt
Rey-Osterrich Figure Immediate recall nt 18 23 nt nt nt nt nt 12 nt nt nt
Rey-Osterrich Figure Delayed recall nt 13 23 nt nt nt 4 6 14.5 8 nt nt
Colour battery (De Vrees et al., 1994):
Naming 10 10 10 nt 8 nt 7 7 nt nt nt nt 10
Matching 10 10 10 nt 10 nt 10 9 nt nt nt nt 10
Stroop test Pass NT nt nt Pass nt nt nt nt nt nt nt
Weigl sorting test NT NT nt nt Pass Fail* nt nt nt nt Fail nt
WCST categories 6 6 nt nt NT 0* 5 nt 6 nt nt nt
*RJW tested in April 2002, two years before date o f semantic testing reported in nonasterisked tasks and following chapters. ** FO tested in November 
2000, 3 years before date o f semantic testing reported in following chapters, nt =  not tested
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Verbal fluency scores were also reduced compared to normal performance. Both naming 
and verbal fluency decreased with MMSE score. The patients who were tested on the 
recognition memory tests (Warrington, 1984) showed some impairment that was more 
evident on the verbal compared to the picture versions. This impairment was also 
demonstrated by those patients who completed the recall conditions of the Rey Figure.
2.2 Neuroanatomy
For some patients, magnetic resonance (MR) scans were available and are presented below, 
at the end of the chapter in Figures 2.3-2.7. Figure 2.3 shows slices from MR scans for 
DW at two time points. The first was performed in April 2002, and revealed periventricular 
white-matter hyperintensities consistent with small-vessel disease on T2-weighted 
sequences, and cerebral atrophy which was particularly prominent in the anterior temporal 
lobes bilaterally, the right amygdale, and both hippocampi (particularly on the left in the 
more anterior slices). The other is a year later in April 2003. A small amount of shrinkage 
of the temporal lobes is evident. Figure 2.4 shows an MR scan for patient FO performed in 
July 1997, which showed asymmetrical temporal lobe atrophy with greater left-sided 
damage, more marked anteriorally. The left hippocampus is atrophic but the right 
hippocampus is relatively preserved. A repeat scan was performed in April 2001 and 
shows that there was a marked increase in atrophy of the lateral temporal lobe, particularly 
on the left. Figure 2.5 shows a single scan for patient JM, on admission to hospital in 
February 2003. There is marked asymmetric atrophy of the temporal lobes, with relative
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sparing of hippocampal areas. TW was scanned in September 2003 and Figure 2.6 shows 
severe atrophy of the anterior temporal lobes, most prominent on the left. An MR scan for 
VH in December 2003 is shown in Figure 2.7. There is focal and marked asymmetric 
anterior temporal lobe atrophy predominantly left sided, involving the anterior 
hippocampus and amygdala. A second scan is from June 2005, which shows substantial 
shrinkage of the left anterior temporal lobe and hippocampus.
3. Methods
3.1 Subjects
3.1.1 Patients
All twelve patients participated in the first set of experiments in order to characterize their 
semantic impairment. For the second and third set of experiments designed specifically to 
test assumptions of the SFT, a subset of the patients participated: DW, JM, NG & VH.
3.1.2 Normal controls
Measures of normal performance in Experiments 1 and 2 were taken from published data 
(Bozeat et a l, 2000). For the third set of experiments, a total of 47 control participants 
were studied, with overlapping subsets contributing to each of the experiments. Subjects 
were recruited from the subject database held at the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience.
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Exclusion criteria consisted of an MMSE score of less than 26 and/or a concurrent or 
previous history of head injury or stroke, major neurological or psychiatric illness, or 
alcohol abuse. The demographic characteristics of the control groups are shown in Table
2.3.
Table 2.3: Demographic characteristics o f control participants for Experiment 3.
Controls for SQC tests
All control 
participants
Visual-
verbal
naming
visual-
verbal
matching
verbal
naming
familiarity
ratings
naming
colour
photographs
n 47 37 20 10 20 12
Mean Age [SD] 64.64
[6.29]
64.62
[6.76]
65.05 [5.28] 67.5 [4.7] 66.35[6.03] 70 [6.49]
Gender Male: 18 
Female:29
Male: 12 
Female: 25
Male: 8 
Female: 12
Male: 6 
Female: 4
Male: 8  ^
Female: 12
Male: 8 
Female: 4
Mean yrs of 
education [SD]
13.28
[3.08]
13.3 [3.09] 13.75 [3.27] 11.9
[3.48]
12.9 [3.07] 12.66[3.03]
Handedness right: 42 
left: 5
right: 34 
left: 3
right: 18 
left: 2
right: 9 
left: 1
right: 17 
left: 3
right: 11 
left: 1
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3.2 Tests
3.2.1 Experiment 1: Semantic battery
The main series of tests reported here, employing a common set of 64 items was developed 
to assess semantic knowledge about equal subsets of living and nonliving items, via a range 
of input and output modalities (Bozeat et al., 2000). Each of the 64 concepts could be 
depicted using black and white line drawings taken from Snodgrass & Vanderwart (1980). 
Of the 64 items, half represent living and half represent nonliving concepts. The concepts 
are taken from various categories: animals (16), birds (8), fruit (8), tools (8), vehicles (8), 
and household items (16).
Three tests from this battery were administered, in a similar way to the method used by 
Bozeat et al. (2000): 1) picture naming, where each of the 64 line drawings were presented 
one at a time and subjects were asked to give a name; 2) word-to-picture matching (WPM), 
in which the name of each item was presented verbally and subjects had to choose the 
corresponding picture from a 10-item within-category array. Each subject therefore viewed 
64 arrays, with the target position within the array varied constantly; and 3) a Camel and 
Cactus Picture Test which involved the presentation of a coloured picture of each concept 
at the top of a page with four related foils underneath it. The subject was required to pick 
the foil that was associated most closely to the target concept in meaning. For example, in 
one trial, a hammer is presented at the top of the page and underneath pictures of a nail, a
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screw, a nut and bolt, where the target item is a nail as these two items interact functionally. 
The type of association probed is highly variable, from functional to locative associations.
One patient, DW, was given a fourth test from the semantic battery, the Camel and Cactus 
Word Test (CCW). The CCW is identical to the CCP except that the stimuli are concept 
names rather than pictures. The name of each of the 64 concepts is presented at the top of a 
page and four related name foils underneath it.
3.2.2 Experiment 2: Naming to verbal description task
DW, NG and VH were given the naming to verbal description task described by Bozeat et 
al. (2000). This test is a useful way of examining and contrasting the sensory and 
functional knowledge that a patient may have for a particular concept, or set of concepts.
It employs the same 64 items included in the semantic battery described above and 
therefore allows comparisons to be made with these tests. For each of the 64 items there 
are two descriptions: one stressing perceptual attributes and the other functional attributes. 
Each description is read aloud by the experimenter and the participant asked to provide the 
name of the concept it describes. Their response is recorded. Testing is conducted over 
two separate sessions in order to probe each concept only once in any session.
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3.2.3 Experiment 3: The sensory quality category (SQC) battery
Following Borgo and Shallice (2001), 55 items were selected from the superordinate 
categories of liquids (16), materials (21) and substances (18). The full list of items can be 
found in Appendix B. Liquids were placed in clear plastic jars, substances in larger 
transparent containers, and materials presented in the form of rectangular samples, 
approximately 10cm x 5cm. All items were presented to members of a panel of 37 age- 
matched healthy controls for naming: each item was presented to twenty members of this 
group, and all items that could not be named by at least 19 were removed from the test 
battery. Thirty-three items remained: 5 liquids, 11 substances and 17 materials.
3.2.3.1 Familiarity ratings
Familiarity is one of several possible psycholinguistic variables that may affect the retrieval
of different concepts. In particular, it has been demonstrated that living things tend to have
a lower familiarity than nonliving items and this may lead to category-specific performance
(Funnell & Sheridan, 1992). Twenty controls were asked to give concept familiarity
ratings in response to the written name of each final SQC item, following the procedure
outlined by Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). Ratings were collected after participants
had completed the other tasks relating to the SQC items and were then used to control for
this potentially confounding variable in the patient data. Ideally, of course, patients
themselves should supply information about familiarity, as there is likely to be considerable
inter-individual variation. For many items, however, these patients’ representations have
become degraded, so normal population means were required to quantify this parameter.
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3.2.4 Sensory quality category tests
In order to allow comparisons to be drawn between the performance using the novel SQC 
battery and the 64-item conventional battery, two tests were developed using the novel 
stimuli which mirrored two of those described above: picture naming (visual-verbal 
naming) and word-to-picture matching (visual-verbal matching). A naming from verbal 
description (verbal-verbal naming) task which used both the 64 items and the novel 33 
items was also designed.
3,2.4.1 Visual-verbal naming
This test is a helpful way of assessing the ability of patients to retrieve a verbal label 
following the presentation of the item itself. All participants were asked to name the 33 
SQC items, pictures were not used. Participants were instructed to look at the item only 
(i.e. not to handle it). It may be argued that it was not appropriate to compare naming 
performance with black and white line drawings (living and nonliving items) with 
performance with real items (SQCs). For patients with semantic deficits and no 
concomitant problems with visual processing, this may not be a problem, but as a control 
test, two of the patients (DW and VH) were given colour photographs of the 64 living and 
nonliving items in addition to the black and white line drawings on separate occasions, at 
least a year after the rest of the tests reported here were carried out. These photos were 
more comparable to the real life SQC stimuli, and were the closest comparison bearing in
mind that it was not possible to show the patients real exemplars from the living and 
nonliving categories under controlled conditions.
3.2.4.2 Visual-verbal matching
This matching task is a beneficial method for assessing the residual knowledge of patients 
about these novel items, without requiring them to produce a verbal response, thereby 
circumventing their particular anomic difficulties. As in the conventional semantic battery, 
the items were presented in within-category arrays of 10 items. Because the novel battery 
consisted of 33 items, 7 additional sensory-quality items were used as foils to complete 4 
different arrays. The name of each item was read to the participant and the relevant array 
indicated, with the instruction to point to the item matching the name. The arrays remained 
unchanged throughout testing.
3.2.4.3 Verbal naming
A further naming from verbal description (verbal-verbal) test was designed using both the 
conventional 64 items and the novel 33 items. This task allowed the probing of knowledge 
of the items, without the need for visual processing. For the 64-item battery, the perceptual 
and functional descriptions used in the experiment described above were combined to 
provide a distinctive description of each concept. Similarly for the SQC items, verbal 
descriptions were designed to provide a distinctive definition of the target item and 
incorporated both sensory and functional/associative information. The revised descriptions
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for the 64 items and those developed for the 33 SQC items are shown in the Appendix C.
A different version of this task, probing sensory and functional attributes separately was 
piloted, but proved too difficult (see Appendix D). The descriptions were therefore 
combined to create the current easier version of the test. The number of words in each 
definition was matched across domains.
3.3 Procedure
The tests were presented to patients over several testing sessions spanning several weeks. 
Feedback of performance on individual items was withheld to ensure that there was no 
effect on subsequent tests. The order of presentation was as follows: picture naming and 
SQC item naming; word-to-picture and word-to-SQC item matching; naming to 
description. The naming task was always administered before the WPM task as providing 
the verbal labels in the WPM task may aid their retrieval in the naming task. The number 
of tests in each session depended on the speed of the particular patient, but the naming to 
description tasks were always carried out at a separate session to avoid contamination from 
the matching tasks where the verbal labels for the concepts were provided by the 
experimenter.
3.4 Statistical Considerations
The majority of the statistical analyses throughout this thesis use a logistic regression 
model to assess how successfully one of a number of variables can predict the accuracy of
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patient performance (the outcome variable). Where possible, confounding variables (such 
as concept familiarity) are entered as predictors. In addition, a measure of healthy control 
performance is included as a predictor where possible, to ensure that any patterns observed 
in the patient data are over and above those observed in control subjects. Therefore, each 
item in the stimulus set being analysed is associated with a familiarity rating, a control 
score (proportion of controls who correctly identified that item) and an accuracy score from 
the patient (correct vs. incorrect). Following these predictors, the particular variables of 
interest are entered and any significant effects of these variables remaining are described. 
The control proportion value is not included in analyses using only data from the traditional 
64-item semantic battery as control subjects performed at ceiling. The particular variables 
used in each analysis are presented before the results of the particular analysis, throughout 
the thesis.
4. Results
4.1 Experiment 1: Overall performance of cohort on the semantic battery
The total scores on each of the three tests are shown in Table 2.4. The patients are arranged 
in order of increasing severity on the word-to-picture matching (WPM) task, and the group 
displays a wide range of severity as indexed by this measure. As can be seen from the 
table, AT did not complete the WPM task at this time, and his position in the table was 
therefore based on the score he achieved on this test a year before the present testing. AT
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was unable to name any of the 64 pictures and was not available to participate in any of the 
other tests, so therefore does not contribute to any of the following analyses in this chapter.
Table 2.4: Total scores on semantic battery
Name AN JM BG NG VH RJW DW TW AT IB WM FO
Semantic Tests
Picture Naming 41 48 41 60 38 39 36 8 0 5 10 1
WPM 62 62 61 59 59 56 45 38 - 19 18 11
CCP “ 54 55 46 41 35 35 27 - 19 - 23
Most patients showed a trend to perform more poorly on the naming task compared to the 
WPM task. This is a finding typical of SD, highlighting the anomic difficulties found in 
these patients (Hodges et al., 1992; Hodges & Patterson, 1995). However, performance on 
the two tasks is highly correlated in the 11 patients who performed both tasks (r=0.913, 
p<0.01). Performance on the CCP, while entirely nonverbal, also correlated strongly with 
both picture naming (r=0.859, p<0.01) and WPM (r=0.883, p<0.01) in the 9 patients who 
were given the task. These strong correlations highlight the conceptual nature of the deficit 
in semantic dementia, which is not restricted to any particular modality of input or output.
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4.1.1 Influence of psycholinguistic variables
In order to assess which particular variables independently influenced the patients’ 
performance in different tasks, and whether this was consistent between patients, it was 
necessary to conduct regression analyses which enable the independent contributions of 
each variable to be quantified. For items in the semantic battery, measures of familiarity, 
frequency, AoA and visual complexity were taken from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). 
Logistic regression analyses were conducted to assess the influence of these variables on 
the performance of the patient group. Separate analyses were conducted for each task: 
naming, WPM and CCP. Visual complexity was not used as a predictor in the CCP 
regression model as the ratings were for the black and white pictures used in the naming 
and WPM tasks only, not the coloured pictures used in the CCP. The outcome variable was 
item accuracy, and the psycholinguistic variables were entered as predictors. Logistic 
regression analyses were then conducted on the data from individual patients to see if any 
trends in the group data were also found individually. The significance of each predictor on 
the group and individual performance is shown in Table 2.5 below.
On the naming task, the performance of the patient group was influenced by all four 
psycholinguistic variables considered (familiarity: Wald = 24.979, p<0.01; visual 
complexity: Wald = 15.992, p<0.01; AoA: Wald = 10.448, p<0.01; frequency: Wald = 
4.489, p<0.05). This result is unsurprising as the task involves picture recognition (visual 
complexity), the association of the picture with its conceptual representation (familiarity) 
and finally, name retrieval (frequency, AoA). On the WPM and CCP tasks, familiarity was
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the only significant predictor of the patient group performance (WPM: Wald = 16.078, 
p<0.01; CCP: Wald = 6.668, p<0.05).
The individual regression models revealed that the psycholinguistic variables influenced the 
patients’ performance in different ways, as shown in Table 2.5. In the naming task, five 
patients were influenced by familiarity. Three patients were influenced by visual 
complexity while two showed an effect of AoA. Only one patient showed an independent 
influence of frequency. In the WPM task, 3 patients showed an influence of familiarity 
(while the influence in another patient approached significance) and one of these showed an 
additional effect of AoA. One of the 8 patients who completed the CCP showed an effect 
of familiarity.
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Table 2.5: Significance values for contribution ofpsycholinguistic variables to individual patient 
performance.
Variable Group AN JM BG NG VH RJW DW TW IB WM FO
NAMING
Familiarity 0.001 n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.001 n.s 0.005 0.008 0.046 0.01 n.s
AoA 0.001 0.02 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.004 n.s n.s n.s n.s
Frequency 0.034 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.031 n.s n.s n.s
Visual
Complexity
0.001 n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.016 n.s n.s 0.039 n.s 0.038 n.s
WPM
Familiarity 0.001 n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.048 n.s n.s 0.006 0.051 0.009 n.s
AoA n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.028 n.s
Frequency n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Visual
Complexity
n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
CCP
Familiarity 0.01 n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.029 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
AoA n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Frequency n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Visual
Complexity
n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
n.s =  not significant
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Comment
The results of the group analysis are similar to that of Lambon Ralph et al. (1998b) who 
also showed an independent influence of familiarity, frequency and AoA on naming 
performance. Several patients were strongly influenced by concept familiarity individually. 
The most familiar concepts had the “strongest” representations in their damaged semantic 
systems. This, together with lack of an effect of frequency and the strong correlations 
found between the semantic tasks with different modalities of input and output, provide 
strong evidence that the SD patients studied here have a central semantic deficit and not 
merely a lexical one.
4.2 Performance across testing modalities in patient DW
Patient DW was given both the CCP and the CCW. This allowed the associations between 
the same 64 concepts to be probed in a purely verbal and a purely nonverbal condition.
DW scored 35/64 (55%) on the CCP and 45/64 (70%) on the CCW (chance = 25%). The 
data from both conditions was entered into a regression model with accuracy (correct vs. 
incorrect) entered as the outcome variable, and item familiarity, frequency and AoA entered 
into the first block. In the second block, test modality (CCP vs. CCW) was entered. None 
of the psycholinguistic predictors were significant (range of Wald = 0.344 to 3.448, 
p>0.05). The testing modality did not predict accurate performance (Wald = 3.356, 
p>0.05) showing that DW’s semantic deficit is not affected by inherent differences between 
the semantic system accessed by pictures and words.
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4.3 Influence of semantic domain
The following set of analyses investigated whether any differences between domains would 
be observed in this comparatively large set of patients. For the naming and WPM tests, the 
scores on living and nonliving items are shown in Table 2.6. While the CCP test probes the 
same 64 items, it was not used to probe category-specific patterns as any trial may contain 
pictures of concepts from either domain, thereby rendering domain comparisons unhelpful.
Table 2.6: Scores on semantic battery tests by domain
Patient Picture Naming (n=64) WPM (n=64)
Living Nonliving Living Nonliving
AN 19 22 31 31
JM 20 28 30 31
BG 19 22 30 31
NG 31 29 27 32
VH 17 21 27 32
RJW 23 16 28 28
DW 13 23 14 31
TW 4 4 12 26
AT 0 0 - "
IB 2 3 3 16
WM 5 5 4 14
FO 1 0 5 6
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Several of the patients show what appears to be poorer performance with living than 
nonliving concepts. DW shows this pattern in both naming and WPM tests. Four other 
patients show the same pattern in one test only. JM performs poorly with living compared 
to nonliving items in naming only, while IB, TW and WM show this pattern in the WPM 
task only. For these patients, a possible explanation for the lack of a domain effect in the 
second task, may be due to ceiling effects in the WPM task (JM) and floor effects on the 
naming task (IB, TW, and WM). One patient, RJW, seemed to show the opposite trend in 
one test: he performed better with living compared to nonliving concepts. Such patterns 
must be interpreted with caution, however, as some cases of category-specificity have not 
remained when potentially confounding variables have been considered (Funnell & 
Sheridan, 1992). It is also apparent from Table 2.6 that the first seven patients shown much 
less severe performance than the last four patients and it is interesting to consider whether 
domain-specific patterns would differ between these two groups. To address these issues, a 
logistic regression analysis was conducted to assess the influence of domain on group 
performance, after the possible influence of the four confounding variables were removed. 
The outcome variable was item was accuracy and the psycholinguistic variables were 
entered in the first block. In the second block, Task (naming vs. WPM) and Domain (living 
vs. nonliving), and Severity (mild vs. severe) were entered as predictor variables. The 
Task x Domain, Severity x Domain, and Severity x Task interaction terms were also 
entered. Similar logistic regression analyses (without the predictor Severity and its 
interaction terms) were then conducted on the data from individual patients to see if any
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trends in the group data were also found individually. The values of significant predictors 
for the group and individual patients are displayed in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Significance values for domain logistic regression data.
Name Group AN JM BG NG VH RJW DW TW IB WM FO
Test 0.001 0.008 n.s 0.01 n.s n.s 0.002 0.012 0.001 0.001 0.007 n.s
Domain 0.001 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.001 0.013 0.013 0.069 n.s
Test x Domain 0.001 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.032 0.024 0.055 0.037 n.s
Severity 0.001 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
At the group level, after the influence of the four psycholinguistic predictors had been 
removed, patients continued to performed better on the WPM compared to the naming task 
(Wald = 56.675, p<0.001). They also performed better with nonliving than living items 
(Wald =15.176, pO.OOl), a difference that was exaggerated in the WPM task (Wald = 
16.103, pO.OOl). As expected from the classification criteria used, the patients classed as 
severe performed more poorly overall than those classed as mild (Wald = 115.522, 
pO.OOl) but importantly this did not interact with Domain or Test suggesting that there 
were no qualitative differences between these two groups.
After the influence of the psycholinguistic factors had been removed, seven of the eleven 
patients showed better performance on the WPM compared to the naming task. Three 
patients performed better with nonliving compared to living items (DW: Wald = 11.742,
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p<0.002; IB: Wald = 6.178, p< 0.02; TW: Wald = 6.202, p<0.02) and they all showed a 
trend (though just nonsignificant in IB) to show this domain difference more clearly in the 
WPM task (DW: Wald = 4.581, p<0.04; IB: Wald = 3.686, p= 0.055 ; TW: Wald = 5.101, 
p<0.03). WM showed a similar significant interaction of Domain and Test (Wald = 4.374, 
p<0.04) although the overall domain difference did not reach significance (Wald = 3.317, p 
= 0.69). These differences were evident from Table 2.6, but following the removal of the 
influence of the confounding variables no influence of domain was found in JM or RJW on 
the tests used here.
Comment
The finding of a group category-specific effect in favour of nonliving concepts echoes that 
of Garrard et a l (2002) who found a similar effect in their group of SD patients. The 
finding of four of eleven individual patients with significant or near significant advantages 
for nonliving concepts is a higher proportion than that found in other case-series studies of 
SD patients (Lambon-Ralph et al., 1998b; 2003; Garrard et al., 2002). This may be due to 
several factors. Unlike Lambon Ralph et al (1998b), this study included a comprehension 
task which allowed even severely anomic patients to be studied, therefore increasing the 
chances of detecting deficits by virtue of testing a greater number of patients, on a greater 
number of test items, with varying degrees of disease severity. Furthermore, such patients 
tend to be recruited as interesting cases for research and were also recruited from two 
separate research centres on this basis, perhaps artificially inflating the prevalence of 
category-specificity in the sample.
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4.4 Influence of semantic category
Caramazza and Shelton (1998) argue that dissociations may be found between animals, 
fruit and vegetables (plants), and artefacts. This raises the possibility that the domain 
differences found above may be further divisible, and that true category effects in other 
patients may be masked by the broad divisions analysed. In order to investigate these 
possibilities, the patients’ data was analysed according to narrower category criteria. The 
performance of each patient on each category, collapsed across tests is shown in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8: Percentage scores on picture naming and wpm (collapsed) by category
Category
Patient Animals Birds Fruit Household Tools Vehicles
AN 93.75 68.75 56.25 81.25 75 93.75
JM 84.38 62.5 81.25 90.625 87.5 100
BG 93.75 68.75 50 81.25 87.5 81.25
NG 96.88 68.75 100 93.75 100 93.75
VH 68.75 43.75 93.75 87.5 62.5 93.75
RJW 81.25 68.75 87.5 78.13 68.75 50
DW 53.13 31.25 31.25 87.5 68.75 93.75
TW 34.38 6.25 25 50 25 62.5
IB 12.5 6.25 0 28.13 18.75 43.75
WM 21.88 0 12.5 31.25 6.25 50
FO 15.63 6.25 0 9.375 0 18.75
Several patients (JM, NG, VH, TW) showed poor performance with items from the 
category of birds compared to the other categories. BG showed selective difficulties with 
fruit while RJW performed poorly with the category of vehicles. To assess whether these
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differences would be present when psycholinguistic factors had been controlled, individual 
pairwise logistic regression analyses were carried out on each patients’ data. These 
regression models were similar to those assessing the influence of domain, with a new 
variable Category replacing Domain in each pairwise contrast. Only two patients showed 
differences between any two categories: TW performed better with household items 
compared to animals (Wald = 5.410, p<0.02), and DW (Wald = 4.6, p<0.03) was better 
with tools compared to fruit. These findings are in accordance with the domain differences 
reported above, of better performance with nonliving compared to living items.
Comment
Only two patients showed differences between the narrow categories in the multiple 
pairwise comparisons. In these cases, the two categories were from different semantic 
domains (living and nonliving) and therefore the results do not provide further insight into 
the nature of their category-specific pattern. None of the other patients showed any 
differences between the narrow categories, and therefore no support was found for the 
domain-specific hypothesis (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998).
4.5 Experiment 2: Effect of sensory/functional feature type
The data presented in this section are from three of the patients: DW, NG, and VH.
The patients’ performance was analysed individually as the SFT would make different
predictions for each one, based on their category-specific performance. Figure 2.1 shows
the performance of each patient on each of the feature types within each domain.
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Individual stepwise logistic regressions were conducted to assess the influence of feature 
type and domain on naming performance, after concept familiarity, frequency, AoA and 
difficulty were controlled. Difficulty was determined for each item based on the proportion 
of normal age matched control subjects who named the item correctly, data that was 
reported in Garrard et al. (2002). Two patients, NG and DW showed better performance 
with functional compared to perceptual descriptions (NG: Wald = 10.048, p<0.003; DW: 
Wald = 10.570, p<0.002). Only one patient, DW, showed a clear domain difference on the 
naming to description test (Wald = 8.294, p<0.005), performing better with nonliving 
items. DW’s performance was not predicted by an interaction between feature type and 
domain (Wald = 2.109, p<0.05).
Figure 2.1: Performance o f each patient on sensory-functional naming to description task from 64-item 
semantic battery.
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Comment
Two patients performed poorly with sensory descriptions compared to functional 
descriptions. Relatively poor knowledge of sensory attributes compared to nonsensory 
attributes has been noted in several studies of SD (Breedin et a l , 1994b; Lambon Ralph et 
al 1998a; Lambon Ralph et al., 1999), and this is particularly interesting as the condition is 
associated with atrophy of the inferotemporal lobe, an area commonly linked to high-order 
visual processing (Milner & Goodale, 1995). The SFT would predict that both these 
patients should show a category deficit for living things as a result of this but only DW 
shows this pattern. Therefore, the SFT in its basic form cannot explain the performance of 
NG, but is able to explain that of DW and VH (who showed no difference between feature 
type or domain).
4.6 Experiment 3: Comparison of living, nonliving and SQC concepts
Borgo and Shallice (2001; 2003) modified the SFT and tested it in a single patient, MU,
using novel SQC stimuli. Further tests were designed to assess the knowledge of such
items in DW and VH who participated in the sensory/functional naming to description task
(section 4.5), and a further patient from the cohort, JM. According to the SFT, following
the results of the semantic battery with these patients, it would be expected that DW should
perform equally poorly with SQCs as he did living things, significantly worse than with
nonliving things. The other two patients would be expected to perform at a similar level
with all three domains. While the visual-verbal naming task is identical to that described in
section 3 for the 64 items, if necessary the test was administered a second time along with
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the novel tests to ensure that all tests were completed within a similar period. The case 
series logistic regression analyses below modelled the influence of the following specific 
variables on response accuracy: Block 1: familiarity; frequency, control performance 
(proportion of controls to correctly identify each item); Block 2: domain (living, nonliving 
and SQC); test modality (visual-verbal and purely verbal); and test type (visual naming vs. 
verbal naming vs. visual matching). The interaction terms domain x test modality and 
domain x test type were also entered into the models, to assess whether these terms would 
have a significant influence as suggested by Laiacona et a l , (2003). The familiarity of each 
item was taken from the control ratings described above. The frequency value was taken 
from the MRC psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981).
Individual patient’s scores on each of the tests are shown in Table 2.9. The resulting models 
confirm the hypothesis of between patient differences: all were affected by familiarity (JM: 
Wald=7.859, p <0.01; VH: Wald =39.825, p <0.01; DW: Wald =7.855, p <0.01) showing 
better performance with more highly familiar items, but each patient showed a different 
effect of the remaining variables. DW showed an effect of frequency but this fell short of 
significance in JM (DW: Wald =6.541, p < 0.02; JM: Wald = 3.126, p = 0.077). VH’s 
performance could not be predicted by any of the remaining variables and no further 
analyses were carried out. Following the contribution of these predictors, both remaining 
patients showed an effect of stimulus modality, performing better with visual-verbal stimuli 
than verbal stimuli (DW: Wald = 4.803, p < 0.05; JM: Wald = 6.9, p< 0.01). They also
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showed better performance with the matching than the naming tasks (DW: Wald =11.131, 
p < 0.01; JM: Wald = 5.659, p< 0.02).
Table 2.9: Individual patient scores (%) on all tests across domains
Test Domain JM VH DW
Visual-verbal naming Living 20 (62.5) 17(53.13) 10(31.25)
Nonliving 28 (87.5) 21 (65.63) 23 (71.88)
SQC 23 (69.7) 23 (69.7) 12 (36.36)
Visual-verbal matching Living 30 (93.75) 27 (84.38) 20 (62.5)
Nonliving 31 (96.88) 32 (100) 29 (90.63)
SQC 31 (93.94) 33 (100) 25 (75.76)
Verbal naming Living 10(31.25) 15 (46.88) 11 (34.38)
Nonliving 23 (71.88) 20 (62.5) 24 (75)
SQC 18 (54.55) 21 (63.64) 15 (45.45)
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, both remaining patients showed an effect of concept domain 
(DW: Wald = 8.45, p <0.02; JM: Wald= 6.53, p <0.05). Importantly, domain did not 
interact with modality or test type, suggesting that this domain difference was not due to a 
difference in one modality or one test only.
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Figure 2. 2: Individual patients ’performance, overall and by modality. 
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In order to compare each domain to the others, pairwise logistic regressions were carried 
out with exactly the same design and variables as before with the exception that the 
predictor domain was replaced with a pair of the three domains each time. For both 
patients, accuracy was affected by the contrast between living and nonliving items (DW: 
Wald = 6.636, p<0.02; JM: Wald =7.443, p<0.01) but not between living and SQC items 
(DW: Wald =0.009, p>0.05; JM: Wald =0.406, p>0.05). DW also showed an influence of 
the contrast between SQCs and nonliving items (Wald = 6.407, p<0.02) but JM did not 
(Wald =1.886, p>0.05).
In order to ensure that there were no differences in performance between the three 
categories of the SQC domain, a further logistic regression was conducted for each patient 
substituting the variable “category” for “domain” (3 levels: liquids, materials and 
substances). There was no effect of category in any of the patients (range of Wald =1.361 
to 1.665, p>0.05), nor an interaction with modality (range of Wald = 0.295 to 0.64, 
p>0.05), suggesting that all patients performed similarly with each category, regardless of 
modality.
Comment
Differences in performance between the three patients were evident in the individual 
analyses. One (DW) displayed a marked discrepancy between living/SQC, and nonliving 
items, while in another (JM) naming was influenced only by the contrast between living
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and nonliving items. VH showed a nonsignificant trend to perform better with SQC than 
living items, but no other differences in her ability to name any of the material sets.
The results from DW are consistent with the predictions of Borgo and Shallice, while the 
absence of any evidence that the pattern observed between domains in this patient is 
affected by the modality of presentation, provides no support for the suggestion put forward 
by Laiacona et al. that such differences result from a deficit of higher-order visual 
processing rather than of meaning. JM did not show a pattern of performance that could be 
explained by either account, as the only difference shown was between living and nonliving 
items, which was not modulated by modality. Patient VH showed no difference between 
her performance on any domain, as predicted by the SFT.
4.7 Naming black and white line drawings vs. coloured photographs
12 control subjects were asked to name the 64 items from coloured photographs, and they 
performed at ceiling. Both patients showed almost identical levels of performance on these 
two sets of stimuli (VH: colour photographs, living = 13/32, nonliving = 20/32, black and 
white line drawings: living = 12/32, nonliving =20/32; DW: colour photographs, living = 
9/32, nonliving = 22/32, black and white line drawings: living = 12/32, nonliving = 25/32). 
This provides support for the assertion that differences in performance between the 
living/nonliving and SQC domains were not due to differences in stimulus quality, and that 
SD patients’ performance generally is not affected by stimulus quality.
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5. Discussion
5.1 Summary of findings
The twelve SD patients in the cohort demonstrated a range of impairment severity in terms 
of their performance on neuropsychological tests. Visuospatial skills were consistently 
preserved but there was variation on other tests of memory and executive skills. A 
consistent finding in the semantic performance was that the level of anomia in each patient 
was far greater than the level of impairment on tests that did not require language or 
semantic abilities. This pattern was further confirmed when patients were given naming 
and matching tasks from a semantic battery. Although a range of impairment was evident 
across patients, commonalities were found in performance. Patients tended to perform 
more poorly in the naming compared to the matching tasks, although performance on all 
three tasks was highly correlated. This demonstrated that patients showed impairment on 
semantic tasks, whether verbal or nonverbal (this was also observed when the visual and 
verbal version of the camel and cactus test was administered to DW). Their semantic 
performance was strongly affected by the familiarity of the individual items. These 
findings underline those of previous studies showing a central semantic impairment in SD 
(Bozeat et al. 2000; Garrard et al., 2002; Lambon Ralph et al., 1998a; 1998b; 1999; 2003). 
They are also consistent with a view of a single semantic system which is accessed by both 
pictures and words (Riddoch et al., 1988; Caramazza et al., 1990).
Less consistent between individual patients was the effect of semantic domain on
performance. As a group, patients tended to perform better with nonliving compared to
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living items. Four patients demonstrated this pattern individually (on at least one test) after 
possible confounding variables had been controlled. Further tests with a subset of the 
patients probed knowledge of the sensory and functional properties of concepts, and 
performance with novel sensory quality categories (SQCs) in an attempt to explain their 
category-specific performance. This explanation was of limited value.
5.2 Possible contributions to category-specificity
Four patients (DW, IB, JM & TW) showed a clear category-specific advantage for 
nonliving items on at least one test. A further patient (WM) showed a similar but 
nonsignificant trend. AT and FO were too impaired on the tasks administered here to 
provide any insight into this issue. However, the same cannot be said for the remaining 
five who did not show a category-specific pattern. Possible reasons for the difference 
between the patients who did and did not show a category-specificity are discussed below.
5.2.1 Severity of semantic impairment
Three of the patients who showed a category-specific impairment were among the most 
severe in terms of overall semantic impairment. This is not true of DW who falls in the 
centre of the severity distribution, nor JM who is among the least impaired of the cohort. 
This suggests that category-specificity does not necessarily only occur in patients with a 
severe semantic impairment (Tyler et al 2000), or indeed only a mild deficit (Gonnerman 
et a l , 1997; Devlin et a l, 1998). Longitudinal data from patients as they enter the later
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stages of the disease would speak to this issue. Relevant analyses are presented in the 
following chapter, for the subset of the patients who were available for longitudinal testing.
5.2.2 Lesion location
The existence of category specificity in HSVE and SD patients has been linked to the 
location of lesion, specifically the extent of medial temporal lobe damage including the 
hippocampus (Gainotti et al., 1995; Barborotto et al., 1995). The richness of cortical 
projections to this area suggest a possible role in the cross-modal integration of sensory 
information relating to stored conceptual representations. However, most SD cases tend to 
show greater lateral than medial damage and this typical pattern was also shown by the 
category-specific SD patient, KH (Lambon Ralph et al., 2003). Patient KH did show an 
atypical pattern of more damage to the right temporal lobe relative to the left, in a similar 
way to several of the clear cases of category-specificity in SD (Barbarotto et al., 1995). 
These patterns have not occurred consistently, however (Basso et al., 1988; Lambon Ralph 
et al., 2003). Furthermore, an extensive review of many cases of category-specificity 
concluded that there was no consistent relationship between category-specificity and a 
particular region of the anterior temporal lobe (Gainotti, 2000).
It is interesting therefore, to refer to the lesion laterality of the present cohort of patients
summarized in Table 2.1. While detailed anatomical data is not available for every patient,
it can be seen that there is no clear difference between the laterality of damage in those
patients who showed a category-specific pattern and those that did not. DW showed
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bilateral damage whereas other patients showed left sided asymmetry. Copies of MRI 
scans were not available for all patients. However, they were available for five of the 
patients, and are shown in Figures 23-2.1. All showed obvious damage to hippocampal 
areas on inspection of the MRI scans, but only three exhibited a category-advantage for 
nonliving concepts. Without quantification analyses, however, no clear conclusions are 
possible on this point.
5.2.3 Neuropsychological performance
While no clear consensus arises from examining the distribution of pathology in the 
patients, it may be that those who show category-specificity differ from the other patients in 
their cognitive abilities, apart from those that specifically rely on the semantic system. The 
performance of the cohort on a range of neuropsychological tests was presented in Table 
2.2, but no clear difference emerged between patients with and without category- 
specificity. The patients showed a range of severity as indexed by the MMSE.
Furthermore, no clear difference between the patients emerges in other neuropsychological 
tests, with all showing a range of ability that is consistently higher than their semantic 
performance.
Most research relating to category-specific deficits have been carried out on patients with
HSVE, due to the high prevalence of the phenomenon within this population. In addition
to the profound impairment of semantic knowledge, HSVE patients often have concomitant
problems with other cognitive abilities such as episodic memory and (in some cases) visuo-
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spatial deficits (Utley et a l , 1997). Although unusual, a category-specific pattern in SD 
constitutes a relatively pure test of the hypothesis that living things and SQCs are both 
primarily differentiated on the basis of their sensory attributes, as performance is not 
confounded by difficulties with visuospatial skills (Hodges et al., 1992; Snowden et al., 
1989). Importantly, all patients in the cohort showed good visual perceptual skills on the 
relevant tests, highlighting the suitability of SD patients for investigation of the semantic 
system without concern about the effects of peripheral deficits. Poor visuospatial skills 
certainly cannot be used as an explanation for category-specificity in the patients.
5.2.4 Individual differences
On finding a similar lack of systematic difference between SD patients with category- 
specificity and those without, Lambon-Ralph et al (1998a) argued that pre-morbid 
individual differences may be a causal factor. The explanation has particular appeal in SD 
because of the infrequent occurrence of category effects in this context. To be sure, such 
differences have been found in the normal population (Laws & Neve, 1999), and it has 
been suggested that gender may play a role (Albanese et a l , 2000). Without a premorbid 
measure of possible differences in familiarity for each patient, this explanation remains a 
redescription of the data. Where premorbid measures have been possible, this hypothesis 
has not been supported (Barbarotto et a l , 1995; Sartori & Job, 1988). There is no reason to 
assert that the four patients showing a category-specific pattern were premorbidly less 
familiar with animals, compared to the other patients. Furthermore, the gender ratio in the
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two groups is similar (male: female ratios, category-specific = 3:1, not category-specific =
5:1).
5.3 Adequacy of three accounts of category-specificity
5.3.1 The domain-specific and artefact accounts
No support for the domain-specific theory was found as no patient exhibited dissociations 
between categories that were evolutionarily meaningful, other than the broad distinction 
between living and nonliving concepts (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). For the patients who 
demonstrated category-specificity, performance on the “preserved” category was not 
perfect in many cases, nor was the impaired category at floor. The graded nature of the 
impairments is not easily accounted for by a theory which predicts all-or-nothing 
performance following damage to one evolutionarily salient domain. While on this last 
point the artefact account fares better, it was shown that category differences remained after 
controlling for four nuisance variables in all but two patients (JM & RJW). However, on a 
more difficult test in the second experiment, JM did show a robust category effect after 
controlling for familiarity and frequency. Therefore, while an artefact account is important 
in highlighting the importance of psycholinguistic factors on patient performance, it cannot 
explain the majority of cases.
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5.3.2 Adequacy of the sensory/functional theory (SFT)
The second and third set of experiments reported above documented the performance of 
patients with SD and a group of age- and education-matched controls on a battery of tests 
designed to probe semantic knowledge about items from three conceptual domains, and 
therefore test the predictions of another theory of category-specificity: the SFT. The 
second experiment probed sensory and functional knowledge for living and nonliving 
concepts. This was an attempt to test the SFT in its most basic form. In the third set of 
experiments, conventional (biological and nonbiological) categories were contrasted with a 
set of SQCs (substances, liquids and materials). Borgo and Shallice (2001) proposed that 
these novel items represent concepts whose acquisition and representation within the 
semantic system depends strongly on sensory qualities. The core thesis is that such items 
are useful in determining whether category-specific deficits reflect the differential reliance 
of groups of concepts on sensory and nonsensory information, or some other principle of 
organisation within the semantic system. Laiacona et al. (2003), on the other hand, 
proposed that attribute modality was not an organising principle within the semantic 
system, but rather that poor performance with SQCs reflects no more than an impairment of 
visual processing.
While the second and third experiments were designed to test the same proposed 
relationship between sensory knowledge and the processing of living concepts, the results 
provided contrasting levels of support for the basic (Warrington & Shallice, 1984) and 
modified (Borgo and Shallice, 2001) versions of the SFT. In the naming to description task
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that probed both sensory and functional attributes of living and nonliving concepts, two of 
the three patients (DW & NG) showed significantly poorer naming of items when probed 
by sensory compared to functional attributes. Only one showed the predicted dissociation 
between living and nonliving items, however. To investigate this issue further, the SQC 
stimuli set was developed and administered to two of the patients who participated in the 
second experiment (DW & VH), and another patient from the cohort (JM). Performance on 
the three domains was then compared.
The performance of DW appeared to be consistent with the model proposed by Borgo and 
Shallice (2001): he showed a significant advantage for nonliving items; and similarly poor 
performance with living and SQC items. Laiacona et al., (2003) argued that a similar 
pattern, found in a HSVE patient (EA) was attributable to a deficit at the level of visual 
processing. This claim was based on the observation that the difference in performance on 
SQC and nonliving items was critically dependent on modality of presentation (i.e. it only 
occurred on visual-verbal, not purely verbal tests). DW, however, showed poor 
performance on living and SQC items, regardless o f the modality o f test presentation (i.e. 
there was no interaction between test modality and domain). Together with the earlier 
demonstration of preserved basic visual and spatial functions and colour knowledge, these 
findings suggest that the explanation for his performance is grounded in the semantic 
system as proposed by Borgo and Shallice (2001). The performance of VH is also 
consistent with the SFT as she showed no difference between her knowledge of sensory and 
functional knowledge (Experiment 2) or domains (Experiments 2 & 3).
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A patient whose performance is not consistent with the SFT is NG. He showed no 
difference between domains in any of the tests using the traditional items (Experiment 1) 
despite showing poorer sensory knowledge compared to functional knowledge on 
Experiment 2. The dissociation shown between sensory and functional knowledge was 
demonstrated on one test only, however, and it may not be replicable. Due to the intensive 
nature of testing required for the SQC experiments, he was unable to participate in the third 
set of experiments. The question therefore remains open about how he would perform with 
the novel items.
Patient JM’s performance is also difficult to explain using the Borgo and Shallice (2001) 
account. He showed a significant difference between living and nonliving things but his 
knowledge of SQC items did not differ significantly from either of the traditional 
categories. His performance may indicate no more than a ceiling effect - it is interesting to 
note that JM has the least severe semantic impairment of the three patients who participated 
in the latter experiments. Further testing after an interval would reveal whether 
performance has declined, and particularly whether SQCs begin to pattern with one or other 
of the traditional categories. It is interesting to note that when JM is given a task on which 
he does not perform at ceiling (compared with tests used in Experiment 1), a category- 
specific pattern is evident. This suggests a possible reason why deficits for living things 
may appear at a late stage in a disease.
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However, the possibility remains that SQC items do not especially rely on sensory 
knowledge for their differentiation but instead may differ from nonliving items in another 
way. If in the present study more items had been administered to a greater number of 
patients, it might have been possible to perform an in-depth analysis of error types made on 
the naming tasks. When a circumlocutory response is given, such data provides 
information concerning the types of features that patients spontaneously generate in 
response to items they could not name, and whether this differed between domains. When 
the few such errors in the present data set were examined, the majority contained 
functional/associative features, e.g. cardboard -> make boxes, or general circumlocutions, 
e.g. straw -> deadened leaves. Sensory attributes were provided in response to very few 
items, and were generally afforded by the stimulus, e.g. ink -> blue. It is also possible that 
different types of sensory knowledge that may be important for the representation of living 
and SQCs, i.e. shape information for animals compared to colour and texture information 
for fruits and SQCs (Borgo & Shallice, 2003; Humphreys & Forde, 2001; Warrington & 
McCarthy, 1987).
In summary, the data from this study add to our understanding of the phenomenon of 
category-specificity in general, and more specifically with respect to SD. In studying a 
multiple case-series of patients with SD, it was possible to investigate traditional and novel 
categories in a population with a pure semantic deficit not confounded by accompanying 
deficits. Although the nature of the intensive testing did not allow all patients to complete 
all tasks, they were all affected by the same syndrome, with damage to similar areas of the
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brain which makes comparisons valid. Importantly, when studying these categories 
analyses were conducted on an item-by-item basis for each patient and therefore allowed 
comparison across some tasks directly, while considering important factors such as concept 
familiarity and frequency, a technique seldom used in investigations of this kind. Using 
these methods, equivocal support was found for the SFT as it can explain the performance 
of some patients but not others. In the following chapters, more fine-grained differences in 
features will be examined to see if these can explain the performance of SD patients more 
successfully than the binary distinction proposed by the SFT.
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Figure 2.3: Coronal slices from MRI scans o f DW showing the level o f  atrophy at Time 1 and Time 2.
Time 1: April 2002 Time 2: April 2003
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Figure 2.4: Coronal slices from MR1 scans o f FO showing the level o f atrophy at Time 1 and Time 2.
Time 1: July 1997 Time 2: April 2001
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Figure 2.5: Coronal slice from  MR1 scan o f  JM  on admission to hospital showing asymmetric atrophy o f  the 
temporal lobes.
Figure 2.6: Slices from  MRI scan o fT W  on admission to hospital, moving from  anterior to posterior regions 
(a-d).
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Figure 2.7: Coronal slices from MR1 scans showing the level o f  atrophy at Time 1 and Time 2 for VH
Time 1: December 2003 Time 2: June 2005
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Chapter 3: Category-specificity in SD: Longitudinal test of 
correlational accounts
1. Introduction
The set of experiments presented here are longitudinal assessments of three patients from 
the SD cohort, one who has previously shown a category-specific impairment on 
conventional tests (DW) in Chapter 2 and another two who have not (RJW & VH). In this 
chapter, their performance on conventional semantic tests is reported from at least two 
testing sessions (four testing sessions for DW), each approximately one year apart. The 
data are analysed in order to test the predictions of several theories that have been proposed 
to explain category-specific impairment in progressive conditions (Devlin et a l , 1998; 
Tyler et a l , 2000) and semantic performance in SD patients (Rogers et a l , 2004a).
1.1 Longitudinal decline in semantic dementia
A small number of reports of longitudinal assessment in SD have appeared in the literature. 
Hodges et a l (1995) reported the decline in performance of an SD patient, JL, over 18 
months. His naming performance dropped from 36% to almost floor during this period, as 
did his single-word comprehension. Initially, his performance was characterised by 
semantic errors (“duck” for peacock), then by superordinate responses (“bird” for peacock),
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until performance was reduced to the broadest semantic domain (“animal” for peacock) or a 
highly typical exemplar from that domain (“cat” for peacock). A contrasting pattern of 
performance was reported by Graham et al (1995) for patient FM who showed rapidly 
increasing anomia but relatively stable comprehension performance over time. When 
assessed later, however, FM’s comprehension deteriorated to a similar level as the anomia 
(Tyler & Moss, 1997).
Lambon Ralph et a l (2001) conducted a longitudinal analysis of 16 patients and found two 
broad patterns of decline which mirrored the patients described above: either a decline of 
similar magnitude for naming (featuring semantic errors) and single-word comprehension; 
or a swiftly progressive anomia (characterised by omission errors) with only a small decline 
in comprehension. The factor that was found to differ between the patients presenting with 
each profile was asymmetry of temporal lobe atrophy. Patients with greater left than right 
temporal atrophy showed a greater disparity between naming and comprehension, whereas 
those with right sided dominant atrophy showed similar levels of decline in the two tasks. 
This was argued to be because the left side of the bilaterally distributed semantic system 
has stronger connections to phonological representations also stored in the left, and this 
left-sided semantic system comes to be relied on more for naming performance with 
development, hence the effects on name retrieval following atrophy.
I l l
1.2 Models of progressive semantic impairment
Several models have emerged in recent years which have sought to explain the existence of 
category-specific deficits in progressive conditions by reference to conceptual structure 
(based on the statistical properties of concepts), and how this structure can differ according 
to the semantic domain to which a concept belongs. Important properties include feature 
correlation and feature distinctiveness (McCrae et al., 1997). In this framework, the 
semantic system is a single, highly distributed network, in which all concepts are 
represented as patterns of activation over many nodes corresponding to semantic properties 
or features (Moss, Tyler & Devlin, 2002). Each concept therefore has a specific structure, 
which is determined by the set of features that it activates and the relation among those 
features. Of central importance to these theories is the idea that concepts in different 
domains or categories have characteristically different internal structure and as a function 
of these assumptions, diffuse damage to the system will affect concepts in different ways 
(Devlin et a l , 1998; Tyler et al., 2000).
1.2.1 The correlation and distinctive features account
In order to explore some of these assumptions in a connectionist network, Devlin et al
(1998) constructed semantic and phonological representations for 60 objects from the living
and nonliving domains. The semantic representations comprised units encoding either
sensory or functional properties of objects. In the model, there were three differences in the
representational structure of living and nonliving things: living concepts had a higher ratio
of sensory to functional features than nonliving concepts; living things had a higher
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proportion of correlated feature pairs than did nonliving things; and in addition, living 
concepts were more likely to share features with one another whereas artefacts were more 
likely to be composed of idiosyncratic features.
When the model was progressively lesioned, smaller amounts of damage caused greater 
difficulty in naming nonliving things. With greater damage, the ability to name living 
things began to decline sharply so that the reverse dissociation occurred. This was 
explained with reference to the shared features of living things which can support 
performance with small amounts of damage as they can “fill-in” missing features on the 
basis of knowledge about correlations, but that as damage increases, this shared structure 
becomes a liability and whole groups of interconnected features are lost and the network 
lacks the critical mass of activation to support living things identification. Due to artefacts 
being represented by distinctive features primarily, they are not affected by these dynamics 
of a degrading system and therefore the models’ ability to differentiate them, declines in a 
linear fashion.
1.2.2 The conceptual structure account (CSA)
An alternative correlation-based account is the conceptual structure account (CSA: Tyler et
a l, 2000; Moss et a l, 2002) which is similar in many respects to the model put forward by
Devlin et al (1998). Like that account, it is based on the notion that living things tend to
have many shared properties, and these also tend to be strongly correlated. The distinctive
properties of living things that allow them to be distinguished tend to be weakly correlated
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with other properties and so are vulnerable to damage. In contrast, nonliving things tend to 
have fewer properties in total, and these properties are relatively more distinctive but not 
shared across members of the category. These differences in properties across the domains 
were supported by unpublished data generated in a feature norming study using normal 
participants. In contrast to other correlation-based models (McRae et a l, 1997; Devlin et 
al., 1998), the conceptual structure account stresses the importance of form-function 
correlations for conceptual structure and Tyler et al argue that for artefacts, distinctive 
features enter into such correlations, while shared features are involved for living things. It 
follows that when a system is damaged, the distinctive properties of artefacts and the shared 
properties of living things will be most robust by virtue of these correlations. Another 
important difference between the CSA and other correlational theories is that Tyler and 
colleagues do not consider knowledge type (feature modality) to be important in 
determining category-specificity, as it is not considered an important variable with regards 
to domain differences in representation.
Tyler and colleagues (Durrant-Peatfield et al., 1997; Tyler et al., 2000) instantiated the 
principles of the conceptual structure account in a highly simplified connectionist model of 
the semantic system which was based on the perceptual and functional information that 
made up 8 living and 8 nonliving concepts. There was a higher proportion of shared to 
distinctive features for the living compared to the nonliving items. Furthermore, the form- 
function correlations differed between the domains: the shared perceptual properties of
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living things were correlated with the shared biological functions whereas the distinctive 
perceptual properties of artefacts were correlated with specific functions.
Following training, the connections between layers were randomly chosen and 
progressively lesioned to simulate widespread damage to the system. Based on the 
architecture of the model, it was predicted that initially the model would make errors in 
correctly identifying living things because damage would affect the vulnerable distinctive 
properties. The errors to these items would tend to be members of the same category as 
shared properties of living things are robust to damage by virtue of their strong correlation 
density. In contrast, it was predicted that distinctive properties of artefacts would be 
preserved because they are correlated, allowing accurate identification of the concept until 
the most severe levels of damage when the severity would overwhelm all the properties of 
artefacts leaving only the densely correlated shared correlations of living things. This was 
indeed what they found when the model was damaged, with the model exhibiting a 
category-specific deficit for living things except at the most severe levels of damage.
1.3 Neuropsychological evidence relevant to correlational theories
The conceptual structure account, and the other correlation based unitary models (McRae et
a l, 1997; Devlin et al., 1998) are able to explain several important findings the
neuropsychological category-specific literature, but are unable to accommodate others. A
possible mechanism for category specific deficits following diffuse damage to the semantic
system provides an appropriate model of such deficits in conditions such as SD and DAT.
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The models suggest a possible explanation for the finding that a category-specific deficit 
for living things is by far the most typical deficit reported, as such deficits occur at all 
levels of severity except the most severe (Tyler et a l 2000) or least severe (Devlin et al., 
1998). However, there is limited evidence for the assertion that artefact deficits occur at 
only severe levels of damage.
They have been reported in cases of moderate semantic impairment (Hillis & Caramazza, 
1991) and furthermore, the progression from a deficit for living concepts to one for 
nonliving concepts, or indeed the reverse pattern, was not found in a study of DAT patients 
(Garrard et al., 1998). In another progressive condition resulting in generalised cerebral 
atrophy, Moss and Tyler (2000) did indeed show a progression to a deficit for artefacts in 
the late stages of the disease, whereas earlier any differences found between domains had 
been in favour of living things. However, Gonnerman et a l (1997) have reported data from 
DAT patients which support the claims of Devlin et al (1998) that with greater amounts of 
damage, deficits for living things emerge. How such divergent findings can be 
accommodated by either account is unclear. Furthermore, such theories would have 
difficulty explaining the occurrence of category-specific deficits after focal damage, and the 
apparent association of living and nonliving deficits with damage to specific brain regions 
(Gainotti, 2000; Garrard et a l , 2001b).
The theories can explain the finding that category differences tend to be graded rather than 
all or none (Warrington & Shallice, 1984; Basso et a l, 1988; Caramazza & Shelton, 1998),
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by appealing to different degrees of property loss across domains rather than selective 
damage to independent stores of information. Such a pattern has been demonstrated the 
patients in the present cohort with category-specificity: the results from the tests in Chapter 
2 demonstrate that the impaired category of living things is rarely at floor level, and the 
“preserved” category is rarely at ceiling. This is not always the case, however, with some 
patients showing a highly selective deficit for one domain (Warrington & Shallice, 1984; 
Hart & Gordon, 1992; Barbarotto et al., 1995).
A major problem for these theories will occur if future work replicates the recent findings 
reported by Cree and McRae (2003) which cast doubt on the importance of 
intercorrelations for distinguishing between living and nonliving concepts. Little support 
has been found for differences in form-function correlations for living and nonliving 
concepts (Garrard et al., 2001a; Vinson et al., 2003). Furthermore, evidence that different 
semantic domains may be represented differentially by knowledge type is not compatible 
with the CSA (Cree & McCrae, 2003; Devlin et al., 1998; McCrae et al., 1997).
1.4 A model of semantic breakdown in SD
A further problem with these accounts, and unitary accounts in general, is that they cannot
accommodate findings in the literature which suggest that different cortical areas may be
involved in processing different kinds of semantic information about objects, to be
discussed in detail in the following chapters (Martin et al., 1996; Mummery et al., 1998;
Gainotti et al. 1995; Damasio et al. 1996). A recent computational model developed by
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Rogers et a l (2004a) which may accommodate these seemingly divergent requirements, 
has been described to account for semantic breakdown in SD. Other models employing 
similar principles have also been described outside the field of semantic dementia (Damasio 
et al., 1996; Vigliocco et al., 2004). In contrast to the unitary models described above, 
Rogers et al (2004a) proposed a modality-specific model of the semantic system, based on 
neuropsychological and feature norming data. In addition to modality-specific subsystems 
which encode similarity structure in the environment, the model also features a supramodal 
system which captures the similarity structure across modalities in abstract representations 
not tied to any particular modality, thereby having some elements in common with unitary 
models.
While not explicitly addressing category specificity, Rogers et a l (2004a) argue that 
differences between domains may occur as a result of differences in the degree of similarity 
structure within a particular modality, or the supramodal semantic representations. 
Importantly, the theory predicts that the patterns of error responses made to concepts from 
living and nonliving domains will vary with increasing damage to a system. The semantic 
space representing living concepts is more dense by virtue of the high degree of similarity 
between exemplars (caused by the higher proportion of shared features in that domain) and 
so under damage, the system may settle into a neighbouring attractor and so produce an 
erroneous but semantically related response. In contrast, nonliving things do not form a 
dense neighbourhood and so when the system becomes progressively degraded, there is no 
similar attractor to capture the system and so it is unlikely to activate any related response
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above the required threshold, thereby leading to a failure to produce any response. The 
error data from a group of SD patients supported these predictions. While not as explicit, 
the CSA makes similar claims about the expected errors to living and nonliving items. 
Moss et a l (2002) argue that semantic errors will be prevalent for living things, and cross 
domain errors should not occur for targets in the living domain. In contrast, they predict 
that cross-domain errors are much more likely to occur for artefacts when damage is severe 
because the shared information for artefacts is less robust. This assertion has some support 
from the case of an SD patient, JL, reported by Hodges et a l (1995).
1.5. Aims of this chapter
The set of experiments reported below assess the performance of three patients on 
traditional semantic tests, over time. Patterns of general semantic decline and error 
responses are charted, with reference to semantic domain. One of the three patients 
demonstrated category-specificity on tests in the previous chapter. This allows the major 
predictions of two correlational accounts to be tested (Devlin et a l , 1998; Tyler & Moss, 
2000): with time and therefore disease progression, do category-specific deficits emerge or 
change direction (i.e. cross to another domain)?
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2. Methods
2.1 Participants
Three patients from the cohort were available for longitudinal testing and participated in the 
experiments reported here: DW, VH and RJW. The performance of these patients on 
background neuropsychological tests at Time 1 was reported in Chapter 2, and is 
summarised in Table 3.1 below along with performance on these tests at later testing 
rounds.
2.2 Semantic battery
The patients were given three subtests from the semantic battery reported in Chapter 2, at 
approximately one year intervals. The tests were: picture naming, word-to-picture 
matching (WPM) and the Camel and Cactus picture test (CCP). VH and RJW were 
available for testing in two rounds (VH: TR1 March 2004, TR2 May 2005; RJW TR1 
August 2003, TR2 May 2005). DW was available for four rounds (TR1 April 2002, TR2 
May 2003, TR3 April 2004, TR4 May 2005). The data from Testing Round 1 for each 
patient was reported in Chapter 2.
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Table 3.1: Performance o f each patient on background neuropsychological tests at each testing round.
Test Norms DW RJW VH
Testing Round 1 2 3 4 1* 2 1 2
MMSE 24 nt nt 26 24 nt 30 29
VIQ 99 nt nt nt 76 nt 108 nt
PIQ 105 nt nt nt 98 nt 130 nt
NART errors nt nt nt nt NT nt 18 nt
RMT Words 22 nt nt nt 20 nt 43 nt
RMT Faces 32 29 nt 33 25 nt 33 35
RMT Topographical 23 19 nt nt 19 nt 21 18
GNT (/30) 0 nt nt nt 12 nt 1 nt
Oldfield NT (/30) 13 nt nt nt nt nt 14 nt
Letter Fluency 6 nt nt nt nt nt 12 nt
Category Fluency 10 nt nt nt nt nt 14 nt
PPT nt nt nt nt nt nt nt nt
TROG 78 76 nt nt nt nt 80 nt
VOSP:
Screening test nt nt 18 18 nt 18 20 nt
Incomplete letters 19 nt 20 20 nt nt 20 nt
Object decision nt nt 14 14 19 17 17 nt
Progressive silhouettes nt nt 13 13 nt 11 nt nt
Dot counting nt nt 10 10 nt 9 10 nt
Position discrimination nt nt 19 19 nt 20 20 nt
Number location nt nt 10 10 nt 6 10 nt
Cube analysis 10 nt 10 10 nt 0 10 nt
De Vrees Colour battery:
Naming nt nt 9 9 nt 7 10 nt
Matching nt nt 10 10 nt 10 10 nt
Stroop Pass nt nt nt nt nt Pass nt
Weigl Pass nt nt nt Fail nt NT nt
WCST categories nt nt nt nt 0 nt 6 nt
*RJW tested in April 2002, two years before date o f semantic testing reported for testing round 1.
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2.3 Procedure
For each administration of the three tests, an identical procedure was followed to that 
described in Chapter 2. The patients were tested over several sessions within a period of 
several weeks. The tasks from the semantic battery were administered in the following 
order: picture naming, WPM and CCP.
3. Results
3.1 General decline
The performance of each patient at each testing round is displayed in Figure 3.1. To 
investigate whether any decline in performance was evident in the data, separate logistic 
regression models were conducted for each patient. The outcome measure was item 
accuracy. In the first block, values for the frequency, familiarity, AoA and visual 
complexity of each item were entered. In the second block, testing round was entered as a 
predictor (which varied across patients) as well as test type (naming vs. WPM vs. CCP) and 
the testing round x test type interaction term.
Figure 3.1a illustrates that DW shows no real decline in overall semantic performance over 
the four years of testing and this was confirmed by a lack of any influence of testing round 
(Wald = 1.541, p>0.05), test (Wald = 2.878, p>0.05) or the test x testing round interaction
(Wald = 2.188, p>0.05). All four psycholinguistic factors had a significant influence on 
item accuracy (familiarity: Wald = 29.717, pO.OOl; AoA: Wald = 18.705, p<0.001; 
frequency: Wald = 9.934, p<0.003; visual complexity: Wald = 4.328, p<0.04).
The performance of VH is shown in Figure 3.1b. In contrast to DW, VH does show decline 
between testing rounds especially on the WPM task. The data from VH was subjected to a 
logistic regression analysis and while she did not show an influence of testing round overall 
(Wald = 0.185, p>0.05), her performance was influenced by test type (Wald = 6.264, 
p<0.05) and the interaction between test type and testing round (Wald = 6.119, p<0.05). As 
the graph illustrates, this was due to her poorer performance on naming compared to WPM 
and CCP at both testing rounds but a significant decline in WPM performance over time 
which was not found in her picture naming or CCP scores. This suggests that her 
comprehension is declining at a rate which may soon match her poor naming performance. 
Only familiarity had a significant influence on item accuracy (Wald = 62.571, p<0.001), the 
other psycholinguistic variables did not (range of Wald = 0.004 to 0.038, p>0.05).
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Figure 3.1: Performance o f each patient on the three subtests o f the semantic battery, at each testing round, 
a) DW
■ CCP
■ PicName 
□ WdPic
Testing Round
b) VH
■ CCP
■ PicName 
□ WdPic
Testing Round
c) RJW
■ PicName 
□ WdPic
Testing Round
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Figure 3.1c illustrates that RJW also shows a decline in performance over time, particularly 
in the picture naming task but also in the WPM task, while performance on the CCP 
remains constant. The regression model of the data for RJW showed an influence of test 
(Wald = 35.738, p<0.001) but not testing round (Wald = 0.032, p>0.05). There was a 
significant interaction between the two variables (Wald = 12.701, p<0.003). The graph 
illustrates that this is because RJW performs better with the WPM task than the others at 
both testing rounds, but he shows a significant decline in picture naming only over time. 
RJW therefore shows a different pattern of decline compared to VH whose comprehension 
is declining at a faster rate than her naming. Both patients continue to perform better on 
WPM tasks than naming, however. RJW’s performance was not significantly influenced 
by any of the psycholinguistic variables (range of Wald = 0.039 to 0.327, p>0.05).
Comment
While DW shows no decline over the four testing rounds reported here, the other two
patients exhibit a decline in performance in at least one of the three subtests from the
traditional semantic battery. The lack of decline in DW over a period of nearly 4 years is
surprising, and mirrors his general neuropsychological performance (see Table 3.1).
Although the progression in SD is usually reported to be slower than in other progressive
language impairments such as nonfluent aphasia (Gomo-Tempini et al., 2004), it would be
expected that on core semantic tests such as those used here, some degree of decline would
be evident. While evidence presented in previous chapters showed that he is suffering from
SD (atrophy to the inferior temporal lobe, a family history of FTLD, a mutation in the tau
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gene, and crucially, a multimodal semantic impairment), it remains a possibility that DW is 
in the very early stages of the disease, and so changes are not evident on semantic tests yet. 
Due to his family history, DW was given a genetic test which identified him at risk (see 
Appendix A). Consequently his semantic performance was tested at a stage before he or 
his family had noticed word finding difficulties, which are still not obvious in spontaneous 
speech. It remains possible, therefore, that DW is still performing at a level in everyday 
life at which most patients would not have been seen in clinic. Another possibility is that 
due to the extensive testing carried out with DW, he is practising these relatively small 
number of concepts time and again, which is allowing them to remain as robust as when 
first examined (Graham et a l , 1999).
For the other two patients, a decline is evident and this should be compared against a 
relative lack of decline in many of the background neuropsychological tests administered at 
the same time (Table 3.1). This confirms the status of the impairment in SD being a 
relatively isolated deterioration in conceptual knowledge. VH and RJW showed 
contrasting patterns of decline in naming and comprehension tasks. RJW showed a rapid 
anomia with a slower decline in comprehension, consistent with the left-sided asymmetry 
of his pathology (Lambon Ralph et a l , 2001). VH shows the contrasting pattern of a 
similar rate of decline in naming and comprehension tasks, but the same lesion profile as 
DW. Section 3.2.2 of this chapter reports the error performance of these patients which 
would also be expected to differ in these patients following the predictions of Lambon 
Ralph et a l , (2001).
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It is also interesting to note that the psycholinguistic factors that influenced individual 
performance in testing round 1 (reported in Chapter 2, see Table 2.5) were not necessarily 
the same as affected performance over time. This is a similar finding to Lambon Ralph et 
al. (1998b). DW showed an influence of familiarity and AoA in Naming at round 1 only. 
When all four rounds are considered, he also shows an effect of frequency and visual 
complexity. For VH, familiarity influenced naming and WPM performance and visual 
complexity affected naming at round 1. Across both rounds, only familiarity remained a 
significant influence. RJW continued to show no influence of any of the psycholinguistic 
variables in both testing rounds.
DW showed a robust category effect in the semantic battery reported in Chapter 2. No 
evidence of category specificity was found in VH or RJW at this time and it is interesting to 
explore whether any category-specific patterns emerged over time. It is also useful to 
analyse the picture naming errors across testing rounds, to assess whether these show 
patterns predicted by Rogers et al., (2004a) on the basis of shared similarity structure in the 
semantic system. As this resulted in only a small amount of data, naming error data from 
all patients in the cohort was also examined as a model of increasing damage to the 
semantic system, a method that was used successfully by Rogers et al (2004a).
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3.2 Domain differences
3.2.1 Accuracy
Figure 3.2 shows the performance of each patient on items from the living and nonliving 
domain, over the different testing rounds. The bars represent the data from both the naming 
and WPM tests, collapsed. DW’s performance is illustrated in Figure 3.2a which shows 
that at testing round 2, 3 and 4 he still shows the strong category effect that is evident at 
testing round 1 (reported in Chapter 2). When the data were entered into a regression 
model, as expected there was no effect of testing round (Wald = 0.381, p<0.05) but an 
effect of test (Wald = 17.041, p<0.001) and domain (Wald = 14.272, p<0.001). This 
suggests that DW’s performance has not changed quantitatively or qualitatively over the 
period of testing.
Figure 3.2b shows the performance of VH in the two testing rounds. Interestingly, the
decline in performance appears to be affecting primarily living things. It can be recalled
from Chapter 3 that VH did not show a category effect in her performance on testing round
1. When the data from testing round 1 and 2 were entered into a logistic regression model,
an influence of domain was found (Wald = 4.612, p<0.04) even after the influence of
familiarity, frequency, AoA and visual complexity were entered. There was no interaction
between testing round and domain (Wald = 21.92, p>0.05) suggesting that no domain effect
is found if the testing rounds are considered in isolation. This finding is intriguing, as it
suggests that testing at a later date may reveal an established deficit for living concepts, a
pattern predicted Devlin et al. (1998). However, at present it may reflect no more than the
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Figure 3.2: Performance o f each patient on the living and nonliving domains at each testing round, collapsed 
across naming and WPM tasks, 
a) DW
■  Living
■ Nonliving
Testing Round
b) VH
m Living 
■ Nonliving
Testing Round
c) RJW
■  Living
■  Nonliving
Testing Round
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detection of an existing category-specific deficit when an increased no of observations are 
considered.
The performance of RJW is displayed in Figure 3.2c. No difference between living and 
nonliving things is shown in either testing round. The regression model applied to the data 
support the assertion that there was no influence of domain (Wald = 0.592, p>0.05) or any 
interaction with testing round (Wald = 0.258, p>0.05). The data from this patient are 
particularly important as he shows the greatest decline over the interval of one year.
Comment
Despite a lack of decline in performance, DW continues to demonstrate a robust category- 
specific effect on all tests with time. His performance cannot speak to theories of 
progressive semantic impairment therefore, further than the finding from Chapter 2 that 
although relatively mildly impaired, he shows a strong category effect which is contrary to 
the prediction of Devlin et a l , (1998). VH and RJW did not perform differentially 
according to semantic domain in Testing Round 1. The finding that VH does show a 
living deficit when data from a later testing round is included, suggests that the deficit may 
be emerging, and this does seem to be the trend. This is in accordance with the predictions 
of Devlin et a l (1998) but it is not clear how the account could explain the performance of 
both VH and DW. RJW continues to show no category effect, despite showing the most 
decline over the testing interval. Tyler et al (2000) would predict that he should begin to
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show a tendency to perform better with living than nonliving concepts, and Devlin et al 
(1998) the opposite, neither of which were observed.
3.2.2 Error Analysis
3.2.2.1 Longitudinal analysis
The picture naming error types of the three patients over time were subjected to analysis. 
Although RJW was the only patient to show a significant decline in performance in the 
picture naming task over time, the responses of DW and VH were also included to assess 
whether performance had changed qualitatively. The errors on the picture naming task in 
all testing rounds were classified using the method of Rogers et al (2004a). If a response 
was not correct, it was classified as belonging to one of the following four categories: a) a 
superordinate error; b) a semantic error; c) a cross domain error; or d) an omission error.
Table 3.2 shows the type of error response as a proportion of total error responses, made by 
each patient over time. DW’s performance is difficult to interpret. The proportion of each 
error type varies from testing round to testing round in a nonlinear fashion. No qualitative 
patterns are discemable, over the general trend to commit more semantic errors compared 
to omission and superordinate errors. VH made less omission errors and more 
superordinate errors with time, while the proportion of semantic errors remained constant. 
This is consistent with the predictions of Lambon Ralph et al. (2001) based on her 
anomia/comprehension relative rates of decline. RJW showed no qualitative change over
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time, despite being the only patient to have shown a significant decline in accuracy across 
testing rounds. He is producing more omission errors than semantic/superordinate errors as 
would be predicted by Lambon Ralph et al. (2001). No patient committed any cross­
domain errors as damage became more severe.
Table 3.2: Response types in picture naming task
Patient Testing Round Proportion of Error responses
Omission Semantic Superordinate Cross Domain
DW 1 0.39 0.46 0.14 0
2 0.52 0.35 0.12 0
3 0.43 0.5 0.07 0
4 0.26 0.56 0.19 0
RJW 1 0.92 0.08 0 0
2 0.94 0.04 0.02 0
VH 1 0.77 0.19 0.04 0
2 0.52 0.19 0.29 0
In an attempt to further examine the predictions of Rogers et al., the error responses made 
by each patient were analysed separately by domain. Figure 3.3 shows the error patterns 
over time in response to living (Figure 3.3a) and nonliving (Figure 3.3b) items for patient 
DW. More omission errors and less semantic errors are made in response to nonliving 
compared to living items, except at round 3. More superordinate errors are made to living 
compared to nonliving items, except at round 3. These findings are generally consistent 
with the predictions of Rogers et al., based on the differential shared similarity structure in 
the domains.
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Figure 3.3: Error responses by DWfor each domain,
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Figure 3.4 shows the error patterns over time in response to living (Figure 3.4a) and 
nonliving (Figure 3.4b) items for patient RJW. As the number of correct responses declines 
from testing round 1 to 2 there is little difference between the domains. Omission errors 
are by far the most common error type for living and nonliving concepts, and become the 
only type of error at testing round 2. For the living items, more semantic and superordinate 
errors are made, in accordance with the assumption that such items are more similar to each 
other and therefore occupy a dense semantic neighbourhood compared to nonliving 
concepts. However, very few of these errors were made in total which makes it difficult to 
draw any firm conclusions.
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Figure 3.4: Error responses by RJWfor each domain,
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Figure 3.5 shows the error patterns over time in response to living (Figure 3.5a) and 
nonliving (Figure 3.5b) items for patient VH. The proportion of semantic errors remains at 
a similar level over time for both domains. VH makes more omission errors to nonliving 
than living concepts over time. The proportion of superordinate errors to living concepts 
increases with time, to a considerably higher level than for nonliving items. Both these 
findings are consistent with a dense semantic neighbourhood for living compared to 
nonliving concepts.
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Figure 3.5: Error responses by VH for each domain,
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Comment
While based on a small number of observations, the data from the three patients is broadly 
consistent with the predictions of Rogers et al. (2004a). While the error patterns in VH and 
RJW were similar to those predicted by Lambon Ralph et al., (2001) on the basis of the rate 
of decline of naming relative to comprehension performance, the lesion laterality of VH did 
not provide an explanation for her different performance compared to RJW.
3.2.2.2 Cross-sectional analysis o f all patients
In an effort to further examine whether differences between domains can be detected in 
error data as damage increases, it is possible to use the cross-sectional data collected from 
all patients on the picture naming task (presented in Chapter 2) and plot them in terms of 
severity as a model of increasing damage to the semantic system, a method that was
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adopted successfully by Rogers et al (2004a). The error responses to the picture naming 
task reported in Chapter 2 were available for ten of the patients described that chapter. This 
resulted in ten independent observations that were divided into quartiles of severity on the 
basis of the patients overall naming accuracy on the test at that time. Two quartiles 
contained data from three patients and the other two contained data from two patients. 
Within each quartile, the total number of responses of each type (correct, superordinate, 
semantic, cross-domain, or omission) was calculated across all items and patients. These 
sums were then converted to proportions by dividing them by the total number of naming 
responses made by all patients within the quartile.
Figure 3.6 shows the proportion of each error type observed in response to all 64 items for 
each quartile representing increasing impairment. As the number of correct responses 
decreases, the number of omission errors initially drops but then increases to the highest 
proportion of response. Semantic errors increase and then begin to reduce, while 
superordinate and cross domain errors remain the same as severity increases. This is 
largely in line with the predictions of Rogers et al (2004a), who predict that shared 
similarity between concepts should lead to semantically related error responses (semantic 
and superordinate) until the severest levels of damage where no response can be supported 
(omission errors). Cross domain errors should not occur as these would violate the 
assumptions of a semantic system organised by shared similarity, which living and 
nonliving things do not possess between the domains. Only 3 such errors occurred, in the 
most severely affected patient (FO).
Figure 3.6: Cross sectional error analysis for all patients on all 64 items
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Figure 3.7 shows the proportion of each error type produced in response to living and 
nonliving items as the semantic impairment becomes greater. Rogers et al. predict that in 
response to living items, patients should make increasingly more semantic errors as the 
system loses connections and so responses corresponding to incorrect but neighbouring 
concepts are made. This should be in contrast to responses to nonliving items which do not 
form such a dense semantic neighbourhood. As Figure 3.7a shows, this pattern was found 
in the present data.
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Figure 3.7: Cross sectional analysis o f error types in response to living and nonliving items 
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A similar pattern should occur for superordinate errors as the system becomes able to 
generate shared categorical information from the dense semantic network with increasing 
damage. Figure 3.7b illustrates that while superordinate errors increased initially, they did 
not continue to do so for living things. They continued to be produced more in response to 
living compared to nonliving concepts, however. The proportion of superordinate errors in 
response to nonliving things did not increase, as would be expected from their hypothesised 
relative lack of shared similarity structure. There should, therefore, be less omission errors 
in response to living compared to nonliving items, a pattern that was found in the data (see 
Figure 3.7c). A linear increase in the proportion of omission errors was not clearly 
observed for either domain, as it was for the patients and the model in Rogers et al 
(2004a). There were no cross-domain errors made, regardless of domain.
Comment
When the cross-sectional data from all patients was analysed as a model of increasing 
impairment, there was much support for the predicted patterns of error responding by 
Rogers et al (2004a) both overall and according to domain. Therefore, this provides 
support for the notion that there are different degrees of similarity structure between living 
and nonliving domains and that this has differential consequences for performance as 
damage increases.
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4. Discussion
Longitudinal responses on the semantic battery were presented for three patients in the SD 
cohort. Each patient shows a unique pattern of accuracy performance over time: DW did 
not show a decline in performance; RJW showed sharp decline but no qualitative change; 
VH showed both quantitative and qualitative change in performance. Interesting patterns 
were found in the error responses of these patients over time, and in the entire cohort cross- 
sectionally. The following discussion focuses on the difficulties that the data raises for the 
correlational accounts of category-specificity (Devlin et a l, 1998; Tyler et al., 2000), and 
how they may be accommodated within the model of semantic deterioration in SD put 
forward by Rogers et al. (2004a).
4.1 Predictions of unitary correlational accounts
The unitary correlational accounts discussed in the introduction make contrasting claims 
about the type of category-specific patterns expected at increasing levels of severity of 
semantic impairment. Tyler et al. (2000) predict that deficits for living things will be 
present at all levels of severity except the most severe. In contrast, Devlin et al. (1998) 
predict that a deficit for artefacts will be apparent when damage is mild but with increasing 
damage, a deficit for living things will be evident. In Chapter 2 it was demonstrated that 
there was no relationship between the severity of a patient’s impairment and the direction 
of category-specificity. When the data was examined longitudinally in the experiments 
reported above, one of the two patients who showed decline (VH) showed a trend towards
emerging category-specificity, in line with the predictions of Devlin et al (1998). DW did 
not show any change, and as he demonstrated midrange severity within the group, his 
performance was not consistent with the predictions of Devlin et al (1998). Although 
RJW showed significant decline over the two years, he did not show any category- 
specificity. In short, the account proposed by Devlin et a l (1998) can explain the 
performance of VH but not DW or RJW. The CSA cannot explain the performance of any 
of the patients (Tyler et a l, 2000).
4.2 Predictions of a modality-specific and unitary model
The model of semantic deterioration in SD put forward by Rogers et a l (2004a) can 
accommodate the findings in the error analyses reported in this chapter. The patterns of 
errors made by patients were generally in accordance with the predictions of the model, 
based on the notion of different degrees of shared similarity structure between living and 
nonliving domains. Therefore, the performance of the SD patients is similar to the 
“lesioned” computational model which contains modality-specific units and a supramodal 
component organised by similarity between concepts.
It is not clear from the model, however, why only some patients should show category-
specificity following damage to a similar anatomical region. It is possible that the patients
who exhibit a selective impairment for living things may demonstrate deficits in sensory
knowledge (a modality-specific component in the model), relative to patients who do not
show category-specificity. This may be linked to greater damage in the inferolateral
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temporal lobe in these patients. The role of feature type will be explored in the following 
chapters, using a novel test of semantic feature knowledge.
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Chapter 4: Extending the knowledge type dichotomy
1. Introduction
The experiments reported below have been designed to investigate knowledge of semantic 
feature modalities (colour, environmental context, sound and motion), beyond the binary 
sensory/functional distinction most commonly examined in the literature. In this chapter, 
they are administered to healthy participants for two reasons: i) to provide a measure of 
healthy control performance on the test which can then be used to interpret the patterns of 
performance in the patient group; ii) to test proposals that certain semantic features are 
differentially important for living and nonliving domains.
1.2 Modality-specific models of semantic organisation
Many recent theories of semantic organisation ground semantic knowledge in modality- 
specific perceptual and motor systems. In these theories, features are regarded as semantic 
primitives, the building blocks of conceptual knowledge. Such ideas are well established in 
the literature (Collins & Quillian, 1969; Smith & Medin, 1981). The theories are based on 
the idea that we acquire knowledge about concepts through our senses, by watching them, 
using them or watching others use them, talking and reading about them. It is from these 
interactions that we develop internal representations of these concepts (Cree & McCrae, 
2003). A possible mechanism for this is that modality-specific states during perception are
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captured by adjacent memory systems which conjoin features and store them in memory, 
and will partially re-enact the feature patterns when necessary (Barsalou et al., 2003).
As discussed in Chapter 2, the sensory/functional theory (SFT) has been one of the 
dominant theories concerning category-specific disorders of semantic memory and it too 
reduces conceptual knowledge to the level of semantic feature modality: namely a binary 
distinction between sensory and functional features and their relative importance for the 
representation of different concepts (Warrington & Shallice, 1984). The theory has 
precipitated much research into the various feature types important for concepts, especially 
concepts from the living as compared to the nonliving domain. However, the data 
presented in Chapter 2 and previous work in the literature (McCarthy & Warrington, 1987; 
Cree & McCrae, 2003; Vigliocco et al., 2004), suggest that the binary distinction between 
sensory and functional features may be too simple to capture the true organization of the 
conceptual system. Recent work with healthy participants has investigated the distribution 
of different knowledge types in the definitions of living and nonliving concepts (Cree & 
McCrae, 2003); whether feature types are processed by different areas of the brain using 
functional imaging (Martin et al., 1995); and whether processing in these areas is 
modulated by semantic domain (Martin & Chao, 2001).
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1.3 Concept definitions by healthy participants
Several studies have been conducted which ask healthy subjects to generate attributes of 
concepts in response to their names (Devlin et a l , 1998; Garrard et a l , 2001a; McCrae et 
a l , 1997; McCrae & Cree, 2002; Cree & McCrae, 2003; Vigliocco & Vinson, 2002).
While these definitions are not regarded as a literal record of semantic representations, they 
are considered as a window to semantic representations because those representations are 
being used by the speakers when generating the features (McCrae et a l , 1997; Rosch & 
Mervis, 1975). Using the features generated, analyses of conceptual structure can be 
conducted according to many variables, as well as comparisons of the distribution of these 
variables across semantic categories. Of particular interest in these studies is whether 
various knowledge types can be identified in the definitions (perceptual, functional, 
encyclopedic, etc.) and whether they differ in importance according to semantic domain.
This method has proved useful in investigating category structure, with studies
demonstrating that concepts can be organized into categories and broader domains of
knowledge based purely on their similarities in terms of attribute structure or degree of
feature overlap (Garrard et al., 2001a; McCrae & Cree, 2002). This finding demonstrated
that category membership may not need to be explicitly encoded but can emerge from the
patterns of overlap among features. This renders domain specific approaches such as that
of Caramazza & Shelton (1998) redundant, and adds weight to the notion of emerging
category-specificity demonstrated by Farah and McClelland (1991) though that was based
on biased feature norms (imposed criteria when analyzing dictionary definitions). These
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findings support the validity of the feature approach to understanding semantic 
organization, and underline the potential usefulness of pursuing the investigation of 
differences between the living and nonliving domains at the level of semantic features.
Several large scale feature-norming studies have been conducted. One by Vinson & 
Vigliocco (2002) employed 169 objects (and 277 actions). When the data were analysed in 
terms of category-specificity in Vinson et al (2003), the authors found differences between 
semantic categories in terms of feature type. Visual features (e.g. form, colour) were more 
important for animals and fruits and vegetables (although less so) but far less important for 
most nonliving categories. Nonvisual perceptual features (e.g. taste, texture) were 
important for fruits and vegetables and clothing compared to other categories. Nonliving 
categories were far more reliant on functional features than living categories, a pattern that 
was also reflected in the amount of motoric features (although the ranking of the categories 
was different between the two feature types).
One of the most recent, and by far the most large scale of these studies was conducted by 
Cree & McCrae (2003). They asked subjects to generate definitions for 541 concepts of 
which 538 were classified according to modified knowledge type criteria devised by Wu & 
Barsalou (2002) which was developed to correspond systematically to the modality-specific 
regions of the brain. This classification included nine knowledge types that had been 
identified as important in the literature: visual-colour, visual-parts/surface properties, 
visual-motion, smell, sound, tactile, taste, function/motor, and encyclopedic. When
hierarchical cluster analyses of feature types were performed, they found that three distinct 
domains could be identified: creatures, fruits/vegetables and nonliving things.
Feature types that were important for, and separated creatures from the other domains 
included visual-motion features (they engage in self-initiated actions) but not their 
functions (they serve few functions for people). They were more defined by visual-colour 
features than nonliving things but less than fruits and vegetables. In contrast, nonliving 
things were defined largely by their function/motor features, and not by their visual-motion 
features. Fruits and vegetables, while forming a distinct cluster, did cluster with nonliving 
things at a late stage in the analysis. They are distinguished on the basis of their visual- 
colour and taste features, while being low in visual-motion and visual-parts. They tend to 
cluster with nonliving things due to their possession of functions (we peel, cook and eat 
them).
These feature-norming studies demonstrate that knowledge type may indeed mediate 
between different domains, but that the distinction needs to go beyond the binary 
sensory/functional contrast to explain within-domain differences (such as that between 
animals vs. fruit and vegetables or between tools and vehicles). Cree & McCrae (2003) 
found that no single knowledge type, or even pair of knowledge types was capable of 
explaining all the category-trends reported in the category-specific literature, but rather an 
interaction between all of them. Importantly, the authors argue that a knowledge type
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analysis cannot provide any insight into the finding that living things deficits are far more 
common than nonliving things deficits.
1.4 Neuroimaging evidence for the distribution of feature processing across the 
cortex
In an early study, Martin et a l , (1995) asked subjects to generate colour and action words 
in response to object names. While both activated a common network of areas, generating 
colour words activated ventral temporal cortex while generating action words activated a 
posterior region in middle temporal gyrus. The “colour” area in the fusiform gyrus was 2- 
3cm anterior to regions known to be active in colour perception (Chao & Martin, 1999). 
The middle temporal activation for “action” was located approximately l-2cm anterior to 
the regions active during motion perception. This seminal study provided strong evidence 
that conceptual knowledge is grounded in areas involved in perception.
In a different contrast, Mummery et al (1998) found activation of the anteromedial 
temporal lobe when subjects made judgements on the basis of colour knowledge compared 
to judgements about the location of objects, which activated the temporal-occipital-parietal 
junction (superior to the “action” area identified in the Martin et a l, 1995 study).
Further imaging studies have investigated whether other visual attributes are represented 
separately in the cortex. Kellenbach et al (2001) have demonstrated common activation 
when making judgements regarding the size, colour and sound of objects relative to
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nonsemantic tasks in left temporal and frontal regions. They also found condition-specific 
activation. Judgements regarding colour and size both activated the right posterior inferior 
temporal cortex which was stronger in the former condition. In addition, size judgements 
activated medial parietal structures. Sound judgements activated the left posterior superior 
temporal gyrus and adjacent parietal cortex. Other work focused on category-specific 
processing (Ishai et al., 1999; 2000) has led to the suggestion that a network of areas in the 
ventral visual pathway, including both occipital and temporal regions, create a distributed 
representation of object form with overlapping representations for different semantic 
categories (Martin et al., 2000).
The activation of the middle temporal gyrus when subjects processed knowledge of actions 
associated with objects found by Martin et al (1995) has been replicated in later work 
(Wiggs et a l, 1999). Due to its close proximity to areas involved in motion processing, the 
processing of action knowledge has been attributed to the retrieval of motion knowledge. 
Other researchers have found activation of the middle temporal gyrus in response to the 
perception of biological motion in monkeys (Oram & Perrett, 1994) and humans (Puce et 
a l, 1998), and implied motion from static photographs (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000). 
Further work which exploits the spatial resolution of fMRI has suggested that biological 
motion may be stored in the superior temporal sulcus, and nonbiological motion in the 
medial temporal gyrus (Martin et a l, 2001).
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In addition, there does seem to be a further area involved in the processing of actions. 
Activation of left preffontal cortex -  motor cortex -  has been found in action word 
generation (Peterson et a l, 1988), imagining manipulating objects with the hand (Grafton 
et a l , 1996), processing pictures of body parts (Gomo-Tempini et al., 2000) and the 
semantic processing of verbs of motion compared to verbs of cognition (Grossman et a l , 
2002). These findings demonstrate the interaction of areas when processing different kinds 
of concepts.
Motivated by demonstrations of dissociations in the neuropsychological literature between 
knowledge of an object’s function and how to manipulate it (Buxbaum et a l , 1997; 2002; 
Magnie et a l , 1999; Sirigu et a l, 1991), Boronat et al (2005) asked subjects to view 
picture or word pairs denoting manipulable objects and judge whether they are manipulated 
similarly or serve the same function. In the former condition, there was extensive 
activation in the left inferior parietal lobe. No brain areas were significantly more active in 
the latter condition. The authors concluded that these results are compatible with a view of 
semantic organization along sensory/motor modalities within a widely distributed system, 
including areas involved in praxis and object manipulation and that the precise areas 
activated are sensitive to particular task demands.
Many imaging studies have attempted to assess whether these different knowledge types 
are differentially important for concepts from different domains. Results have not been 
entirely consistent across studies, however. Studies use different tasks, different stimuli,
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and different experimental designs (Devlin et al., 2002a). It has also been suggested that 
the inconsistency may be due to a number of factors concerning data analysis: failure to 
correct for multiple comparisons; different significance thresholds; and failure to control 
psycholinguistic variables whose effects have been shown so clearly in the 
neuropsychological literature (Price & Friston, 2002).
As the field has developed, these factors are considered more often, and consequently some 
consensus is emerging. The most consistent finding is that tools activate the left posterior 
middle temporal cortex. Tool processing activates this region for pictures (Damasio et al., 
1996; Martin et al., 1996) and words (Cappa et a l, 1998b; Mummery et al., 1998; Perani et 
al., 1999) regardless of the type of task. This is the same area activated by retrieving 
actions associated with objects (Martin et al., 1995; Phillips et al., 2002), suggesting that 
processing tools relies on the action representations in this area.
Recent studies have investigated the different regions involved when processing tools, 
being manipulable objects, compared to nonmanipulable objects. Gerlach et al (2002) 
found activation in the ventral premotor cortex, and Phillips et al (2002) found activation 
in the left posterior middle temporal gyrus when decisions were made for manipulable 
objects (including fruit) compared to nonmanipulable objects. These were areas previously 
found for processing actions. This suggests that manipulability (based on action 
representations) may be an important organizing factor in the conceptual system. 
Importantly, and a common finding in the literature, activity in these areas is not all or none
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depending on the type of objects. These areas can be active in all object conditions relative 
to a control condition, but more active for manipulable objects (Kellenbach et al., 2003).
There is no consensus concerning the processing of living things, across stimuli and tasks. 
Activation has been reported in many visual association areas in occipito-temporal cortex 
(Cappa et al., 1998b; Martin et a l , 1996; Perani et al., 1995), anterior temporal cortex 
(Mummery et al., 1996), multiple regions in these areas (Chao et al., 1999; Moore & Price, 
1999) or no activation specific to living things at all (Damasio et al., 1996; Perani et al., 
1999). A recent meta-analysis has found that living things activated the anterior temporal 
poles bilaterally when subjects were not engaged in perceptual decisions, and therefore 
specific to certain contexts (Devlin et al., 2002a). These studies suggest that semantic 
category is not an organising principle of the semantic system but may emerge from the 
activity of a network of areas.
The imaging data do not support theories of semantic organization which rely on an 
undifferentiated semantic system (Tyler et al., 2000). They do not support an account of a 
semantic system segregated according to category either (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). 
They have, however, provided evidence that attribute modality is an important organizing 
principle of the semantic system and that this may interact with semantic category, but at a 
far more fine-grained level than predicted by the SFT (Warrington & Shallice, 1984).
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1.5 Aims of this chapter
The feature reality (FR) test reported here incorporates multiple feature modalities in one 
assessment, including colour, environmental context, sound and motion knowledge. These 
feature types extend the binary sensory/functional distinction most often investigated in 
studies, which has been shown to be inadequate in accounting for the performance of 
patients with category-specificity (Lambon Ralph et a l , 1998a), the features generated 
when normal participants define concepts (McRae & Cree, 2002), and imaging studies of 
normal participants (Martin & Chao, 2001; Mummery et al., 1998). Two of the feature 
modalities probe knowledge of sensory attributes (colour and sound) while the motion 
condition may be viewed as a sensory condition (visual-motion according to Cree & 
McRae, 2003) or a less abstract definition of the “functional” knowledge type based on 
motor patterns (Martin & Chao, 2001). The environmental context condition is classifiable 
as a locative and therefore encyclopedic attribute type, but nevertheless one that has been 
used in previous work (Mummery et al., 1998). The largely overlapping set of concepts 
used as stimuli in each condition renders comparisons across and within conditions 
possible.
The test was administered to a large group of healthy elderly control subjects and both
accuracy and reaction time data were collected. This enabled the investigation of whether
the conditions were of equivalent difficulty and whether the feature modalities were
differentially important for the representation of concepts in living and nonliving domains.
From previous work in the feature norming and imaging literature, it is predicted that
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differences in performance between living and nonliving things may be observed, 
especially in the colour and motion conditions (Cree & McCrae, 2003; Martin & Chao, 
2001; Vinson et al., 2003).
2. Methods
2.1 Participants
Twenty-three control participants (two left-handed) were selected from a volunteer 
database to match as closely as possible the age and education level of the patient group. 
The male to female ratio was 10:13. The mean age was 64.7 (sd = 5.1, range = 56 to 76) 
and mean years of education 13.6 (sd = 3.3). Exclusion criteria consisted of an MMSE 
score of less than 26, and a concurrent or previous history of head injury or stroke, major 
neurological or psychiatric illness, or alcohol abuse.
2.2 Design of Feature Reality Test
Subjects were presented with pairs of pictures, and asked to indicate the “more real
looking” of the two. The two pictures in each presentation differed along a single featural
dimension. Thirty-three concrete concepts, from living (n=20, of which 16 = animate) and
nonliving domains (n=13), were selected such that the majority appeared in at least two out
of four test conditions, as shown in Table 4.1. Examples of the stimuli from each condition
are shown Appendix E. In each condition (except motion), each concept appeared on two
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Table 4.1: Items appearing in the FR test and the conditions in which each was presented.
Item Semanticdomain
Mean
familiarity
rating C
ol
ou
r
Co
nt
ex
t
So
un
d
M
ot
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n
Apple 1 4.90
Banana 1 4.48 r
Bee 1 2.43
Cat 1 3.62 [ZZZZZ
Clock n 4.86
Cow 1 2.29
Crab 1 1.38
Dog 1 3.52
Duck 1 2.48 | lzzzzzLZZZZI
Egg 1 4.47 tzzzzi lZZHZ
Elephant 1 1.43 Zzzz
Fire engine n 2.86 LZZZZ!LZZZZ_ _ _ 1
Frog 1 2.14 LLZZZ 1 LZZZZ
Guitar n 2.23 LZZZZLZZZZr z z LZZZZ
Hammer n 2.90 LZZZZLZZZZ
Helicopter n 2.57 LZZZZZ
Horse 1 2.86
Kangaroo 1 1.38 LZZZZLZZZZrzzl
Mouse 1 1.90 L 1
Orange 1 4.00 ZZZZJ
Penguin 1 1.38 ZZZZ
Piano n 3.33
----------Pig 1 1.86
Pigeon 1 3.76 I_______
Saw n 2.33
Scissors n 4.48 1
Snowman n 2.10 I
Suitcase n 3.76 i Lzzzz [LLZj
Tap n 4.95
Tiger 1 1.33 LZZZZ
Tortoise 1 1.38 1 iTZI[ZZZj
Trumpet n 1.67 lZHH j 1
Windmill n 1.71 _______ [ _ _ _
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separate trials, once paired with a plausible distractor and once with an implausible 
distractor. The plausible distractor incorporated a semantic feature of interest in that 
particular condition, which was incorrect for that particular item but could be part of a 
concept from the same semantic category. The implausible distractor contained an 
incorrect semantic feature that was very unlikely to be found as part of another concept in 
the same semantic category as the target. The instructions for each condition were: “Which 
is real?” This simple question ensured a minimal verbal requirement for performing the 
task, was not feature-directed therefore not encouraging subjects to concentrate only on the 
particular feature. Examples of this manipulation specific to each feature condition are 
given below. Successful performance in each test condition required knowledge of a 
specific stimulus feature, as follows:
Condition 1: Colour
Twenty-nine concepts were presented in the form of coloured drawings. Stimuli for the 
color condition were prepared by obtaining coloured line drawings of the concepts, 
coloured appropriately. In each test item, an appropriately coloured item was paired with 
the same item pictured in an inappropriate colour. This condition was very similar to that 
described in Rogers et al. (2003). For every concept, two incorrectly coloured line 
drawings were achieved by manipulating the colours using Microsoft Powerpoint. Each 
target item was presented twice - once together with a distractor in a colour that was 
attributable to other semantically related items (“plausible condition”) and once with a 
distractor in a colour that did not meet this criterion (“implausible condition”). For
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example, a yellow banana was shown with one coloured orange (plausible) and one 
coloured cerise (implausible).
Condition 2: Environmental context
In this condition, twenty-nine concepts were presented in the form of digital photographs. 
The stimuli were prepared by digitally cutting a figure of the concept from one photograph 
and superimposing it onto another photograph depicting an environmental context. Target 
items were shown in either a plausible context, or in a plausibly or implausibly incorrect 
context (defined as for Condition 1, above). For example, a horse was shown 
superimposed on a field (correct), on a desert scene (plausible), and in a shopping centre 
(implausible).
Condition 3: Sound
Twenty-six concepts were presented in the form of pairs of black and white line drawings 
accompanied by a recorded sound. The drawings were taken from Snodgrass and 
Vanderwart (1980), while the sounds were taken from various stores online. A sound 
would be played while participants were shown two drawings representing different 
concepts. Target concepts were again paired with plausible and implausible distractors - 
the former from the same semantic domain (living vs. nonliving) and the latter from the 
opposite domain. For example, the sound of a dog barking would accompany a picture of a 
dog (correct), a cat (plausible), and an alarm clock (implausible).
Condition 4: Motion
Twenty concepts were presented in the form of pairs of animations, each showing the same 
item involved in two distinct kinds of motion. The stimuli were prepared by an artist who
drew the concepts in cartoon form and then used computerized animation techniques to 
represent their characteristic motions. The plausibility parameter was not incorporated into 
the motion test. For example, a cow was depicted as chewing the cud while swinging its 
tail from side to side in the target animation, but as rearing up on its hind legs in the manner 
of a horse, in the distractor image.
2.3 Procedure
The test was administered in blocked format, one feature condition at a time, with the order 
of trials randomised within each. Stimuli were presented, horizontally separated, on a 
laptop computer screen. The colour, context and sound conditions were presented using 
Matlab. Subjects were instructed to indicate their responses using the left- or right-arrow 
keys on the computer’s keyboard. The computer then measured their accuracy and reaction 
times (for the colour and context conditions only). This was not possible for the motion 
stimuli which were presented in Microsoft Powerpoint. The subjects indicated their 
response to the examiner who recorded it.
2.4 Concept familiarity ratings
21 of the 23 control participants were asked to rate the familiarity of each of the 33
concepts used in the test. The method used was similar to that used by Snodgrass and
Vanderwart (1980). Participants were asked to rate, on a scale of 1 to 5, how familiar they
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were personally with the concept, with a score of 1 indicating the were highly unfamiliar 
and 5 indicating highly familiar. Familiarity was defined as the degree to which one comes 
into contact with or thinks about the concept.
2.5 Feature plausibility ratings
20 of the control participants were also asked to rate the plausibility of the stimuli used in 
the colour and environmental context conditions. They were presented with all stimuli 
(correct, plausible and implausible distractors) and asked to judge how plausible they 
thought each picture was of the concept it represents. They were asked to use a scale from 
1 to 5 with 1 indicating they thought it highly implausible and 5 indicating highly plausible.
3. Results
3.1 Feature Plausibility
The mean feature plausibility rating given for each stimulus item in the colour and context
conditions by the participants were entered into separate one-way ANOVAs. For the
colour condition, there was an effect of plausibility (F (2,86)= 168.479, p<0.001) and post
hoc tests revealed that the “correct” stimuli were rated as more plausible representations of
each concept than the “plausible incorrect” stimuli (p<0.01) which in turn were rated as
more plausible than the “implausible incorrect” stimuli (p<0.01). The same was found in
the context condition (F(2,86)= 286.924, p<0.01): “correct” stimuli more plausible than the
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“plausible” stimuli (p<0.01) with the latter more plausible than the “implausible” stimuli 
(p<0.04).
In order to assess whether this factor affected the accuracy of the participants, the item-by- 
item data was entered into a regression model with response accuracy as the outcome 
variable (correct vs. incorrect). The data from three conditions in which feature plausibility 
was manipulated (colour, sound and context) was entered into the model, with plausibility 
(plausible vs. implausible) as the predictor variable. Participants were more likely to 
perform correctly on items that were paired with plausible distractors than implausible 
distractors (Wald = 31.386, pO.OOl). Similarly, a one-way ANOVA was conducted on the 
reaction time data that was collected for the colour and context conditions. This showed 
that control subjects were faster to respond to items that were paired with implausible 
distractors than plausible distractors (F(l, 2667)=21.716, pO.OOl).
Comment
The analyses reported in this section provide evidence that the FR test is a valid measure of 
semantic knowledge. Participants found it easier to reject an incorrect foil if it was 
implausible of the semantic category to which the items belonged rather than plausible of 
the semantic category of the target concept. This suggests that participants were engaging 
their semantic processing skills when performing this task.
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3.2 Influence of feature modality and semantic domain on performance
In the following analyses, comparisons between responses made in the living compared to 
the nonliving items were made. For these purposes, the responses to four of the items in 
the battery were removed from the data set: apple, banana, egg and orange. While these 
items may be considered living items, they are not animate as the other items in the living 
category are (i.e. animals). Feature norming studies have demonstrated that items from the 
categories of fruit and vegetables and foods do not necessarily pair with animals (living 
concepts) in cluster analyses (McRae et al., 1997; Rogers et a l , 2004a), and in some cases 
may be considered more similar to artefacts (nonliving concepts). Specifically, while fruits 
may pair with living things in terms of colour they would be more similar to nonliving 
things in terms of sound and motion (in terms of self-agency). With these items removed, 
the distribution of items along the living/nonliving dimension was identical to that along 
the animate/inanimate distinction and therefore was equivalent across all feature conditions, 
resulting in animals being compared to objects.
3.2.1 Response accuracy
The item-by-item data for each participant was collated and entered into a logistic 
regression model. Response accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) was the outcome measure and 
in the first block, the mean concept familiarity rating given by participants for each item 
was entered as a predictor variable: familiarity. This ensured that any effects found 
subsequently could be interpreted with confidence. The second block contained two
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predictor variables: feature (colour vs. context vs. sound vs. motion); and domain (living 
vs. nonliving).
The performance of the group across feature conditions is shown in Figure 4.1 while Table
4.2 displays the significance values for all contrasts in the regression models: the overall 
group model; and the pairwise models for each pair of features. As can be seen from the 
first column “Overall”, the performance of the group was not affected by familiarity (Wald 
= 2.271, p>0.05). Figure 4.1 illustrates that subjects seemed to perform better with the 
context and motion conditions, and the predictor feature was found to significantly 
influence performance accuracy on the test (Wald = 12.732, p< 0.006).
Figure 4.1: Performance o f group on each feature condition
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Figure 4.2 displays the performance on living and nonliving items in each feature 
condition. While there does not seem to be a clear difference between performance on 
living and nonliving items, participants showed a tendency to perform better with living 
compared to nonliving items in the colour condition and in the opposite direction for the 
context condition. In the regression model, domain did not influence accuracy (Wald = 
0.002 , p>0.05) and the interaction between feature and domain did not reach significance 
(Wald = 6.320, p=0.097).
Figure 4. 2: Performance o f group on living compared to nonliving items in each feature condition
■  living
■  nonliving
colour context sound motion
Feature Condition
Following the demonstration of an influence of feature on the accuracy of the participants,
separate regression models were conducted to contrast each pair of feature conditions. The
remainder of the columns in Table 4.2 show the significance values of the predictors when
each pair of feature conditions was contrasted. Participants were more likely to perform
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correctly in the context (Wald = 8.615, p< 0.004) and the motion conditions (Wald = 5.421, 
p<0.03) compared to the colour condition. They were also more likely to perform correctly 
in the context condition compared to the sound condition (Wald = 4.069, p<0.05). Unlike 
the main regression model, in these comparisons there was some evidence of performance 
being influenced by the domain of the item. When the colour and the context conditions 
were contrasted, there was an interaction between feature and domain, characterized by 
participants being more likely to correctly identify a living item in the colour condition but 
a nonliving item in the context condition (Wald =6.103 , p<0.02).
Table 4.2: Significance values o f predictors in the group regression models.
Overall Colour
vs.
Context
Colour
vs.
Sound
Colour
vs.
Motion
Context
vs.
Sound
Context
vs.
Motion
Sound
vs.
Motion
Familiarity n.s n.s 0.01 n.s n.s n.s n.s
Feature 0.006 0.003 n.s 0.02 0.044 n.s n.s
Domain n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Domain vs. 
Feature
n.s 0.013 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Comment
Participants showed differential performance between feature conditions on the test. 
Pairwise regressions showed that subjects tended to perform better with the context and 
motion conditions than the colour and sound conditions. This difference in difficulty 
cannot be attributed to differences in concept familiarity between conditions as the
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influence of this variable was partialled out in the regression model and the effect of feature 
remained. A possible reason why participants may have found the context and motion 
conditions easier is that in these conditions, the stimuli were somewhat richer in that they 
contained features from more modalities. For example, in the context condition, the stimuli 
contained information about the colour, form and environment of the stimuli. Similarly, 
three types of feature were present in the motion condition -  colour, form and motion 
patterns. Less features were present in the colour condition (colour and form) and sound 
conditions (sound and form).
Although the participants did not show any difference between living and nonliving 
conditions in the main regression model, when pairwise contrasts for the features were 
conducted, some differences between the domains were evident. In the colour and sound 
conditions, participants found it easier to perform correctly on living items than nonliving 
ones. This finding suggests that such sensory features may contribute more to the 
representation of living compared to nonliving concepts. This finding is not surprising 
when the nature of the items is considered. Living items have canonical colours and sounds 
whereas objects do not. For example a dog is only capable of making a barking sound, and 
does not exist in certain colours (e.g. green). In contrast, a telephone makes a range of 
ringing sounds (from a bell ring to a concerto) and can be any colour as it is man made. 
These inherent differences in concepts from different semantic domains may lead to living 
items being correctly identified more easily in the colour and sound conditions.
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Other differences are found when nonsensory features are probed, and evidence for the 
opposite pattern was found when the context and colour conditions were contrasted. 
Whereas in the colour condition, living items were more easily judged than nonliving 
items, in the context condition, nonliving items were easier to judge correctly. This 
suggests that features encoding environmental context are more important for the 
representation of nonliving items compared to living items. This may be explained by the 
fact that nonliving, or manmade, items are usually found in contexts where they have been 
designed to be used, that is, the environment of an artefact is integral to its function. This 
causal relationship is not true of living things by the very nature of the fact that they are not 
manmade and therefore designed for use.
3.2.2 Response times
Response times (RTs) were collected for each response in the colour and context 
conditions. RTs were also collected in the sound condition, but excluded from this 
analysis because it was not possible to ensure that the onset of the sound stimuli was 
identical to the onset of the visual stimuli on each trial. Furthermore, it was not possible to 
ensure that the sound stimuli onset and length were consistent between trials. RTs could 
not be collected for the motion condition due to programming constraints when using 
simultaneously presented avi files as was necessary in the design of the experiment.
A repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyse the RT data from the colour and context
conditions. Reaction time was the dependent variable, and two independent variables were
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entered: “feature” (colour vs. context) and “domain” (living vs. nonliving). The results 
from these data were somewhat different from the accuracy data, and are displayed in 
Figure 4.3. The reaction times to items in the colour condition were shorter than to items in 
the context condition, (F(l,22)=9.928, p<0.01). Participants responded significantly faster 
to living items than nonliving items (F(l,22)= 4.56, p<0.05). There was no interaction 
between feature and domain (F(l,22)=2.232, p>0.05) suggesting that controls tended to 
perform faster with living items consistently across conditions.
Figure 4.3: Reaction times fo r  living compared to nonliving items in the colour and context conditions.
B living 
B nonliving
colour context
Feature Condition
Comment
The finding of a trend for participants to respond more slowly to the context compared to
the colour condition is consistent with the suggestion made above that a possible reason for
the difference in performance may be due to the number of semantic features present in the
stimuli, which in turn puts different demands on feature integration. In the context
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condition, participants were required to integrate the colour, form and environment features 
of the stimulus which would take longer than the time needed to integrate just the colour 
and form information from the colour condition stimuli. However, it can also be argued 
that when a stimulus has more features present in it, it may be faster to discriminate than 
one with a lesser number of features. Price & Humphreys (1989) found that the presence of 
colour aided object identification, especially for items from categories with high structural 
similarity.
Interestingly, response times to the living items were significantly faster than those to the 
nonliving items. The reason for this is not clear. Although familiarity was not controlled 
in the analysis, the living items used here are of lower familiarity than the nonliving items1 
which would be expected to lead to the contrasting pattern of slower performance with the 
living items. While assembling the stimuli, it became apparent that it was easier to create 
the “correct” stimuli for the living items as these tended to have canonical colours and 
contexts, whereas nonliving items could be one of many colours in the real world and also 
be experienced in many contexts. This pattern may have been reflected in the participants’ 
tendency to respond more quickly to living items than nonliving ones, where there were 
simply more possible correct options and so the foils took longer to reject.
1 The mean concept familiarity ratings for the living and nonliving items were compared using a one-way 
ANOVA and the mean familiarity of the living items was lower than the nonliving items (F(l,28)=5.15, 
p<0.03).
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4. Discussion
The results of these experiments demonstrated that the FR test can be used to meaningfully 
assess the performance of healthy participants across feature modalities and semantic 
domains. The effect of manipulating the feature plausibility of the foils demonstrated that 
this test required semantic processing. Importantly, the data showed that the feature 
conditions were not of equal difficulty despite controlling the familiarity of the concepts 
used, and a largely overlapping set of concepts. Furthermore, the data provided evidence 
that certain feature modalities were differentially important for performance with items 
from the living and nonliving domains. These results are valuable in their own right but 
will also serve as a useful comparison to performance of patient populations.
4.1 Differential performance across feature conditions
Participants demonstrated differential performance between the feature conditions, in terms 
of accuracy and reaction times, which could not be explained by differences in concept 
familiarity or the use of different concepts in each condition. A possible explanation for 
these data is that the stimuli in each feature condition required differential amounts of 
featural integration. When a stimulus representing a pig is shown in the context condition, 
for example, the stimulus activates the features relating to the colour of the pig and the 
form of the pig which facilitate the judgment about the environments in which the pig may 
be found and hence allow correct performance. When the form of a pig appears in the 
colour condition, however, just one feature (its plausible form) is available to differentiate
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between the two possible colours pictured in the two stimuli. Thus in the latter condition, 
performance is more difficult as less features are directly activated by the stimulus and 
integrated to form the concept. The more feature modalities present in the stimulus, the 
longer subjects took to make their judgement. These findings are entirely compatible with 
accounts of conceptual organization which posit modality-specific subsystems of semantic 
features that are partially separable and are mapped into a coherent concept by virtue of an 
integrating mechanism (Damasio et a l , 1996; Rogers et al., 2004a; Vigliocco et al., 2004).
Other possible explanations for differences between conditions exist. For example, while 
the familiarity of each concept was considered when analyzing differences between 
conditions, the familiarity of each feature within each concept was not. It may be possible 
(and intuitively, highly likely) that we would be more familiar with the colour of an animal 
(from pictures in books, on television, etc) than the sound it makes (which is likely to be 
experienced less often, when the animal is actually present). Such differences would lead 
to better performance with some conditions than others. Further possible explanations for 
differences between conditions may be the importance of different features for concepts 
(Sartori & Lombardi, 2004; Vigliocco et a l , 2004), or their relative distinctiveness (Tyler 
etal., 2000).
The validity of these explanations cannot be tested at the present time without information 
about these factors for the stimuli used. Future work could investigate these possibilities 
using previously collected representational structure data (Cree & McRae, 2003; Vinson &
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Vigliocco, 2002) or collecting relevant data for this purpose. Regardless of the exact nature 
of the cause of differences between feature conditions, the differential performance of the 
participants can be used as a covariate when analyzing patient data to assess whether any 
differences observed in the patient population supersede those observed in the former.
4.2 Differential importance of feature modalities for living and nonliving 
concepts
There are some trends in the data to suggest that certain features may be more important for 
the identification of items from different semantic domains. When response accuracy is 
considered, the evidence suggested that features referring to sensory aspects of a concept 
(i.e. colour and sound), are more important in the representation of living items. In 
contrast, associative features such as environmental context are important for the 
representation of nonliving compared to living items.
This is consistent with the argument of the SFT which assumes that living and nonliving 
domains may be differentially represented by sensory and functional attributes (Warrington 
& Shallice, 1984). Here, however, environmental context appeared to be more important 
for nonliving items, a feature which can be considered associative but not functional. Other 
more fine-grained theories have suggested that colour and sound may not be important for 
the representation of animals compared to other nonliving things such as fruit and 
vegetables (Borgo & Shallice, 2003; Cree & McRae, 2003). As items from the latter
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category were removed this possibility could not be tested. Only three items were from this 
category and so there were not enough to make meaningful category comparisons had they 
been included. Increasing the items in the test to make the set more representative of 
categories of living items would be fruitful with respect to these hypotheses.
These findings can be accommodated by other modality-specific theories, particularly those 
which assume that within different modality-specific systems, living and nonliving items 
may enjoy different degrees of similarity structure (Rogers et al., 2004a; Vinson et al., 
2003; McCarthy & Warrington, 1987) or be represented in different but adjacent areas of 
cortex (Martin & Chao, 2001).
In the following chapter, the FR test is administered to the group of SD patients. Their 
performance will be compared to the data from the healthy participants reported above, in 
order to assess whether the two groups show qualitatively similar performance. The 
finding that normal participants show differential performance according to feature 
modality and domain has important implications for predictions about patient performance, 
particularly those who exhibit category-specificity. The results presented above are 
therefore a vital control measure, to assess if any patterns observed following impairment 
are qualitatively different from those present in normal semantic processing.
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Chapter 5: Beyond the SFT: Cross-sectional and longitudinal 
analyses
1. Introduction
In the experiments reported below, the FR test was administered to the entire cohort of SD 
patients reported in Chapter 2. The nonverbal test was designed to explore patterns in their 
performance across multiple feature modalities and two semantic domains. The 
performance of a group of healthy controls, reported in the previous chapter (Chapter 4), 
provided evidence that features from different modalities contribute differentially to the 
representation of living and nonliving concepts. Administering the test to SD patients 
allowed the effects of this relationship to be explored in an impaired semantic system, with 
particular attention focussed on the performance of patients who show category-specific 
patterns (see Chapters 2 and 3). The test was also administered to a subset of the patients 
over more than one test session, in order to observe longitudinal patterns in performance.
1.1 Neuropsychological evidence for dissociations between knowledge types
Several patients have now been reported who demonstrate the ability to retrieve certain 
types of knowledge about concepts but not others. Miceli et al. (2001) described two 
patients with loss of object colour knowledge, despite spared colour perception and naming.
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One of the patients (PCO) also showed impaired processing of other perceptual (form, size 
and texture) and functional properties (environment, use, encyclopaedic knowledge) of 
objects. PCO sustained damage to the anterior and inferior temporal lobes, hippocampi, 
pre-ffontal and parietal cortex. The other patient (IOC), however, demonstrated spared 
knowledge of object form, size and function. IOC’s lesion was restricted to the left 
temporal and occipital lobes. The finding is similar to that of Luzzatti and Davidoff (1994) 
who reported two patients with left temporal lobe damage following HSE that showed the 
same dissociation -  impaired object colour knowledge and spared knowledge of object 
form.
Hillis and Caramazza (1995) reported findings from a patient who retained knowledge of 
the physical forms of objects (as demonstrated by preserved performance on an object 
decision task) but could neither access names nor any associative information about them 
from vision, following a stroke in the left occipital lobe. In contrast, Coltheart et al., (1998) 
described a patient who had a suffered a left-hemisphere stroke (with damage to temporal 
areas) and demonstrated impaired knowledge of the visual attributes of concepts such as 
their form and colour, but was nevertheless able to demonstrate spared knowledge of other 
sensory features (smell and noise) and nonsensory features (ferocity, habitat). Similarly, 
Turnbull and Laws (2000) described a patient following a right-hemisphere lesion 
(involving the posterior and inferior occipito-temporal region) who had impaired 
knowledge of the structure of objects despite preserved visuoperceptual skills and 
knowledge of non-visual attributes of objects.
Borgo and Shallice (2003) reported the results of tests of feature knowledge with their HSE 
patient MU who they had shown in an earlier paper to be impaired with living things and 
“sensory quality” items, compared to nonliving things (Borgo & Shallice, 2001). In the 
latter, they had argued that the reason for an association of impairment with the two 
categories was that both were represented in terms of their sensory attributes and therefore 
damage to a system representing this visual knowledge caused the category-specific 
impairment. When MU was given a feature verification task, however, he performed 
differently with living things compared with items from sensory quality categories (Borgo 
& Shallice, 2003). MU performed much worse with sensory compared to functional 
definitions on the sensory quality items but not significantly differently with the two types 
of knowledge regarding living things. When the authors examined the feature types at a 
more fine-grained level, they found that MU showed a relative sparing of shape related 
knowledge compared to other types of sensory knowledge such as colour, tactile and taste 
attributes. They argued that this may have masked a problem with sensory knowledge for 
living things as this would be dominated by shape-related information, while colour and 
texture are more important for sensory quality items.
Dissociations have also been reported between features that would usually come under the 
term “functional”. Deficits in tool function knowledge (what they are used for) in the face 
of relatively intact manipulation knowledge (how they are manipulated) have occurred in 
patients following damage to the temporal lobes following HSVE (Magnie et al., 1999;
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Sirigu et a l, 1991) and semantic dementia (Buxbaum et a l , 1997). Deficits in 
manipulation but not function knowledge have been reported in apraxic patients with left 
frontoparietal lesions (Buxbaum et al, 2000), and there is evidence that these type of 
patients may show a deficit for tools relative to animals (Buxbaum & Saffran, 2002).
1.2 Processing of semantic features in semantic dementia
The data reviewed above suggest that selective deficits for certain feature types may be 
observed following damage to different brain areas. Dissociations between feature types 
have also been demonstrated in SD. Lambon Ralph et al (1998a) found that their semantic 
dementia patient IW demonstrated poorer performance with perceptual compared to 
associative attributes when matching a definition to a word, answering semantic feature 
questions and producing features in verbal definition. The authors attributed this to the 
atrophy in SD affecting the inferior temporal regions involved in high-order visual 
processing. Similar findings have occurred in other SD patients (Basso et al., 1988; 
Breedin et al., 1994; Cardebat et al., 1996; Moss et al., 1995; Srinivas et al., 1997).
Tyler and Moss (1998) investigated the performance of another SD patient (AM) over a 
period of 1.5 years using priming and property verification tasks. They showed that over 
time there was a progressive decline on both tasks for category level judgements. 
Knowledge at the featural level was relatively more robust, but perceptual features of 
concepts were especially vulnerable compared to functional features. This finding was
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taken as evidence against a hierarchical organisation of semantic memory where knowledge 
at the lower end of the hierarchy would be impaired first.
In contrast, there is also evidence showing that in SD, many features of a concept can be 
damaged together, without all the different brain areas reported to represent modalities 
being damaged together. Bozeat et al (2000) investigated the knowledge of object sound 
in their group of SD patients using a sound to picture and sound to word matching task 
comprised of similar items. All patients were impaired to a similar degree whether asked to 
map between a sound and a picture or a word. When given a word to picture version of the 
task, the patients performed better but were still impaired relative to controls. The authors 
argued that the results were consistent with a unitary model of semantic knowledge, which 
nevertheless may contain mechanisms which facilitate access from different modalities to a 
different degree, such as the privileged access to semantics from a picture compared to a 
word (Caramazza et a l , 1990).
In a later study, Bozeat et al (2003) probed the visual knowledge of concepts in their 
patients, by asking them to copy line drawings of objects and then draw them from memory 
when provided only with their verbal labels. The patients showed a pattern of results that 
were qualitatively similar to their performance in other semantic tasks, in terms of the 
importance of shared features. They showed significant correlations between the patients’ 
performance on the drawing task, object naming, and word-to-picture matching. Several 
studies have now documented impairments in other tests of nonverbal semantic knowledge
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including tests of associations, picture sorting, feature knowledge, and object colouring, 
confirming that SD affects central conceptual knowledge rather than just language 
processes (Breedin et a l, 1994; Graham et al., 1997; Lambon Ralph & Howard, 2000). 
Despite the degree of impairment across modalities lacking uniformity, the deficit is 
consistent with a unitary model of the conceptual system that is subjected to diffuse and 
global damage in SD.
Knowledge of tactile features was also found to be impaired with increasing impairment in 
SD by Coccia et al (2004). The authors investigated tactile object recognition in addition to 
other semantic knowledge over a 4-year period in two patients with SD. Conventional 
semantic assessment revealed a parallel decline in verbal and nonverbal aspects of 
conceptual knowledge. Initially, when the patients' semantic impairment was mild they 
observed profound anomia but relatively preserved object use. Over time, however, 
performance on tasks probing object use had also declined to a similar level.
1.3 The role of the anterior temporal lobes in multimodal semantic processing
While the impairment in SD affects many feature modalities, evidence from other
neuropsychological patients and neuroimaging reviewed previously has suggested that the
building blocks of conceptual knowledge -  semantic features -  may be represented in
separate parts of the cortex. These findings, when taken together, suggest that while the
semantic system may be amodal, it nevertheless contains elements that are modality-
specific. Modality-specific representations may be integrated by mechanisms which lead to
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coherent representations of individual concepts, or categories (Damasio et al., 1996; Martin 
& Chao, 2001; Vigliocco et al., 2004). It has been suggested that the anterior temporal 
lobes, the focus of atrophic damage in SD, may be the site of this integration (Martin & 
Chao, 2001; Rogers et al., 2004a; Tranel et al., 2005).
While functional imaging data has provided some evidence of semantic organization by 
feature modality, studies have also shown that regardless of stimulus modality, attribute 
modality or category, tasks which tap conceptual knowledge activate a large, common 
neural network (mostly in the left hemisphere) that extends from the inferior and middle 
temporal gyri and the anterior temporal pole to the inferior frontal cortex (Devlin et al., 
2002a; Vandenberghe et al., 1996). While the IFG is probably performing operations to aid 
selection among competing responses, and therefore not specific to semantic processing 
(Thomspson-Schill, 2003), the anterior temporal lobe has been assumed by many authors to 
be specific to the semantic system and involved in integrating the features represented 
throughout the cortex (Damasio et al., 1996; Devlin et a l, 2002a; Martin & Chao, 2001).
Anatomically, there are connections between anterior temporal lobe and all major sensory 
and motor systems which make this a suitable area for multimodal integration. The 
temporal pole has connections with inferior, middle and superior temporal gyri, which act 
as the terminus for the ventral visual processing stream (inferior gyrus); an integrative 
region for somatosensory, visual and auditory processing streams (middle gyrus); and a 
centre of high-level auditory processing (superior gyrus) (Gloor, 1997). In studies
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involving primates, it has been suggested that anterior ventromedial regions of temporal 
cortex play a crucial role in object identification, integrating information from different 
sensory systems into the more complex polymodal feature conjunctions that are necessary 
for fine-grained discrimination among similar objects (Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989; 
Bussey et a l, 2002).
Devlin et a l, (2002a) argued that the anteriomedial temporal lobes play an important role in 
integrating simple semantic features into a single object representation. While this process 
is by no means specific to living things, damage to this area may cause category-specific 
deficits for these concepts by virtue of their greater featural ambiguity and complexity. 
Along similar lines, Martin & Chao (2001) posited that the anterior temporal lobe forms 
part of a semantic working memory system. A similar argument has been made by Tyler 
and colleagues (Moss et a l, 2005; Tyler et al., 1994) who proposed that the anterior 
temporal lobes are responsible for fine-grained discrimination, a process which is taxed to a 
greater extent by living things in certain tasks due to their relatively greater representation 
in terms of shared correlated features compared to nonliving things.
A slightly different account was articulated by Damasio and colleagues, under which 
anterior temporal regions were regarded as “intermediary” areas, which become active and 
promote the explicit sensorimotor representation of knowledge of a concept in early 
sensory cortices and motor structures (Damasio et a l, 1996; Tranel et a l, 1997; 2005). A 
similar account which posits several possible binding sites for semantic features which will
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be activated depending on the cognitive task (such as lexico-semantic representations for 
language tasks) has been proposed by Vigliocco et al. (2004).
Recently, a modality-specific view of the impairment in semantic dementia has been 
proposed, which argues that the deficit affects abstract supramodal representations that 
develop from the interaction of modality-specific representations. Based on data from 
patients with SD, Rogers et al (2004a) articulated this view of semantic organisation in 
which multiple modality-specific systems form distributed representations along specific 
sensory dimensions (shape, colour, sound, etc.) in response to environmental input. The 
approach was supported by analyses of the behaviour of a connectionist model 
incorporating its representational assumptions in a recurrent architecture. Although for 
reasons of computational economy only two modalities (verbal and visual) were 
incorporated into the network, the theoretical predictions can be extended to include other 
forms of information (auditory, tactile etc.).
Semantic information is represented in the model in the weights learned by its hidden units 
In the absence of direct external inputs from the environment, hidden units are sensitive to 
second-order similarity, and thus come to acquire abstract representations that capture the 
deep structure across modalities, but are not represented in any individual modality 
independently. The abstract representations emerge as a product of statistical learning 
mechanisms in a region of cortex suited to performing cross-modal mappings. The 
semantic representations in this hidden layer do not themselves store information, but they
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allow such information to be produced as overt responses in particular task contexts. The 
content of semantic memory is instead represented in the same regions of cortex that 
directly encode modality-specific regularities in the environment during perception and 
action.
Rogers et al (2004a) found that after increasing degrees of disruption to the learned 
weights in the hidden layer, the model exhibited patterns of performance strikingly similar 
to those seen in patients with SD. Specifically, the tasks of mapping between layers (i.e. 
reinstating a learned association between an activation pattern in one set of units and an 
activation pattern in another) resulted in error rates that were related, qualitatively and 
quantitatively, to the degree of hidden weight disruption in a fashion that was analogous to 
longitudinal patterns of decline documented in SD.
The authors argued that the patterns of performance in patients and in the degraded model 
resulted from the same underlying factor, namely the dynamics of processing in a 
distributed system based on similarity structure. The similarity of different concepts is 
related to the distribution of shared and distinctive features within concepts and categories 
of concepts. Rogers et al. demonstrated that the performance of the model cannot be 
related to patterns of similarity encoded directly from the visual or verbal modality (via 
drawing and verbal feature listing data) but from the deep similarity structure that emerges 
from both modalities. While not explicitly addressing category-specificity, Rogers et al 
(2004a) propose that the differences in similarity structure between living and nonliving
domains within and across modalities, that determine different patterns of performance in 
an impaired system, may lead to category-specific deficits in patients.
1.4 Aims of this chapter
In the experiments reported below, the FR test was administered to all twelve patients in the 
present cohort. This allowed the investigation of the accuracy in mapping across a range of 
non-verbal modalities when the semantic system is impaired. From previous literature that 
examined different feature modalities, and the location of damage in SD, it was expected 
that the patients would show impairment on all feature conditions to a similar degree, with 
perhaps the exception of the colour condition which may require the ventral stream of high- 
order visual processing in the ventral temporal lobe, an area compromised in SD. The test 
was also administered longitudinally to a subset of the patient cohort, to assess whether 
performance would change with disease progression.
Of particular interest is the performance of the group and those individual patients who
showed a category-specific response in semantic tests (Chapters 2 and 3), and whether this
may be due to impairments to specific feature modalities. The data from healthy subjects in
the previous chapter suggested that sensory features such as colour and sound are more
important for the representation of living compared to nonliving items. Therefore, it is
predicted from feature-based theories that the patients who showed a category-specific
deficit for living items may show more severe problems with the sensory feature conditions
compared to nonsensory conditions. Theories that propose that factors other than feature
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type contribute to category differences would not necessarily predict differential 
performance on the FR test as a function of category-specificity (Caramazza et al., 1990; 
Cree & McCrae, 2003; Rogers et al., 2004a; Tyler et al., 2000; Vigliocco et al., 2004).
2. Method
2.1 Participants
The twelve patients introduced and described in Chapter 2 participated in the cross- 
sectional experiments described below. The data from the healthy control participants 
described in the previous chapter (Chapter 4) are also included in the analyses. The data 
from three patients who were available for longitudinal testing (DW, RJW & VH) are 
presented in the final experimental section.
2.2 Tests
The FR test was presented to the patients exactly as described in the previous chapter. 
Patients were also given three of the subtests from the semantic battery described in detail 
in Chapter 2 -  picture naming, word-to-picture matching (WPM) and the picture version of 
the Camel and Cactus test (CCP). In all but one case, the data from the semantic tests 
presented here were the same as those reported in Chapter 2. For DW, however, the data 
here represent performance at a later date (Chapter 3, Testing round 2). This is because it 
was necessary to carry out all tests reported here within 6 months of each other for adequate
comparisons to be made. For the longitudinal participants, the FR test was repeated at one 
year intervals. RJW and VH participated in 2 testing rounds (reported in Chapter 3). DW 
completed the FR task on the last three testing rounds reported in Chapter 3.
2.3 Order of presentation
The tests from the semantic battery were presented first in the same order as described in 
Chapter 2 -  naming, WPM, followed by CCP. The FR test was presented following this 
using the procedure described in the previous chapter. All tests were carried out over 
several sessions, depending on the speed of individual patients.
3. Results
3.1 Group summary data
3.1.1 Standard semantic tasks
Table 5.1 displays the scores achieved by the patients on the subtests from the semantic 
battery, together with norms from age- and education-matched controls reported in Bozeat 
et al., (2000). The cases are arranged in order of increasing severity, as indexed by the 
picture version of the Camel and Cactus test (CCP). As the table indicates, patients 
exhibited a range of severity of semantic impairment, and several showed poorer 
performance with items from the living subset (DW, IB, TW, WM, JM) on at least one of 
the subtests. These data are the same as those presented in Chapter 2 with the exception of
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Table 5.1: Scores o f all twelve patients on three subtests from the semantic battery.
Sem antic battery
C ontrol
m ean
(sd)*
BG JM AN NG VH DW R JW W M TW FO IB AT
Picture naming
• Living [Max 32] 62.3(1.6) 19 20 19 31 17 10 23 5 4 1 2 0
• Nonliving [Max 32] 22 28 22 29 21 23 16 5 4 0 3 0
Word to picture matching
•  Living [Max 32] 63.7 (0.5) 30 30 31 27 27 20 28 4 12 5 3 NT
• Nonliving [Max 32] 31 31 31 32 32 29 28 14 26 6 16
• CCP [Max 64] 56.9 (7.3) 55 54 49 46 41 35 35 33 27 23 19 NT
a - Control values refer to performance on both living and nonliving subsets - taken from Bozeat et al., (2000) 
KEY: CCP = Camel and Cactus test (picture version) (Bozeat et al. 2000); NT = not tested.
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DW. He was given the same tests again at the same time as the FR test, one year after the 
data in Chapter 2 were collected. He still shows a category-specific pattern in favour of 
nonliving things of a similar magnitude (see Chapter 3). It may be recalled from Chapter 
2 that four of the patients showed a significant influence of domain on at least one 
semantic test, after controlling for psycholinguistic variables. These patients are: DW,
IB, TW and WM.
3.1.2 Feature reality test
As shown in the previous chapter, controls averaged 95.71% (sd 2.47) correct in the 
colour condition, 96.52% (sd 2.80) in the environmental context condition, 94.57% (sd 
2.94) in the sound condition, and 97.93% (3.26) in the motion condition. The patients’ 
scores averaged: colour - 81.5% (sd 12.3); environmental context - 81.56% (sd 11.8); 
sound - 77.27% (sd 13.1); and motion - 77.46% (sd 13.2). Only one patient, FO 
performed below chance on the FR test and so was excluded from further analyses.
The following analyses are based on the remaining eleven patients and address three 
main questions: the validation of the FR test as a test of semantic performance; the 
influence of feature modality; and the influence of domain on FR performance.
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3.2 Validation of feature reality test
Patient AT did not complete two of the three semantic tests and was at floor on picture 
naming. Therefore he was not included in any analyses regarding the validation of 
feature reality test.
3.2.1 Correlations between feature reality test and other semantic tests
Percentage scores achieved by the remaining ten patients on each of the feature 
conditions were entered into a correlation analysis with scores on the naming, word-to- 
picture matching, and camel and cactus (picture) subtests from the conventional semantic 
battery. The analysis confirmed that overall performance on the FR test was highly 
correlated with all three of the conventional measures (Pearson’s r = 0.85, P< 0.01 with 
naming, 0.78, P < 0.01 with word-picture matching, and 0.74, P < 0.05 with camel and 
cactus). Significant correlations were also confirmed between conventional tests and 
individual feature conditions, as displayed in Table 5.2. Separate correlations were also 
conducted using response on trials with plausible and implausible distractors, and 
correlations were considerably stronger for items with plausible distractors.
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Table 5.2: Correlations between each o f the features in the FR test and subtests from the semantic battery
FRT
(plausible)
FRT
(implausible)
FRT
(colour)
FRT
(context)
FRT
(sound)
FRT
(motion)
Naming WPM CCP
FRT (all conditions) 0.929** 0.744* 0.850** 0.873** 0.782** 0.487 0.847** 0.784** 0.742*
FRT (plausible) 0.741* 0.801** 0.878** 0.915** 0.207 0.934** 0.891** 0.853**
FRT (implausible) 0.560 0.949** 0.818** -0.067 0.532 0.537 0.728*
FRT (colour) 0.642* 0.594 0.416 0.753* 0.644* 0.507
FRT (context) 0.886** 0.092 0.722* 0.751* 0.863**
FRT (sound) -0.126 0.846** 0.778** 0.899**
FRT (motion) 0.236 0.179 -0.057
Picture naming 0.893** 0.825**
WPM 0.816**
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Comment
As can be seen from the table, there was a high level of correlation between overall 
performance on the FR test and performance on all subtests of the semantic battery. When 
the four test conditions were considered separately, this pattern persisted with the colour, 
context and sound conditions (with the exception of the correlation between colour and 
CCP, which fell just short of significance). In contrast, performance on the motion reality 
test did not correlate significantly with any of the conventional measures, suggesting that 
this domain, or the stimuli through which it was probed, may be different from the others. 
The higher correlations for plausible compared to implausible trials are similar to the 
observations made by Rogers et al (2004b) in connection with performance on object 
decision. They highlight the importance of shares structure as a major determinant of 
stability in representational domains.
3.2.2 Consistency between conditions
Individual likelihood ratio chi-square coefficients were calculated for each patient’s 
responses (correct or incorrect) on the four feature conditions. Values of % (3) ranged from 
1.39 (case VH) to 6.14 (case AN) indicating similar levels of performance across 
conditions, but all fell short of statistical significance. A more detailed item-by-item 
analysis, based on pooled responses from the entire patient group was conducted to 
establish the level of response consistency across conditions for items appearing in all four, 
three out of four, and two out of four feature conditions (see Chapter 4, Table 4.1).
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Although the value of chi square from the first of these three comparisons did not differ 
significantly from a random distribution of errors [%2 (3)=2.96, p>0.05], significant 
consistency across conditions was demonstrated for the items that appeared in three feature 
conditions [%2 (2)=6.59, p<0.05], and in two [%2 (1)=19.32, p<0.01]. This finding is 
particularly striking given the two alternative forced-choice method used for responses, 
which renders finding item-associations more difficult across conditions.
3.2.3 Correspondence between naming and feature knowledge
Twenty-one of the 33 concepts used in the FR test had also appeared in the picture naming 
subtest of the semantic battery (Chapter 4, Table 4.1). This stimulus overlap provided the 
opportunity to test the hypothesis that performance on the FR test would be better for 
named than unnamed items. For this comparison, an aggregated FR score, based on the 
proportion of correct responses made, was assigned to each concept. Collapsing across 
patients resulted in 141 correct, and 111 incorrect naming responses. A higher proportion 
of correct FR responses were recorded on named than unnamed items, a statistically 
significant difference [t (250) = 3.91, P < 0.001].
The relationship between naming and feature knowledge was also examined for each
individual condition. This was achieved by categorising the response as correct if the target
was chosen in preference to both the plausible and the implausible distractors, and incorrect
if either of the two distractors was chosen in preference to the target. The proportions of
correct colour, context and sound reality responses were significantly greater with named
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than unnamed items [colour : x2(l) = 9.45, p<0.01; context: %2 (1)=, p,0.01; sound: x2 (1) = 
9.62, p<0.01], while similar comparisons on the motion condition responses fell short of 
significance [motion: x2 (1) = 0.15, p>0.05).
Comment
In studies of patients with DAT, Hodges et al (1996), and more recently Garrard et al 
(2005) reported a strong correspondence between a patient’s ability to name a concept from 
its picture and the quality and quantity of information that they could produce in response 
to its spoken name. This result was interpreted as providing support for the notion that 
anomia in DAT is underpinned, at least in part, by a degradation in semantic knowledge 
about common concepts. The very severe anomia typically evinced by patients with SD 
even at relatively early stages, would make such a finding difficult to reproduce using these 
strictly verbal techniques, though the relationship would be expected to hold at least as 
strongly. The extensive overlap between items probed in the FR test and those that form 
the basis of the semantic battery means that a similar relationship can be sought between 
naming and a non-verbal measure of feature knowledge. This is exactly the pattern that 
was found, with the exception of the motion condition.
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3.3 Factors influencing performance: cross-sectional analyses
3.3.1 Influence of feature plausibility
Data from the control subjects and eleven patients (FO remained excluded) were entered 
into a group logistic regression model with item accuracy as the outcome measure. In the 
first block of the model, familiarity was entered as a predictor. In the second block, the 
predictor variables “group” (patients vs. controls) and “plausibility” (plausible vs. 
implausible) were entered into the model, with the interaction term “group x plausibility” 
also entered. There was a significant influence of group (Wald = 78.212, p<0.001), with 
controls performing better than patients overall. As found for the control participants in the 
previous chapter, feature plausibility influenced accuracy significantly for all participants, 
patients and controls (Wald = 31.378, p<0.001) with no interaction between group and 
plausibility (Wald =1.118, p>0.05).
3.3.2 Influence of feature modality and semantic domain
As in the previous chapter, and for the same reasons discussed there, patient responses to 
four items were excluded from the analyses reported below: apple, banana, egg and orange. 
Following the removal of these items, control participants showed an effect of feature in 
their performance accuracy (documented in the previous chapter), with some differences 
between domains when pairs of feature conditions were contrasted. To ascertain whether 
patients showed a similar pattern as a group, the item by item data from the patients was 
entered into a logistic regression model. Accuracy remained the outcome measure and in
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addition to familiarity, another predictor variable was entered into the first block: control 
score. This measure was created by calculating the proportion of control participants who 
responded correctly to each item. Inclusion of this predictor ensured that any effects of the 
remaining predictors (feature and domain and their interactions) would be over and above 
those demonstrated by controls. The predictors “feature” (colour vs. context vs. sound vs. 
motion) and “domain” (living vs. nonliving) were entered into the model along with the 
interaction term, “feature x domain” in the second block.
3.3.2.1 Group performance
The performance of the patient group on living and nonliving items on each of the four 
feature conditions is illustrated in Figure 5.1. In the resulting regression model, control 
proportion significantly influenced performance (Wald = 85.637, p<0.001) indicating that 
patients as a group were likely to perform correctly on an item on which most controls were 
correct. Familiarity did not significantly influence performance (Wald = 0.851, p>0.05) but 
this factor is likely to be correlated with control proportion. It appears from Figure 5.1 that 
while patients show a relatively uniform performance across features, they show a similar 
tendency as controls (reported in Chapter 4) to perform better with living than nonliving 
items in the colour condition. They also seemed to perform better with nonliving items in 
the motion condition. After familiarity and control difficulty had been controlled in the 
regression model, patients did not show any overall difference across feature conditions 
(Wald = 0.209, p>0.05) or semantic domain (Wald = 2.068, p>0.05), or an interaction
between the two variables (Wald = 5.863, p>0.05).
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Figure 5.1: Performance of the patient group on living and nonliving items, on each feature condition.
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3.3.2.2 Performance of category-specific compared to non category-specific patients
As discussed in the introduction, there are a number of reasons why patients who 
demonstrated category-specific performance on traditional semantic tasks may be expected 
to show differential performance on the FR test compared to those that did not. To 
examine this possibility, a regression analysis was conducted identical to the one described 
above, except that an additional predictor was entered: category-specificity (category- 
specific vs. noncategory-specific). The responses from the four patients who showed a 
significant category-specific effect in the three tests reported in Chapter 2 (DW, IB, TW 
and WM) were coded as “category-specific” and the remaining seven patients’ responses
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■  living
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were coded as “noncategory-specific”. The interaction terms category-specificity x 
domain, category-specificity x feature, and category-specificity x domain x feature were 
also entered. The data from this analysis are shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Performance o f the CS group compared to the NCS group a) across feature conditions and b) 
across semantic domains.
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The performance of each patient group across features is shown in Figure 5.2a. The 
noncategory-specific group (NCS) tend to perform better overall than the category-specific 
(CS) group, but this difference was not significant (Wald = 0.164, p>0.05). The 
performance of each patient group across living and nonliving items is shown in Figure 
5.2b which illustrates that both groups tended to perform at the same level with items from 
each semantic domain (Domain: Wald = 0.752, p>0.05).
The interaction between Domain and Feature performance of each patient group is shown 
in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3a, the CS group tend to perform better with nonliving compared 
to living items in all conditions except the colour condition where they perform better with 
living items. The performance of the NCS group is shown in Figure 5.3b. This group 
shows a similar pattern in the colour condition but no real trend in the other conditions to 
perform better with living things on the other conditions, except motion. After controlling 
for familiarity and item difficulty, there was no three way-interaction between Feature, 
Domain and Group (Wald = 2.063, p>0.05).
Comment
In the patient group, there were no differences in accuracy between feature conditions, over 
and above that shown for control subjects. This suggests that the patients had no particular 
difficulty with the colour condition compared to the other, non visual conditions as would 
be predicted by some accounts following the demonstration of category-specificity in the 
group on conventional tests (Chapter 2).
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Figure 5.3: The interaction between Feature and Domain in a) the CS group and b) the NCS group.
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Indeed, there was no evidence of differential difficulty with items from different semantic 
domains on the FR test. Furthermore, when patients were grouped by their tendency to 
show a category-specificity, there were no clear differences between the two groups of 
patients on the FR test.
3.3.2.3 Individual patient analyses
As has been demonstrated in previous chapters, individual patients can show contrasting 
patterns of performance across domains. In order to assess if individual patients showed 
differential levels of performance across semantic domains and/or semantic feature 
conditions, the data from each was subjected to individual logistic regression analyses. The 
predictors remained as they were for the group analysis.
The results from individual patients are displayed in Figure 5.4, ordered in terms of 
increasing overall impairment on the test. The significance values of predictors that 
significantly influenced performance are displayed in Table 5.3. All but two patients (AT 
and RJW) performed similarly to control subjects as shown by a significant influence of the 
Control Proportion variable on accuracy. The performance of each patient on each feature
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Figure 5.4: Performance o f individual patients on a) on each feature condition fo r  all items; and b) living and 
nonliving items, collapsed across feature conditions.
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condition is shown in Figure 5.4a. While some patients seems to show differential 
performance between feature conditions, when the predictor “feature” was entered into the 
regression models, none of the patients showed differential performance) after familiarity 
and difficulty had been controlled (range of Wald between 0.180 and 3.519, p>0.05.
Figure 5.4b shows the performance of each patient on living compared to nonliving items. 
While 3 patients (TW, WM, AT) show a trend to perform better with nonliving than living 
items, no patient’s performance was significantly influenced by domain (range of Wald 
between 0.001 and 2.489, p>0.05). One patient, AN, showed an interaction between feature 
and domain (Wald = 8.017, p<0.05), but the others did not (range of Wald between 0.15 
and 6.9, p>0.05).
Table 5.3: Significance values for individual patient regressions.
BG JM AN NG VH DW RJW WM TW IB AT
Familiarity n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.018 n.s n.s n.s n.s 0.038
Control
Score
0.014 0.001 0.004 0.007 0.008 0.006 n.s 0.002 0.001 0.001 n.s
Domain n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Feature n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
Domain vs. 
Feature
n.s n.s 0.046 n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s n.s
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Figure 5.5 shows the plot of the interaction between feature and domain for AN, which is 
characterised by his tendency to perform better with living items compared to nonliving 
items on all feature conditions but the reverse trend in the motion condition where he 
performs better with nonliving items.
Figure 5.5: Performance o f AN on living and nonliving items, across feature conditions.
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Comment
When the patient data was analysed individually, most showed a tendency to perform in a 
similar way to control subjects. None of the patients showed an effect of semantic domain, 
even though four of them had shown a tendency to perform poorly with living compared to 
nonliving items in conventional semantic tests (see Table 5.1) and this effect had been 
shown to be robust in Chapter 2 for three of the patients. None showed differences 
between feature conditions or domains after item difficulty was controlled. One patient, 
AN, did show a tendency to perform better with living compared to nonliving items in all
2 0 2
conditions except motion where he performed better with nonliving items. Unfortunately, 
AN was not available for longitudinal testing and so limited conclusions can be drawn on 
this finding alone.
3.4 Longitudinal individual analysis
The longitudinal data from three patients were analysed: DW, RJW and VH. The cross- 
sectional analyses of the FR results showed that across feature modalities and semantic 
domain, they did not show significant differences in performance over and above 
differences in difficulty demonstrated by control subjects. Domain by feature interactions 
in the control data suggested that feature modality may differentially contribute to the 
conceptual structure of items from the living and nonliving domains (Chapter 4). However, 
these effects could not explain the category-specific patterns observed in some patients 
compared to others on conventional semantic tests, and there were no significant 
differences in performance on the FR test between patients who did show category 
specificity and those that did not. The data from other testing rounds were examined below 
to see if this remained the case over time. Separate regression models for each patient were 
conducted. The outcome variable was accuracy. In the first block, two variables were 
entered: familiarity and control score. In the second block, the variables feature, domain 
and testing round were entered in addition to the interaction terms feature x domain, feature 
x testing round, and animacy x testing round.
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3.4.1 Patient DW
The performance of DW across each testing round is shown in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.6a 
suggests that there has been no decline in performance over time and this was supported by 
the finding of a lack of influence of testing round on accuracy (Wald = 0.01, p>0.05). 
Figure 5.6a illustrates that the lack of decline overall was reflected across all feature 
conditions, although he seemed to show some decline in the motion condition. The decline 
involves only 2 items, however, and indeed there was no significant influence of the 
interaction between testing round and feature (Wald = 2.470, p< 0.05). Importantly, there 
was no influence of feature on overall performance (Wald = 4.860, p>0.05) or on any 
individual testing round, when separate regressions were performed (range of Wald 
between 1.652 and 3.831, p>0.05). DW continued to perform in a similar way to controls, 
as evidenced by a significant influence of control proportion (Wald = 20.635, p<0.01).
Figure 5.6b shows DW’s performance on the living and nonliving items at all testing 
rounds. It seems that a domain difference does seem to be emerging on the final testing 
round, whereas it was not clear at round 2 or 3. Interestingly, when the data from the 
testing rounds were combined, a significant influence of domain was present (Wald = 
7.175, p<0.008), but there was no interaction between testing round and domain (Wald = 
3.650, p>0.05) suggesting that it was not present in the final testing round independently. 
The interaction between feature and domain just fell short of significance (Wald = 7.694, 
p=0.053), but the trend was characterised by DW performing better with nonliving than 
living items the motion condition compared to the other conditions. This is illustrated in
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Figure 5.6: Performance o f DW on the FR test at the 3 testing rounds, 
a) performance by feature
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b) performance by domain
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c) performance on living and nonliving items within each feature condition, collapsed across testing rounds
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Figure 5.6c. When individual regression analyses were conducted on each testing round 
separately, no effects of domain or domain by feature interactions were found.
Comment
Once again, DW shows no overall decline over time when tested. When semantic domain 
is analysed specifically, however, the results suggest that some qualitative changes are 
evident. A category disadvantage for living concepts was not found when he was first 
given the FR test but when it was administered on two further occasions, a category- 
specific pattern emerged in the combined data. The picture is complicated by the pattern 
illustrated in Figure 5.6b: although his performance with living things seems to have 
decreased by testing round 4, his performance with nonliving things has improved. It 
therefore appears to be increased power of the data from three testing rounds combined, or 
an increased sensitivity to domain differences, rather than a category-specific pattern 
emerging with time. This is consistent with the data reported by Tyler and Moss (1998) 
regarding the degradation of basic category concepts before feature level knowledge in SD.
The observation of a domain effect must be considered in the context of the (just 
nonsignificant) interaction of domain and feature that is characterised by worse 
performance with living than nonliving items in the motion condition. This pattern is the 
mirror opposite of patient AT in the previous section who performed better with living 
things in the motion condition. It is tempting to speculate that this difference could
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reflect the difference between one patient who has category-specificity and another patient 
that has not. However, there are a relatively small number of observations in the motion 
condition compared to others and so this finding may not be reliable. No other differences 
between features were apparent, which provides no support for the notion that category- 
specific performance is solely due to deficits in sensory knowledge.
3.4.2 Patient VH
The performance of VH on the FR test across the two testing rounds is shown in Figure 5.7. 
Figure 5.7a illustrates that her performance has declined over the testing interval on all 
feature conditions except environmental context, where performance remains at the same 
level between testing rounds 1 and 2. These differences did not reach significance, 
however: there was no significant influence of testing round (Wald = 1.863, p>0.05); or an 
interaction between testing round and feature (Wald = 2.425, p>0.05).
Figure 5.7b shows the performance of VH with living compared to nonliving items. No 
clear category-specific pattern is evident, and the regression analysis found no overall 
effect of domain (Wald = 0.068, p>0.05) or a testing round by domain interaction (Wald = 
1.684, p>0.05). VH did show an interaction between feature and domain (Wald = 14.366, 
p<0.003) which, as can be seen from Figure 5.7c, is characterised by her tendency to 
perform better with living than nonliving concepts in the colour condition, but a tendency 
to perform in the opposite direction in the other conditions.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of VH on the FR test at each testing round,
a) performance by feature
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When the data from testing round 1 and 2 were combined, VH showed an influence of 
feature modality on her accuracy (Wald = 10.174, p<0.018), over and above the differences 
in difficulty demonstrated by the performance of the control participants. To elucidate the 
influence of feature modality further, pairwise regression models were conducted for each 
pair of features. VH appeared to perform more poorly in the colour compared to the 
context and sound conditions (colour vs. context: Wald = 7.107, p <0.01; colour vs. sound: 
Wald = 6.169, p<0.02). There were also significant influences of the feature x domain 
interaction terms in both these contrasts (colour vs. context: Wald = 4.064, p<0.05; colour 
vs. sound: Wald = 12.45, p<0.001), and this same interaction was found when colour and 
motion were contrasted (Wald = 4.127, p<0.05). These interactions reflect the pattern 
evidenced in the main analysis: in the colour condition, she performs better with living than 
nonliving items but the reverse pattern is true of the remaining conditions where she 
performs better with nonliving items.
Comment
While VH showed no effect of domain on the tests reported in Chapter 2, the results from a 
later testing round suggested that a category disadvantage for living things may be 
emerging in her performance (Chapter 3). The same pattern was not present in her 
longitudinal performance on the FR test. The nature of the category-specific patterns in the 
semantic battery and FR performance of DW, however, suggest that such differences may 
not be detected on the FR test until long after they have been established using the 
traditional semantic tests.
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The colour condition was particularly difficult for VH, compared to the other conditions, 
suggesting that she had difficulty with knowledge of the colour of concepts. This cannot be 
attributed to a lack of basic colour knowledge as she has preserved colour naming and 
matching skills (see Chapter 2, Table 2.2). It is possible that VH has damage to the high- 
order visual processing stream in the inferior temporal lobe, and that she may show deficits 
with other forms of visual semantic knowledge. This finding is particularly interesting 
when combined with that from Chapter 3, that VH may be developing a category-specific 
deficit for living things. The SFT, and other feature based models would suggest that her 
deficit for colour knowledge is responsible for her living deficit as exhibited on semantic 
tasks. This assertion is further supported by the finding that the colour condition is the only 
one in which VH performs better with living compared to nonliving concepts -  colour 
knowledge is more important for the identification of living compared to nonliving things. 
Also, it has been demonstrated that shared colour features are mutually supportive under 
conditions of damage (Rogers et al., 2004a), and this may lead to their preservation 
compared to nonliving items. By contrast, VH shows better performance with nonliving 
things on the other conditions.
3.4.3 Patient RJW
RJW did not show a domain effect in the semantic tests reported in Chapter 2. In Chapter
3, it was reported that this did not change after an interval of one year, although his general
performance did decline. His longitudinal FR performance is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Performance o f RJW on the FR test at each testing round, 
a) performance by feature
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Figure 5.8a shows that overall, there seems to have been little decline in his performance 
over the testing interval, although his performance on the motion condition does seem to be 
lower at testing round 2 compared to testing round 1. The regression analysis confirmed 
that there was no influence of testing round (Wald = 1.003, p>0.05); feature modality 
(Wald = 2.488, p>0.05); and no interaction between testing round and feature (Wald = 
2.428, p> 0.05). As can be seen clearly from Figure 5.8b, RJW does not show any 
difference between semantic domains on the test and this was confirmed in the regression 
analysis, which showed no influence of domain on accuracy (Wald = 1.602, p>0.05). The 
interaction between feature and domain is shown in Figure 5.8c. It seems that RJW shows 
a trend similar to DW -  poorer performance with living compared to nonliving items in the 
motion condition. After controlling for familiarity and difficulty, however, this interaction 
did not reach significance (Wald =3.539, p>0.05).
Comment
RJW’s performance on the FR test is consistent with his performance on the conventional 
semantic tests, except that the same degree of decline evidenced on picture naming was not 
associated with a concomitant decline on the FR test. This adds weight to the suggestion 
that while providing a good index of semantic impairment, participants tend to perform 
better on the fine-grained FR test than naming tasks that assess concept processing at the 
concept level.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Summary of experiments
The group of SD patients were given a nonverbal test of semantic attribute knowledge 
which allowed the exploration of modality-specific and category-specific knowledge in a 
progressive and relatively isolated semantic impairment. Their performance on this new 
test was compared with their performance on a traditional semantic battery, to assess the 
validity of the FR test as a test of semantic knowledge. Longitudinal data was collected 
from a small subset of the patients to assess whether performance changed with progression 
of the disease. The data have provided insights into the nature of conceptual knowledge 
across semantic domains in SD, and can inform theories concerning the organisation of the 
semantic system.
4.2 Validity of the feature reality test as a measure of semantic knowledge
The results from the patient analyses show that the FR test is a suitable measure of impaired
semantic performance, a finding that is demonstrated in a number of ways. Patients, like
controls (Chapter 4), were affected by feature plausibility, which is based on a semantic
dimension. In addition, the performance of each patient on the overall test and in each
individual feature condition was strongly correlated with performance on other measures of
semantic performance: picture naming, word-to-picture matching, and associative picture
matching. Furthermore, patients were able to demonstrate more knowledge for the items
on the test that they could name compared to those they could not. As a group, the patients
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showed a degree of item consistency between feature conditions. These results combine to 
show the usefulness of a nonverbal approach with this patient population, by demonstrating 
that performance on this new test correlates with both verbal and other nonverbal 
conventional semantic tests. Overall, the results demonstrated that semantic features are 
indeed an important component of conceptual knowledge, as performance using them 
provided a good measure of impaired semantic performance. There was an exception to 
this: there were no significant correlations between the motion feature condition and the 
other conditions or semantic tests, and possible reasons for this will be discussed in a later 
section.
This test is unique in that it does not require spoken output, and minimal language 
mediation apart from the simple task instruction. It also requires minimal problem-solving 
skills compared to tasks such as the CCP. Importantly, the test was administered to twelve 
patients with varying degrees of semantic impairment and this yielded meaningful data 
from all but one patient, who performed below chance. This shows that the test is 
extremely useful with most levels of impairment severity, in contrast to other tests such as 
naming, which may prove too difficult for patients with verbal impairment even when they 
are able to demonstrate some residual knowledge about concepts. For example, of the 5 
patients who were able to name less than 15% of the pictures in the picture naming test, 
only one performed below chance on the FR test. Furthermore, patients who were 
performing almost at ceiling on the WPM test showed performance below the control range 
on the more fine-grained FR task.
4.3 The multimodal impairment in SD
With few exceptions to be discussed below, the patients showed considerably homogeneous 
performance across all conditions of the FR test. As a group, they showed similar 
performance to healthy control subjects across conditions although their accuracy was 
significantly lower. In the cross-sectional analyses, all but one patient showed similar 
levels of performance across the feature conditions. This is strong evidence that the 
impairment in SD affects all modalities to a similar degree. The impairment can be 
regarded as one of central semantic knowledge. When combined with the findings from the 
correlational analyses, the evidence argues against views which propose SD to be a 
heterogeneous syndrome with regards verbal and nonverbal performance (Mesulam, 2001). 
When related to the presence of damage within a relatively circumscribed area of the 
temporal lobe, in addition to evidence that semantic representations of feature modalities 
are represented throughout the cortex, these findings are consistent with the notion that the 
anterior temporal lobe contains supramodal abstract semantic representations. The 
longitudinal data of one patient, VH, showed that she may be developing a particular 
difficulty with colour knowledge. It is possible that while showing preserved basic visual 
and colour knowledge skills, her pathology has spread to the areas in the inferolateral 
temporal lobes responsible for high-order visual object knowledge.
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4.4 Category-specific patterns in FR test performance
Unlike the finding in Chapter 2 that as a group, patients performed more poorly with living 
compared to nonliving items, this pattern in favour of nonliving concepts was not found in 
the group performance on the FR test. While four of the patients had demonstrated a 
disadvantage for identifying living things on at least one test from the conventional 
semantic battery, none of them showed the same pattern on the FR test when their 
performance was examined individually. It is possible that the test is not sensitive to such 
patterns, perhaps because many patients perform well on the test and those who have a 
category-specific deficit would have to exhibit a severe impairment on this test before such 
patterns were revealed. The longitudinal data provided some evidence to suggest that when 
the number of observations were increased (by including data from later testing rounds), 
domain-specific patterns were apparent. DW consistently showed an advantage for 
nonliving concepts on tests from the semantic battery but failed to do so in the first 
administration of the FR test. However, when data from the next two rounds were added, 
domain became a significant predictor of accurate performance.
It also remains a possibility that the lack of domain differences in the FR test compared to 
the semantic battery data may be due to the former containing only animals in the living 
domain but the latter containing fruits and vegetables and a greater range of birds, in 
addition to animals. Such items were removed from the FR test so as not to confound the 
living/nonliving and animate/inanimate distinction, of particular relevance to the motion
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condition. This issue could be addressed by increasing the number of items in the test and 
the range of semantic categories represented in the stimulus set.
4.5 Contribution of knowledge type to category-specificity
Despite the lack of domain differences in the patient performance, the experimental design 
of the FR test included a means of investigating whether any category-specific patterns of 
performance established using other tests were modulated by feature type. The responses 
of control participants in the previous chapter suggested that certain feature types may be 
differentially important for the representation of living and nonliving items. Administering 
this test to patients with and without category-specificity provided the opportunity to assess 
whether they would perform in a qualitatively different way. If category-specificity is 
caused by problems with different feature types then patients demonstrating such patterns 
would be expected to show differential performance across feature conditions.
Overall, the analyses reported here provide little support for the suggestion that category-
specific patterns are solely due to differential weighting of certain features compared to
others across domains. The SFT would predict that as a group, the SD patients should
show problems with sensory, and particularly visual knowledge. This pattern would also
be expected on the basis of feature norming studies which have shown that semantic
domains diverge on the basis of their differential reliance on certain feature types for their
identification. While patients as a group show a category advantage for nonliving concepts
on the semantic battery, they did not show differential performance across feature
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conditions on the FR test. Furthermore, no evidence a relationship between domain and 
feature type was found in the cross-sectional data analyses, either between groups (CS vs. 
NCS) or individually. The only patient who showed an influence of the interaction 
between feature and semantic domain (AN) did not show category specificity in any of the 
semantic tasks reported. However, longitudinally, VH showed increasing selective 
difficulty with the items in the colour condition. When combined with her apparent 
emerging living deficit on basic semantic tasks (Chapter 3), it may be suggested that her 
deficit for colour knowledge is leading to problems identifying living things. It is not clear 
why this pattern was no found in the other category-specific patients, however.
This is a complex issue. It is not clear why only one of the patients performed particularly 
badly with features that could be considered sensory (colour, sound) when at least two of 
them had previously shown a sensory knowledge disadvantage in naming to sensory 
definition in Chapter 2, and it is well documented that SD patients have a tendency to show 
this pattern (Lambon Ralph et al.91998a). This may again be due to a lack of sensitivity in 
the test. Alternatively, it may be that the poor performance with visual knowledge in the 
naming to definition test may be due to other factors.
Norming studies have found that “visual” knowledge may indeed fractionate into more 
fine-grained feature distinctions and that each of these narrower types of visual knowledge 
may be differentially important for different domains (Cree & McCrae, 2003; Vinson & 
Vigliocco, 2002). Indeed, it is possible that the type of visual knowledge probed in the FR
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test -  colour knowledge -  is not defining for animals (the living stimuli used in the test) and 
therefore does not provide a suitable test of the more specific feature knowledge accounts. 
Borgo & Shallice (2003) have suggested that animals are represented in terms of their 
shape rather than colour or sound.
A further possibility is that other feature properties may have been responsible for poor 
performance with sensory features in the naming to description test (Chapter 2, Experiment 
2), such as the distinctiveness or importance of those features for concepts, which were not 
manipulated systematically in the FR test. The features present in the naming to 
description task are necessarily distinctive to enable the identification of the target concept. 
It is possible that it is the distinctive sensory features that are degraded, rather than sensory 
features generally. Furthermore, many sensory attributes are probed in the naming test 
rather than just colour (or sound). Cree & McCrae (2003) have argued that feature type 
alone is not sufficient to explain the main trends reported in the category-specific literature, 
and that factors such as distinctiveness and plausibility of the features are required.
4.6 The special status of the feature of motion
Throughout the analyses reported in this chapter, the motion condition did not elicit similar
performance to the other feature conditions. There are a number of possible reasons for
this. The conceptual knowledge probed in the motion condition can be considered
heterogeneous (see Appendix E for descriptions of the stimuli used in this condition).
Indeed, it may be that this one feature condition contained at least two different types of
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knowledge identified in the literature: the action patterns performed on artefacts; and the 
entity behaviours of living kinds (Cree & McCrae, 2003; Vigliocco et al., 2004). This may 
explain why no correlation was found between performance on the motion condition and 
the other features (which are clearly internally consistent across domains), or with the other 
semantic tasks. At present, the motion condition consists of less items than the other three 
conditions and does not incorporate a plausibility manipulation.
Another possibility for the difference may be the special status of motion knowledge that 
has been demonstrated in the imaging literature discussed above (Martin & Chao, 2001). 
The importance of motion for conceptual knowledge has also been discussed in the 
developmental literature. Mandler (1992) claims that the most important bases on which a 
preverbal infant begins to distinguish between animate and inanimate kinds is that only the 
former initiate movement and interact with people from a distance. Indeed, the interaction 
found between motion and domain in two patients may be related to the “causally relevant” 
status of motion for living items (Keil, 1989). Further development of the test is required 
to clarify whether these conceptual or methodological factors can explain the differential 
performance.
4.4 A modality-specific but unitary semantic system?
The overwhelming finding from this data was that the SD patients showed no difference
between feature conditions, over and above those demonstrated by control subjects. This
finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the anterior temporal lobes, damaged in SD,
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may be the site of semantic feature integration. This integration leads to the development 
of abstract semantic representations, as assumed by the “hybrid” modality-specific and 
unitary models articulated in recent years (Damasio et al 1996; Rogers et a l , 2004a; 
Vigliocco et al., 2004). The damage in SD primarily involves the abstract modality- 
independent representations rather than the modality-specific knowledge stores 
hypothesised to exist in areas outside the anterior temporal lobes.
An exception to this would seem to be the site of visual knowledge in the inferolateral 
temporal lobe. The poor performance with colour features displayed by VH would be 
explained by asserting that she had damage to the visual knowledge store, in addition to the 
supramodal system. As Rogers et al (2004a) demonstrated, living things have a high 
degree of shared visual similarity and this may allow such items to be preserved under 
damage to the visual system for longer than artefacts. This would explain her better 
performance with living things in the colour condition. This is also a possibility for DW 
who showed poor sensory knowledge in the naming to description task in Chapter 2. 
However, he showed no evidence of poor sensory knowledge relative to other feature types 
on the FR test. It is therefore possible that DW’s category specificity is caused by damage 
to the supramodal semantic system which is organised according to featural properties apart 
from modality, but which nevertheless delineate semantic domains, such as feature 
distinctiveness. As discussed earlier, Cree and McCrae (2003) found that in addition to 
knowledge type, other susceptibility factors include feature distinctiveness and semantic 
similarity. It therefore remains important to probe these aspects of organisation in addition
to feature modality. It is not clear on this account, however, why some SD patients should 
show category-specificity and others not when the same region is assumed to be affected.
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Chapter 6: General Discussion and Conclusions
1. Summary of experiments
The goal of the experiments was to gain a greater understanding of the semantic 
impairment in SD in terms of modality-specificity and category-specificity, and in turn the 
implications for the organisation of the semantic system. To this end, in the experiments 
reported throughout this work, the semantic abilities of a group of SD patients with varying 
impairment severity have been examined. The methods used throughout varied, including 
conventional tests which examined the verbal and nonverbal knowledge of concepts; novel 
tests probing concepts from little studied semantic categories (Chapter 2 & 3); and a fine­
grained nonverbal test of semantic feature knowledge (Chapter 5). Throughout, 
comparisons with normal performance were drawn using data collected from age-matched 
healthy control subjects (Chapter 2 to 5). Furthermore, the methods of assessment were 
directly contrasted and relationships between them explored (Chapter 5). Longitudinal 
analyses of performance of a small number of these patients on semantic battery tests 
(Chapter 3) and the FR test (Chapter 5) were also presented to investigate any decline in 
patient performance over time.
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2. Summary of major findings
2.1 A relatively isolated central semantic impairment in SD
In Chapter 2, the neuropsychological characteristics of the entire SD cohort were presented. 
The patients demonstrated a range of severity on the tasks, but the striking demonstration 
was relatively preserved performance on tests of intelligence, visuospatial and executive 
skills compared to their semantic performance.
The patients were given three subsets from a semantic battery -  picture naming, word-to- 
picture matching and an associative matching task. As a group, the patients were affected 
by the familiarity of the items regardless of the task demands. Several of the patients 
showed this individually. The patients showed a greater degree of anomia compared to 
their comprehension abilities. However, they still showed impairment on the nonverbal 
associative matching task, suggesting that they are impaired regardless of input and output 
modality. This finding was further probed in a single patient who showed equivalent 
performance on a picture and word version of the task. In Chapter 5, the degree of 
correlation between verbal and nonverbal tests was found to be high.
2.2 A multimodal impairment in SD
The influence of feature type on patient performance was investigated in Chapter 2 using a
naming-to-definition task which probed the sensory and functional characteristics of a set
of concepts. Two of the three patients to whom this task was administered performed
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significantly worse with sensory compared to functional definitions. In Chapter 4, control 
participants showed differences between feature conditions in the FR test in both their 
accuracy and speed of response, suggesting that the conditions were not of equal difficulty. 
When this factor was controlled in the patient analyses (Chapter 5), the patients showed 
similar performance across feature conditions. As a group they showed highly correlated 
and consistent performance between conditions and tests (verbal and nonverbal). Cross- 
sectionally, one patient showed an influence of feature type. Only one patient, of the three 
examined longitudinally, showed differential performance across conditions. VH showed 
significantly poorer performance in the colour condition compared to the other conditions 
of the test.
2.3 Category-specific performance in SD
The influence of domain on semantic performance was investigated in a number of ways. 
The semantic battery consisted of living and nonliving items, and differences between these 
domains were analysed in the entire cohort cross-sectionally (Chapter 2: Experiment 1) and 
longitudinally (Chapter 3). As a group, the SD patients performed more poorly with living 
compared to nonliving concepts. Four of the patients showed this pattern individually after 
possible confounding factors were controlled. No patients showed the reverse trend. When 
the data were analysed to investigate differences between narrower semantic categories, no 
differences were found that did not follow the living/nonliving divide. In a further test 
from the semantic battery (Chapter 2, Experiment 2), one of the three patients tested
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continued to show this pattern. The remaining two patients did not show category- 
specificity on any task.
For the next set of experiments (Chapter 2, Experiment 3), novel stimuli were used which 
crossed the living/nonliving boundary but were nevertheless expected to pattern with living 
things based on the predictions of the SFT (Borgo & Shallice, 2001). This pattern was 
found in one patient who showed category-specificity but not in another. When the tests 
from the traditional semantic battery were administered longitudinally to three of the SD 
patients (Chapter 3), one continued to show category-specificity with time, another 
continued to show no difference between domains and the remaining patient showed a 
trend which suggested category-specificity may be emerging in her performance with 
disease progression.
The FR test also allowed comparisons between semantic domains. The results of the 
healthy participants (Chapter 4) suggested that domain differences may occur as a function 
of feature type. Unlike with the semantic battery, the patients as a group did not show a 
difference between domains (Chapter 5). The same was observed in the individual patient 
analyses, cross-sectionally and longitudinally.
3. T h eoretica l im plications o f  the findings
The predictions of theories investigated in each chapter and the major findings are
summarised in Table 6.1. The experiments were designed to investigate several possible
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Table 6.1: Summary o f theory testing by chapter and main findings.
Experimental
Chapter
Theory Prediction Finding Theory
supported?
2 Artefact (Funnell & 
Sheridan, 1992)
Differences in performance between semantic 
domains are the result of nonsemantic differences 
between the domains.
The categoiy-specific performance of four patients 
remained following the contribution of four 
psycholinguistic variables
No
2 Domain-specific 
(Caramazza & Shelton, 
1998)
A tripartite distinction is evident in cases of 
category-specificity between animals, plant life 
(fruits and vegetables) and artefacts; if not more 
fine-grained to include a distinction between body 
parts and tools.
No individual patient showed differential performance 
according to narrow category boundaries, nor as a group.
No
2/5 Visual/Verbal semantics 
(Shallice, 1988)
Impairments can occur to visual or verbal semantic 
systems independently causing differential degrees 
of impairment depending on testing modality.
Chap 2 - Patient DW was given a visual and a verbal 
version of the camel and cactus test and did not show 
significantly different performance between the two. 
Chap 5 -  performance between verbal and nonverbal 
tests employing similar concepts was highly correlated.
No
2 SFT (Warrington & 
Shallice, 1984)
A selective impairment for living things is caused 
by damage to sensory knowledge.
Of three patients tested, two showed a significant 
impairment to sensory compared to functional 
knowledge; only one of whom showed a deficit for 
living compared to nonliving concepts.
To some 
degree
2 Modified SFT (Borgo & 
Shallice, 2001)
A deficit for living things will be accompanied by 
a similar deficit for sensory quality categories.
Of the three patients tested, two showed a similar level 
of performance with living concepts and sensory quality 
categories but the other did not.
To some 
degree
3 Correlated features 
(Devlin et al., 1998)
Direction of category-specific effect is related to 
disease severity: deficits for living things occur at 
all levels of severity except the least severe.
One patient showed an emerging category-specific 
deficit for living things with severity, another showed a 
living deficit at a medium level of impairment, and 
another showed none at all even with increasing 
severity.
To some 
degree
3 Correlational Structure 
(Tyler et a l, 2000)
Direction of category-specific effect is related to 
disease severity: deficits for living things occur at 
all levels of severity except the most severe.
One patient showed an emerging category-specific 
deficit for living things with severity, another showed a 
living deficit at a medium level of impairment, and 
another showed none at all even with increasing 
severity.
No
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Experimental
Chapter
Theory Prediction Finding Theory
supported?
3 (Rogers et al., 
2004)
The error patterns according to semantic domain 
with differ with disease progression due to 
differences in shared similarity structure.
When the cross-sectional data from all patients was used 
as a model of increasing semantic impairment, the error 
patterns for living and nonliving domains were different 
as predicted by Rogers et al.
Yes
4 Feature Type 
(Cree & McRae, 
2003; Vinson et 
al., 2003)
Concepts from living and nonliving domains are 
differentially represented in terms of feature 
modality.
Healthy participants were more successful with living 
items in the colour condition and with nonliving items in 
the environmental context condition.
Yes
5 SFT
(Warrington & 
Shallice, 1984)
Patients with a deficit for living compared to 
nonliving items will show poorer performance with 
sensory compared to nonsensory knowledge types.
Cross-sectionally, there was no difference in 
performance between patients with category-specificity 
and those without on any particular feature modality, as 
a group or individually. Longitudinally, one patient 
showed this pattern.
To some 
degree
5 (Rogers et al., 
2004)
Patients with SD have damage to a multimodal 
component of semantic memory: they will show 
similar degrees of impairment across all feature 
modalities.
As a group and individually, the overwhelming amount 
of data suggested that patients performed similarly 
across all feature conditions.
Yes
5 Feature Type 
(Cree & 
McCrae, 2003; 
Vinson et al., 
2003)
Reference to differences in the processing of 
feature modality alone cannot explain all cases of 
category-specificity.
There was no difference in performance between 
patients with category-specificity and those without on 
any particular feature modality, as a group or 
individually.
Yes
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influences on semantic performance. As discussed, the performance of the patients was 
relatively homogeneous with the exception of the influence of semantic domain. Ideally a 
theory of semantic organisation should be able to accommodate the entire set of findings.
Domain differences in both group and individual performance were evident despite 
controlling for the influence of several psycholinguistic factors. Therefore, the artefact 
account of category-specificity was not able to explain the cases (Funnell & Sheridan,
1992). Further analyses were conducted to assess whether performance could be 
explained using the domain-specific hypothesis (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). The 
original account predicts that a tripartite distinction is evident in semantic impairments 
between animals, fruits and vegetables and nonliving things (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). 
Other work has been taken as evidence that other evolutionarily salient domains may exist 
in anatomically or functionally separate neural systems (Hauser, 1997). No support was 
found for this account, as analyses of the performance of patients on narrower semantic 
categories provided no evidence of differential impairment other than between living and 
nonliving things (Chapter 2).
Analyses of the data from the experiments in the remainder of the thesis investigated and 
compared the performance of those who demonstrated category-specificity and those that 
did not. Following the inability of the artefact and domain-specific accounts, it remained to 
be seen whether another account of category-specificity could explain the performance of 
the SD patients. The aim of the latter experiments in Chapter 2 was to assess whether the
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sensory/functional theory (SFT: Borgo & Shallice, 2001; Warrington & Shallice, 1984) was 
better able to explain the performance of a small group of the patients. The central tenet of 
the theory is that living things are primarily distinguished on the basis of their sensory 
attributes while nonliving things are represented in terms of their function to a much greater 
extent. Consequently, a category-specific deficit for living things is the result of an 
impairment of sensory knowledge. This theory is particularly interesting with respect to 
SD due to the location of pathology being centred on the inferolateral temporal lobes, an 
area considered to be part of the high order visual processing stream. In accordance with 
this, many SD patients have been reported with deficits in sensory knowledge, albeit that 
this does not necessarily result in a category-specific deficit for living things (Lambon 
Ralph et al., 1998a). The theory was tested in Chapter 2 in two ways: the administration of 
a naming to definition task to three patients, which allowed performance on sensory 
compared to functional knowledge and living compared to nonliving things; and secondly, 
a battery of semantic tests using novel nonliving items hypothesised to rely on sensory 
attributes was administered to three patients. Of the four patients tested overall, the SFT 
could only account for the performance of two.
Despite the inadequacy of the binary distinction between sensory/functional knowledge as 
an account of category-specificity demonstrated in the previous literature and in Chapter 2, 
several theories have been articulated which view feature modality as an important 
organising principle of the semantic system (Allport, 1985; Cree & McCrae, 2003; 
McCarthy & Warrington, 1987; Rogers et al., 2004a; Vigliocco et al., 2004). To date, there
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has been limited investigation of semantic attribute knowledge in patient populations in 
general and SD patients in particular, which is unrepresentative of the demonstration in the 
literature that semantic features are the building blocks of semantic knowledge. A primary 
reason for this is that while naming-to-definition and definition production tasks have been 
designed to probe attribute knowledge for items from different semantic domains in normal 
subjects, these tests necessarily tax verbal processing and as such are very difficult for 
patients with SD and results may be confounded by severe anomia. In response to this, a 
novel feature reality test was developed which was entirely nonverbal and allowed direct 
comparisons between feature modalities using a largely overlapping set of concepts.
The feature reality test was presented to a group of healthy control subjects (Chapter 4) and 
the SD patients (Chapter 5). The performance of the healthy control subjects provided 
evidence that feature modality contributes to differences between living and nonliving 
domains, based on both accuracy and speed of response. When the same test was 
administered to the SD patients several important findings emerged. The performance on 
the test was highly correlated with traditional tests of semantic memory, both verbal and 
nonverbal, which probed knowledge at the concept level. There was a high degree of 
correlation between feature conditions, and the majority of patients showed an equivalent 
level of performance on all four feature types that was not qualitatively different from the 
control performance. This test is therefore a reliable index of overall semantic performance 
that is suitable for patients with a range of semantic impairment severity. It also served to 
underline the multimodal nature of the impairment in SD. Importantly for the present
purposes, this consistent performance across feature conditions was at odds with the 
demonstration of category-specificity in some patients but not others. Those who 
performed better with nonliving concepts in conventional tests did not show particular 
problems with some feature modalities compared to others. Furthermore, there were no 
aspects of performance on the test that differed between patients who demonstrated 
category-specificity and those that did not.
The progressive nature of semantic dementia makes longitudinal testing a valuable method 
of examining the progressive deterioration of the semantic system. There are very few 
reports of longitudinal performance in the literature despite the opportunity they afford for 
testing a number of theories of semantic organisation which propose that disease severity is 
a causal factor in the direction of category-specific patterns of performance (Devlin et al., 
1998; Tyler et al., 2000). These accounts do not assume that feature modality is an 
important contributor to category-specificity but rather that another property of semantic 
features is vital: feature correlation. In Chapter 3, the longitudinal performance of three 
patients was examined over at least two testing rounds. Although a category-specific 
impairment for living things seemed to be emerging on conventional semantic tests in one 
of the patients in whom it was not present at Time 1, in line with the predictions of Devlin 
et a l (1998), the performance of the other patients could not be explained with reference to 
this or the alternative correlational account of semantic memory (Tyler et al., 2000).
Indeed, there was some evidence that this qualitative change in performance may have been
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related to an emerging difference in the processing of semantic feature knowledge on the 
feature reality test (Chapter 5).
While several of the theories described above could explain some of the data from the SD 
patients with regards category-specificity, no one theory could account for all of it. This is 
consistent with conclusions in the literature on category-specificity: no one model can 
explain the major trends that have been consistently found, or the variation that also exists 
between cases. While this can partly be explained by the different methods used across 
studies to establish category-specificity, or uncontrolled stimuli within studies, such 
explanations are not appropriate for the demonstration in this work that they are insufficient 
to account for the data from a group of patients with the same disease process, on the same 
tests. Based on the notion that models which propose a single organising principle for the 
semantic system are insufficient, recent models that propose multiple levels of organisation 
within the semantic system are more successful. Accounts in which conceptual knowledge 
is stored in modality-specific areas along sensory/motor lines and integrated in multimodal 
areas for semantic performance would seem to be a more promising avenue for the pursuit 
of an understanding of semantic organisation (Rogers et al., 2004a; Vigliocco et al., 2004).
These models are able to explain much of the data presented in this thesis, in addition to the 
previous literature. The particular appeal is that they can account for evidence that has 
traditionally been explained either using an account based on feature type or feature 
property -  they incorporate both types of principle. They view the content of semantic
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memory as stored in modality-specific regions that follow the sensorimotor organization of 
the brain. They can therefore accommodate findings that domains may differ in their 
representation with regards to fine-grained feature types (form, colour, sound, motion, etc.) 
demonstrated in feature-norming studies (Cree & McCrae, 2003; Vinson & Vigliocco, 
2004) and this work (with healthy participants in Chapter 4). They can also account for the 
consistent finding in SD that the semantic impairment can affect all feature modalities 
following damage to the anterior temporal lobes in the previous literature and the present 
work (Chapter 5), which can be explained by asserting damage to a supramodal component 
of the semantic system. Furthermore, these more fully specified models can also 
accommodate representational differences at a higher level, in terms of shared and 
distinctive features combined with either regularity (Rogers et al., 2004a) or correlation 
(Vigliocco et al., 2004).
Explaining category-specificity using these models is not straightforward. The equivocal 
findings throughout these chapters with regards to the relationship between domain and 
feature type can be considered as representative of the literature reviewed. It is unlikely 
that one principle will be able to explain all cases of category-specificity (Rosazza et al. 
2003). Impairment to any one of several levels in the semantic system may give rise to 
impairments that seem similar when tested using conventional semantic tests. Though not 
directly tested, the implication from the FR test analyses is that other aspects of semantic 
primitives contribute fundamentally to the phenomenon of semantic impairment generally, 
and category-specificity in particular. Many recent theories of semantic memory have
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adopted this stance (Cree & McRae, 2003; Rogers et a l, 2004a; Vigliocco et a l, 2004).
The finding that the error patterns in the naming responses of patients (Chapter 3) follow 
the predictions of Rogers et a l, (2004a) provide some support for the notion that living and 
nonliving domains differ in terms of their similarity structure, and that this has important 
consequences for the performance of a deteriorating semantic system. It is possible that 
category-specific deficits can result from damage to one of the modality-specific 
components, the amodal abstract representations, or the connections between the two. This 
suggestion was made explicit by Vigliocco et a l (2004). In contrast, Rogers et al (2004a) 
suggested that following the use of experimental materials designed to control for factors 
such as the proportion of shared features among concepts, apparent category-specific 
effects may disappear. Presently, it is not transparent how these accounts can explain why 
some patients with SD who show similar regions of atrophy at the site of the hypothesised 
abstract representations show category-specificity and others do not. Future work with 
patients, healthy subjects behaviourally and with imaging techniques will help to flesh out 
these models and help to elucidate which of the many implicated factors are important.
4. Limitations and future directions
From the preceding discussion it is clear that several factors relevant to semantic
organisation were not considered in present experiments. The demonstration that domain
differences in semantic impairment require an explanation beyond differences in feature
modality suggests a number of limitations of and future avenues for, research using the FR
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test. Conceptual similarity may be conceived in terms of feature distinctiveness. The 
breakdown of conceptual knowledge has been shown to have different effects on the 
retrieval of shared and distinctive information about concepts (Rogers et al., 2004a). This 
is an aspect of features which may possibly be incorporated into future developments of the 
feature reality test so that the effect of manipulations of this variable on performance of 
patients may be examined. It is possible that different degrees of similarity structure may 
be evident in different feature modalities, and that this may have implications for the 
processing of concepts from living compared to nonliving domains. Although more 
controversial as regards its role in category-specificity, feature correlation is a further 
featural property that has consequences for semantic processing. A measure of this 
property could also be incorporated into the feature test. By including these variables, and 
increasing the power of the test by increasing the number of items in each condition, the 
relative contribution of these variables to performance, and the interaction between them, a 
greater understanding of the factors contributing to category-specificity may be gleaned.
As it has been demonstrated to be a reliable index of semantic impairment, the feature 
reality test will be applicable to other patient populations who show a semantic impairment. 
While investigations of SD are vital to our understanding of the semantic system as they 
represent arguably the most pure case of semantic impairment, category-specificity is far 
more prevalent in other conditions such as HSVE and DAT and following stroke. 
Administering the test to other populations and comparing findings may help to understand 
why this should be the case, as well as being able to compare lesion profiles in order to
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make predictions concerning areas of damage and the impairment of different feature 
modalities. A related direction would be for the test to be used with healthy subjects during 
fMRI to investigate which of the implicated modality-specific areas respond to each feature 
condition. This would further help to understand the differences that seem to be apparent 
within feature modalities according to semantic domain. A verbal version of the test would 
allow comparisons between testing modality in addition to feature modality which would 
provide important evidence regarding access to semantics from different modalities in 
patients and healthy subjects. The findings from the previous literature (Bozeat et al.,
2000; 2003; Caramazza et al., 1990) and Chapter 2 of the present work suggest that the 
same semantic system is accessed by visual and verbal stimuli, although the degree of 
impairment may differ.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, with the development of hybrid models of semantic organisation which 
focus on modality-specificity and unitary integration principles, a feature-based approach to 
the exploration of semantic impairment would seem to be promising. The work presented 
here has demonstrated that this approach is a valid one for patients with semantic dementia, 
and this could be extended to other patient populations who also experience semantic 
impairment. Furthermore, by extending the FR test to incorporate a greater number of 
items from a range of semantic categories, and other feature properties besides knowledge 
type, the test could be used to further understand the contribution of these variables to
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semantic impairment, and how they interact to create the specific and complex organisation 
of the human semantic system.
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Appendix B: Items from pilot study with healthy participants
Item Name No. of controls 
successfully named
Category
Beer 7 Liquid
Black Tea 13 Liquid
Cola 12 Liquid
Cooking Oil 13 Liquid
Cream 12 Liquid
Honey 16 Liquid
Ink 19 Liquid
Ketchup 20 Liquid
Milk 19 Liquid
Orange Juice 18 Liquid
Red Wine 14 Liquid
Washing Up Liquid 16 Liquid
Water 20 Liquid
Whisky 8 Liquid
White Tea 20 Liquid
White Wine 11 Liquid
Cardboard 20 Material
Carpet 20 Malarial
China 20 Material
Copper 20 Material
Cork 18 Material
Cotton 18 Material
Cotton Wool 20 Material
Glass 20 Material
Leather 20 Material
Nylon 6 Material
Paper 20 Material
Plastic 20 Material
Polystyrene 17 Material
Sponge 20 Material
String 20 Material
Tin foil 19 Material
Tissue 20 Material
Tree Bark 20 Material
Velvet 20 Material
Wood 20 Material
Wool 20 Material
Biscuit 20 Substance
Bread 18 Substance
Cake 20 Substance
Cheese 19 Substance
Chocolate 20 Substance
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Item Name No. of controls 
successfully named
Category
Coffee Granules 13 Substance
Flour 17 Substance
Grass 19 Substance
Hair 20 Substance
Jam 20 Substance
Pepper 13 Substance
Rice 20 Substance
Salad Cream 11 Substance
Salt 15 Substance
Spaghetti 20 Substance
Straw 19 Substance
Sugar 20 Substance
Tea Leaves 17 Substance
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Appendix C: Stimuli for naming to description task
List of stimuli used in naming-to-verbal description tasks. The mean familiarity rating of each item from the 
control participants is also presented. For the traditional items, these ratings are taken from Snodgrass and 
Vanderwart (1980). For the SQC items, these ratings are taken from recruited control participants.
Traditional Living and Nonliving items
Traditional
Item
Mean Familiarity 
Rating (SD)
Verbal Description
Aeroplane 2.73 (0.99)
The vehicle with wings and engines that carries passengers in 
the air
Apple 4.48(1.08)
A round fruit with a shiny red or green skin and sweet, white 
flesh and pips
Axe 2.28(1.1)
A tool with a handle and heavy metal blade for chopping 
trees or wood
Banana 3.65(1.04)
The curved yellow tropical fruit which grows in bunches and 
is eaten by monkeys
Barrel 2.02(1.13)
A large heavy wooden container for liquids that can be rolled 
along the ground
Basket 2.27 (0.97)
A lightweight woven container with a handle, used for 
carrying shopping
Bicycle 3.78(1.04)
A lightweight vehicle with two wheels, handlebars and 
pedals, propelled by the rider
Brush 4.5 (1.08)
A handheld item with stiff bristles at one end, for smoothing 
hair or sweeping dirt
Bus 2.08 (0.74)
The large vehicle with two decks that can carry many 
passengers on the roads
Camel 3.08 (1.06)
An animal with a hump, that can survive without water in 
the desert
Candle 4(1.15)
A household item made of wax that has a wick which is 
burned to give light
Cat 3.38 (0.88) A four-legged household pet that catches mice and purrs
Cherry 2.42(1.18) A small fruit with shiny red or black skin and a stone inside
Chicken 4.52(1.09) A farmyard bird that clucks, lays eggs and can be eaten
Comb 3.18(0.87)
A lightweight plastic object with a row of teeth, used for 
tidying the hair
Cow 1.65 (1.2) A grass-eating farm animal that gives milk and can be eaten
Crocodile 4.05 (0.82)
A dangerous reptile with a large mouth and long tail which 
swims and walks on land
Dog 2.59 (0.7)
The friendly animal that barks, is kept as a pet and chases 
cats
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Traditional
Item
Mean Familiarity 
Rating (SD)
Verbal Description
Duck 4.08(1.11) A water bird, which waddles on land lays eggs and quacks
Dustbin 2.42(1.1)
A large household container with handles that is used for 
disposing of rubbish
Eagle 2.2 (1.3)
A large bird which nests in mountains and swoops down to 
catch its prey
Elephant 4.12(1.04)
A large grey animal with a trunk and tusks, that can pull 
heavy loads
Envelope 2.48 (0.93)
A item of stationery, made of paper, which can be sealed, 
addressed and stamped
Frog 4.45 (1.05) The small green animal that hops about in ponds and croaks
Glass 3.8 (0.52) A fragile drinking vessel that sometimes has a stem
Hammer 2.82(1.16)
The tool with a wooden handle and a heavy metal head for 
knocking in nails
Helicopter 2(1.12)
The aircraft with rotor blades that can take off and land 
vertically
Horse 3.55 (1.14)
An animal with a mane and hooves that can be ridden or used 
to pull carts
Kangaroo 1.92(1.15)
An Australian animal that hops along carrying its young in a 
pouch
Key 4.68 (0.42)
A small metal object with a jagged pattern along one edge, 
used to lock doors
Lorry 4.02 (0.91)
The large road vehicle with a cab and trailer, used for 
transporting goods
Monkey 2.58 (0.97)
A furry animal, closely related to mankind that chatters and 
swings through trees
Motorbike 3.25 (1.09)
The fast vehicle with two wheels, an engine, handlebars and 
a saddle
Mouse 2.59(1.02)
The small household pest with a long tail that likes cheese 
and is chased by cats
Orange 3.73 (1.26)
A round fruit with a coloured skin and segmented flesh, eaten 
raw or made into marmalade
Ostrich 1.41 (0.67)
A large flightless bird with a long neck and legs that can run 
fast
Owl 2.18(1.06) A bird of prey that flies by night and hoots
Paintbrush 2.78 (1.24)
A lightweight tool with a wooden handle and soft bristles for 
applying paint
Peacock 1.91 (1.05) A colourful bird that fans out its large tail feathers
Pear 3.23 (1.14)
An oval-shaped fruit, with a green or yellow skin and small 
pips
Penguin 1.86 (0.93)
A black and white bird which lives in cold climates and eats 
fish but can’t fly
Piano 3.42 (1.48)
A large musical instrument, with black and white keys, two 
pedals, and strings inside
Pineapple 2.36(1.3)
A sweet tropical fruit with hard spiky skin and yellow flesh, 
can be bought in tins
Pliers 3.38(1.13)
The handheld tool used for pulling out nails, or gripping 
wires with its jaws
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Traditional
Item
Mean Familiarity 
Rating (SD)
Verbal Description
Plug 3.59 (0.77)
A plastic object which connects electrical items with wires 
and is inserted into a socket
Rabbit 2.81 (1.07)
The small furry animal with long ears, a short tail and a 
twitching nose
Rhinoceros 1.52 (0.89)
A large four-legged animal with thick leathery skin and a 
horn on its nose
Saw 2.92(1.19)
The long metal tool with a wooden handle and jagged blade 
for cutting wood
Scissors 3.91 (0.99)
The small object with finger holes and two sharp metal 
blades for cutting paper
Screwdriver 3.42(1.14)
The handheld tool with a flattened metal end for turning 
screws
Sledge 1.82(1.03)
The wooden vehicle with runners and a seat that runs on 
snow or ice
Spanner 2.72 (1.28)
A metal tool with shaped ends for fastening and loosening 
nuts and bolts
Squirrel 2.55 (0.89)
The small grey or red animal that likes nuts and has a large 
bushy tail
Stool 3.08(1.13)
A small piece of furniture with a seat, three or four legs and 
no back
Strawberry 2.77(1.29)
A soft red fruit grown in this country during the summer, 
eaten with cream
Suitcase 3.65 (0.91)
A large piece of luggage with a handle that is used for 
carrying clothes
Swan 1.97 (0.83)
A large white graceful bird with a long curved neck and 
orange beak
Tiger 1.77 (0.92)
A large dangerous animal with stripes and sharp teeth, that 
lives in India
Toaster 4.08 (0.9)
An electrical kitchen utensil with two slots, used for 
browning slices of bread
Tomato 3.64(1.06)
A round squashy red fruit with watery flesh and many small 
seeds, used in salads
Toothbrush 4.62 (0.73)
A plastic bathroom item with a long handle and short bristles, 
for cleaning teeth
Tortoise 2.4(1.14) A slow-moving reptile with scaly skin and a hard shell
Train 3.64 (0.88)
The vehicle with an engine and carriages that runs on rails 
and carries passengers
Watering Can 2.72(1.5)
A garden container with a spout, used for giving water to 
plants
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Sensory Quality Categories
SQC Item Mean Familiarity 
Rating (SD)*
Verbal description
Biscuit 3.3 (1.3)
a sweet crumbly food, eaten as a snack and made from flour, butter 
and sugar
Cake 3.4(1.1)
A sweet tasting, spongy food traditionally eaten after the meal at 
celebrations
Cardboard 2.85(1.14)
A light brown paper-based material most commonly used to make 
boxes
Carpet 4(1.03) A soft material with a pile, used to cover the floor from wall to wall
Cheese 3.9(1.07)
A strong tasting and smelling yellow food eaten after dinner with 
biscuits
China 4.55 (0.76)
A material used for making mugs and other crockery which is easily 
broken
Chocolate 3.45(1.19)
A sweet, creamy tasting solid food from the cocoa bean, eaten as a 
treat
Copper 1.85 (0.81)
A bronze coloured thin material used for wires because it conducts 
electricity well
Cotton Wool 2.55(1.19)
A white, fluffy material used for cleansing and cosmetics, often 
bought in ball form
Glass 3.95 (1.05)
A clear, fragile material which can shatter and is used for windows 
and drinking vessels
Grass 3.9(1.17) a green substance which grows on the ground and is eaten by cows
Hair 4.7 (0.73)
a dark or light coloured substance that grows on human heads 
throughout life
Ink 2.05(1.19) A liquid used in pens for writing, usually blue or black, which stains
Jam 3.45 (1.57)
a sticky sweet fruit substance for putting on bread and cakes, usually 
red
Ketchup 2.2 (1.4)
A sweet and tangy red liquid made from tomatoes and used as a 
condiment
Leather 3.2(1.06)
A strong material made from animal skin and used for clothes and 
shoes
Milk 4.3 (1.03)
The white creamy tasting liquid which comes from cows and 
contains calcium
Paper 4.9 (0.31)
A white material that comes from trees and is used for writing and 
printing on
Plastic 3.2 (0.95) A cheap manmade material used to make colourful and useful objects
Rice 3.35(1.14)
A white foodstuff that consists of many grains and is commonly 
eaten in the far east
Spaghetti 2.95 (1.28)
A long thin yellow Italian food, eaten with sauce and wound around a 
spoon
Sponge 2.4(1.19)
A soft man made or natural material, used for washing instead of a 
flannel
Straw 1.7 (0.86)
a brown, light substance made from dried wheat stalks, used for 
animal feed and bedding
String 3.25 (1.21)
A long thin white material that is used for tying things together 
temporarily
Sugar 2.7(1.49)
Brown or white crystals which are used to sweeten drinks and food 
naturally
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SQC Item Mean Familiarity 
Rating (SD)*
Verbal description
Tea 4(1.03)
A hot, light brown morning drink usually made by infusing bags in 
water
Tin foil 3.05 (1.23)
A silver, shiny material used for covering food while being baked in 
the oven
Tissue 4.4 (0.94)
a thin, soft material used for blowing your nose or mopping up spilt 
liquids
Tree Bark 2.65(1.42) a hard, rough, dark brown material that protects the outside of trees
Velvet 2.2 (1.2)
A soft, furry luxurious fabric used to make curtains and evening 
clothes, usually in dark colours
Water 4.85 (0.37)
A clear, tasteless and odourless liquid which comes into our homes 
through taps
Wood 3.45 (1.32)
The brown hard material that comes from trees used for making 
furniture and paper
Wool 3.7(1.13) A soft, warm material that comes from sheep and is made into clothes
* There is no difference in the mean familiarity ratings given by the male compared to the female control 
participants (F = 4.108, p> 0.05)
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Appendix D: Pilot descriptions stressing sensory and functional aspects of SQCs.
Item
Number Item Name
Attribute
Type Description
Control
Performance
1 2 3
1 Red wine perceptual A dark coloured, alcoholic liquid which may be sweet or dry 0 1 0
2 Red wine functional Alcoholic liquid, made from red grapes and used as an accompaniment to meals 1 1 1
3 Wool perceptual A soft material that feels warm and can come in many colours 1 0 1
4 Wool functional Material that comes from sheep and is made into clothes 1 1 1
5 Cake perceptual A sweet tasting, light and crumbly substance 1 0
6 Cake functional Traditionally eaten at celebrations, especially weddings and birthdays 1 1 0
7 OJ perceptual A sweet tasting orange coloured liquid which often has "bits" in it 1 0 1
8 OJ functional A drink squeezed from a fruit and often drunk at breakfast time 1 1 0
9 Sandpaper perceptual Rough material made from tiny particles fixed to the surface of paper 1 0 0
10 Sandpaper functional Material used to smooth wood 1 0 1
11 White Flour perceptual A white powdery substance with no taste or smell 1 1 1
12 White Flour functional A substance used in most baking, or to thicken sauces 1 1 1
13 Beer perceptual A fizzy dark or light brown liquid with a dry taste, often with a white frothy head 1 0 1
14 Beer functional An alcoholic liquid brewed from hops and stored in barrels 1 1 1
15 Cardboard perceptual A material that comes in rigid sheets, usually grey or brown and becomes soggy when wet 0 1
16 Cardboard functional A paper-based material most commonly used to make boxes 1 1 1
17 Coffee Granules perceptual
Dark brown granules which dissolve in water to give a strong tasting hot drink that can be taken black 
or white 1 1 1
18 Coffee Granules functional Dried substance from beans which is added to hot water to make a popular drink 1 1 1
19 Tea perceptual A hot, light brown drink often sweetened with sugar to taste 1 1 1
20 Tea functional A morning drink usually made by infusing bags in hot water 1 1 1
21 Velvet perceptual A very smooth, heavy fabric with a nap on one surface, which usually comes in dark, rich colours 1 1 1
22 Velvet functional A luxurious fabric used to make curtains and evening clothes 1 1 0
23 Salt perceptual Tiny white crystals with a strong taste 1 1 1
24 Salt functional A natural substance added to most foods to enhance the flavour 1 1 1
25 Honey perceptual A naturally sweet, sticky and semi-runny substance with a golden brown colour 1 0 0
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Item
Number Item Name
Attribute
Type Description
Control
Performance
26 Honey functional A substance produced by bees and used as a natural sweetener 1 1 1
27 Wood perceptual A hard brown natural material with a grain 1 1 1
28 Wood functional The material from trees used for making furniture and paper 1 1 1
29 Pepper perceptual Black grains with a strong taste and irritating smell 1 1
30 Pepper functional The substance sprinkled on food along with salt for seasoning 1 1 1
31 Cream perceptual A white liquid that comes in different thicknesses and has a rich taste 1 1
32 Cream functional A derivative of milk which is often added to fruit and deserts 1 1 1
33 Cork perceptual A lightweight material obtained from trees, light brown in colour
34 Cork functional The material from the bark of trees which is used as a stopper in wine bottles 1 1 1
35 Ketchup perceptual A thick, red, savoury liquid sauce 1 1 1
36 Ketchup functional Liquid squeezed from a tomato and mixed with other ingredients to use as a condiment 1 1 1
37
Washing-Up
Liquid perceptual A thick liquid, usually green, with a soapy smell and texture 0 1 1
38
Washing-Up
Liquid functional The liquid used to wash dishes, and comes in a bottle 1 1 1
39 Cotton Wool perceptual A white, fluffy material which is soft to the touch and absorbent 1 0
40 Cotton Wool functional A material used for cleansing wounds or cosmetics, often bought in ball form 1 0 1
41 Salad Cream perceptual A light yellow, thick savoury liquid with a strong taste and creamy texture 0
42 Salad Cream functional A liquid made mainly from eggs, used on salads and as an alternative to mayonnaise 1 1 1
43 Water perceptual A clear, refreshing tasteless and odourless liquid 1 1 1
44 Water functional The liquid which is essential to life and comes into our homes through taps 1 1 1
45 Biscuit perceptual A solid food, usually sweet, with a hard and crumbly texture 1 0
46 Biscuit functional A food usually eaten as an accompaniment to tea, made from flour and sugar 1 1
47 Paper perceptual A thin, smooth material, usually white 1 0 1
48 Paper functional Material that comes from trees and is used for writing and printing on 1 1 1
49 Milk perceptual A white coloured, natural drink with a creamy taste 1 1 1
50 Milk functional The liquid which comes from cows and contains calcium 1 1 1
51 Leather perceptual A very strong smooth material, usually brown or black in colour, with a distinctive smell 0
52 Leather functional The material that comes from animal skin and is used for clothes and shoes 1 1 1
53 Chocolate perceptual A sweet tasting brittle substance that may be light or dark brown, or sometimes white 1 1 1
54 Chocolate functional Food produced from the cocoa bean, eaten as a treat 1 1 1
55 Whisky perceptual A brown alcoholic liquid with a very strong flavour and smell 0 0 0
56 Whisky functional An alcoholic drink, traditional in Scotland and Ireland and can be of the Malt variety 1 1 1
57 Nylon perceptual A thin smooth and very hard-wearing fabric 0 1 0
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Item
Number Item Name
Attribute
Type Description
Control
Performance
58 Nylon functional A man made fabric used for umbrellas and some clothes 1 1 1
59 Tea Leaves perceptual Brown, dried leaves which infuse in hot water 1 0 1
60 Tea Leaves functional A substance added to hot water to make a popular drink, usually used in porous bags 1 1 1
61 Vinegar perceptual A brown liquid with a very sharp strong acidic taste and smell 1 0 1
62 Vinegar functional Liquid derived from wine and added to food, especially fish and chips 1 1 1
63 Plastic perceptual A hard material that can come in a variety of colours and thicknesses 0 0
64 Plastic functional A man made material used to make many appliances in the home and office 1 0 0
65 Bread perceptual A food with a thin hard brown exterior and a soft white or brown interior 1 0 0
66 Bread functional The food used to make toast or sandwiches 1 1 1
67 Cooking Oil perceptual A thick, greasy liquid with little taste or smell 1 1 1
68 Cooking Oil functional A liquid, made from plants which is heated to aid cooking 0 1
69 Polystyrene perceptual A white rigid and very lightweight material, that can come in sheets, large blocks or small pellets 1 1 0
70 Polystyrene functional A material used for packaging goods and disposable cups 1 1 0
71 Rice perceptual Food substance consisting of many small grains with little taste on their own 1 0 0
72 Rice functional Natural food from plants grown in Asia which is used with sauces to make filling meals 1 0
73 White Wine perceptual A pale coloured alcoholic liquid which may be sweet or dry 1 1
74 White Wine functional The alcoholic drink made from grapes and traditionally served with fish meals 1 1 1
75 Sponge perceptual A soft, absorbent material with a springy texture, usually yellow in colour 1 0 1
76 Sponge functional A man made or natural material that is commonly used for cleansing instead of a flannel 1 0 1
77 Spaghetti perceptual A food item consisting of long thin yellow strands that are hard before cooking 1 1 1
78 Spaghetti functional A common Italian food, eaten with a sauce and wound around a spoon 1 1 1
79 Cola perceptual A sweet, dark brown fizzy drink 1 1 1
80 Cola functional An American drink which is full of sugar and very popular with children 1 1 1
81 Cotton perceptual A natural woven material which is soft and durable 0
82 Cotton functional A material from plants which is used to make most clothing, especially men's shirts 1 1 1
83 Cheese perceptual A food with a firm texture and a strong taste usually white or yellow in colour 1 0 1
84 Cheese functional A food riiade from milk which comes in blocks and is eaten after dinner with biscuits 1 1 1
85 Ink perceptual A coloured watery liquid, usually blue or black 1 0 1
86 Ink functional A liquid used in pens for writing 1 1 1
87 Carpet perceptual A thick, tough material, soft on one side, which can carry decorative patterns 0
88 Carpet functional A material laid down to cover the floor from wall to wall 1 1 1
89 Brown Sugar perceptual Brown crystals with a sweet taste 1 1 1
90 Brown Sugar functional A substance used to sweeten drinks and food more naturally than refined sugar 0 1 1
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Appendix E: Exam ples of stim ulus items from  the FR  test 
1) Example from the colour condition:
a) FROG
Target
b) TRUMPET
Target
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Plausible distractor Implausible distractor
Plausible distractor Implausible distractor
2) Example from the environmental context condition:
a )  E L E P H A N T
Target Plausible distractor Implausible distractor
b ) G U I T A R
Target Plausible distractor Implausible distractor
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3) Examples from the sound condition (pictures only, sound = cow “mooing”):
a) Plausible trial:
Target Distractor
b) Implausible trial:
Target Distractor
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4) Description of stimulus items used in the motion condition of FR test
Concept Correct stimulus Distractor
Banana peel coming off in sections peel coming off in one piece in spiral
Cat arching back upwards in a stretch panting and pushing tongue out
Clock hands moving in a clockwise direction hands moving in an anticlockwise direction
Cow chewing, waving tail rearing up on hind legs
Crab walking sideways walking forwards
Dog panting and pushing tongue out arching back upwards in a stretch
Duck dipping head into water while floating jumping forwards
Egg falling and cracking on floor falling and bouncing high on floor
Frog leaping from lily pad running using alternate legs
Hammer moving up and down twisting motion
Helicopter taking off in hovering motion taking off in je t motion
Horse rearing on hind legs bending back legs to sitting position
Kangaroo hopping forwards running on alternate legs
Penguin waddling along ground flying by flapping wings
Piano keys moving up and down keys moving in and out
Saw to and fro motion up and down motion
Scissors blades and handle moving blades moving, handles stationery
Suitcase locks opening and lid lifting handle and locks pulling outwards
Tortoise slow walking motion flying motion
Windmill sails moving as one unit in same direction each sail moving independently in different directions
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Appendix F: Glossary of abbreviated terms
Abbreviation Full term
ANOVA analysis of variance
AoA age of acquisition
CCP Camel and Cactus Picture Test
ccw Camel and Cactus Word Test
cs category-specific
CSA conceptual structure account
CT computed tomography
DAT dementia of the Alzheimer’s type
fMRI functional magnetic resonance imaging
FTD frontotemporal dementia
FTLD frontotemporal lobar degeneration
FR feature reality
FUSS featural and unitary semantic space
GNT Graded Naming Test
HSVE herpes simplex viral encephalitis
IFG inferior frontal gyrus
MMSE Mini Mental State Examination
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
NART National Adult Reading Test
NCS noncategory-spec i fi c
NS non significant
NT not tested
OUCH organised and unitary content hypothesis
PIQ performance intelligence quota
PNFA progressive nonfluent aphasia
PPA primary progressive aphasia
PPT Pyramid and Palm Trees Test
RMT Recognition Memory Test
RT response time
SD semantic dementia
SFT sensory/functional theory
SQC sensory quality category
TR testing round
TROG Test for the Reception of Grammar
VBM voxel based morphometry
VOSP Visual and Object Perception Battery
WCST Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
WPM word-to- picture matching
VIQ verbal intelligence quota
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